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The year 2014 marks 100 years since the outbreak of the First World
War – an almost unimaginable tragedy, but also a critical turning point
in social, political and industrial change. Today’s aviation technology
and scope would probably be very different without the century’s upheavals.
European ATM today has to deal with broken-up empires and countries. Franz
Joseph’s empire, for example, is now all or major parts of Austria, Hungary,
Croatia, the Czech Republic, Slovenia, Ukraine, etc. Thus, while Europe has 39
states with ANSPs, most having one en-route centre, there are 64 in total. The
standard comparison is with the Continental USA, covering about the same
geographical area. It has one ANSP and 20 en-route centres, and handles about
two-thirds more IFR traffic. These disparities were one of the major factors in
the creation of the Single European Sky (SES) programme.
Functional airspace blocks (FABs) are a key element of European SES plans.
Our original idea for FABs (Wilmer, Cutler and Pickering Consortium, 2001)
was that “the criteria of safety, efficiency and fairness will no longer be
subordinated to constraints of historic political geography”. A regional
cooperation model for FABs was recommended, and has since been
implemented. The European Commission noted that, where appropriate, an
integrated provider could deliver ATC services in a FAB. ANSPs might thus be
combined in some way, or one ANSP could take over another’s airspace. There
could then be a business case for reducing centre numbers. This could more
readily achieve ‘best practice’, and gain economies of scale benefits in
operations, procurement, support staff, etc.
Present FAB plans are largely about airspace/route structures, harmonisation
and coordination. Some ANSP customers view FABs as “an administrative boxticking exercise” and they want consolidation of centres to ~40 or fewer. This
seems unlikely. Such decisions are not in the hands of ANSP leaders. Would
many political leaders push through legislation involving centre closure? This
would mean an irrevocable loss of sovereignty and national accountability for
the safe operation of the country’s airspace, and the loss of professional jobs. It
could be seen as another kind of ‘offshore call-centre’. People usually act for the
common good only when there is a genuine crisis: the group’s interests
requiring individual sacrifices. The bleakest analogy is starving polar explorers,
one altruistically walking off into the snow. Another would be an ANSP’s
financial collapse and subsequent need to be rescued – akin to the many recent
bank rescues.
If this is a sensible judgement about the foreseeable future, then all attention
must be on FABs evolving better cost efficiency for ‘big ticket’ effects on value
chains. The EU might provide seed money to encourage synchronised
procurement and development, such as standardising ATM equipment and FDP
systems. States might agree to potentially reversible operational changes, such
as franchising one state to handle all the FAB’s night-time traffic. FABs might
rely on Eurocontrol to procure and manage some centralised data functions, i.e.
branching out from the success of the CFMU. But what real incentives will be
in place to drive customer-focused programmes forward, and to build trust?
Peter Brooker, aviation consultant

Peter Brooker’s article on unmanned aerial vehicles can be found on page 24
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you’re cleared to land

Honeywell — addressing ATM challenges today for clearer
and more efficient skies tomorrow.
With the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) predicting that air
transportation is set to double in the next 20 years, and with increasing
pressure on airspace, the words ‘you’re cleared to land’ are becoming even
more valuable to pilots, airlines, passengers and air navigation service
providers alike. Honeywell is an active participant in both the NextGen and
SESAR programs and we are leading the way in developing technologies
for the modernisation of the ATM system. Our innovative solutions, such as the SmartPath® Ground Based
Augmentation System (GBAS) and our next generation Flight Management Systems which will enable
Performance Based Navigation and Time Based Operations, increase airport access and capacity, improve
routing efficiency and reduce operating costs, making a more intelligent and effective ATM ecosystem
possible today. Honeywell ATM solutions are available today to meet the evolving needs of government
agencies, aviation customers and airline passengers across the globe. With Honeywell, you’re cleared to land.

Honeywell’s SmartPath ® Precision Landing System is the only
GBAS system to have been certified in both Europe and the U.S.
For more information visit aerospace.honeywell.com/ATM
© 2013 Honeywell International Inc. All Rights Reserved

OCEANIC AIRSPACE

Right: The Ocean21 display in the FAA’s
William J Hughes Technical Center’s
laboratory shows the conflict advisory tool
advising the technician at the console not
to approve a climb for an aircraft that has
just requested an altitude change.
Below: The conflict advisory tool in use
when it has detected an altitude conflict

SEA CHANGES
New NextGen procedures are enabling
aircraft to move through oceanic flight lanes
to reach optimal, fuel-saving altitudes
Heather Hemdal, FAA director of operations support

The FAA is providing greatly improved services to
trans-oceanic flights as the agency works with airlines
and international partners to exploit new policies,
procedures and technologies. These major improvements
employ NextGen concepts of operation and are enabling
NextGen implementation at the FAA’s three oceanic centres.
Many of the advances in the past decade were in the planning
stage before the inception of NextGen in 2005, but the
capabilities exemplify where the FAA is headed with NextGen in
the high altitude structure.
Far fewer aircraft fly across the ocean than across the USA
each day, but oceanic flights have great economic importance for
the airlines. Oakland Center handles only about 600 oceanic
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flights a day in airspace that covers nearly 10% of the earth’s
surface, while about 50,000 aircraft fly over the much smaller
area of the country’s terra firma. But cargo carriers make the
majority of their profit on oceanic routes and international
flights are the most profitable ones for passenger airlines. Each
Pacific Ocean crossing burns several times more fuel than a
coast-to-coast flight over the USA.

Fixed, flexible and user preferred routes
The FAA is working to make oceanic operations more efficient
by allowing aircraft to fly the best route at the most favourable
altitude as often as possible. Aircraft have the choice of flying
fixed tracks, flexible tracks adjusted for the best wind conditions

OCEANIC AIRSPACE

based on forecasts twice a day, or user-preferred routes (UPRs).
UPRs require special avionics and are tailored to a particular
flight, an airline’s business case and the performance
characteristics of the model of aircraft in use.
For now, UPRs are among the most efficient air navigation
procedures available over the oceans because they provide a
custom route for a particular model of aircraft based on the
latest wind forecasts. These UPR procedures support ICAO’s
goals of minimising the impact of global civil aviation on the
environment while improving air traffic efficiency.
Savings from UPRs have the potential, depending on how
many aircraft operators use them, to cut fuel consumption by
21,000,000 lb per year on routes from North America to the

South Pacific, while cutting 66,000,000 lb of CO2 emissions per
year. The Japan Airlines Group estimated a few years ago that it
could save 3,400,000 lb of fuel per year and 4,700,000 lb of
CO2 emissions using UPRs between Japan and Hawaii.
Aircraft can fly more often on the most favourable routes and
at the most desirable altitudes over the oceans when they can
use improved communications, navigation and surveillance
(CNS), including satellite datalink for communications, GPS
for high-performance navigation, and Automatic Dependent
Surveillance – Contract (ADS-C) for surveillance.
Aircraft operators who have added the required avionics
equipment are now taking advantage of greater flexibility in
flying a routeing they prefer, getting permission to change to
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a more desirable altitude en route or obtaining a revised route
in the middle of the ocean. Dynamic Aircraft Route Planning
(DARP), for example, allows aircraft to upload a new flight path
while en-route over the ocean. DARP allows airborne rerouting
of aircraft when airborne or ground systems indicate that a more
fuel efficient route is available, thereby reducing fuel burn and
emissions. Results from All Nippon Airways show that DARPs
have saved flights 2,000 lb of fuel burn and seven minutes flying
time during a single oceanic crossing.

Ocean21
The backbone of modernisation at FAA oceanic ATC centres in
Oakland, Anchorage and New York is Ocean21. The system is
constantly being improved with new software and is a key
enabler for NextGen improvements. The FAA’s Advanced
Technologies and Oceanic Procedures (ATOP) programme
manages the operation and support of this key system.
Ocean21 provides oceanic controllers with a set of automated
decision-support tools to assist in aircraft separation assurance,
coordination, flight data management and controller-pilot
datalink communications (CPDLC). One thing that eases
workload is a situation display with interactive electronic flight
strips, aircraft labels and aircraft position symbols. This is a huge
advance over the days when controllers kept track of aircraft by
making notations with pencils on paper flight strips.
The Ocean21 automation platform incorporates a range
of surveillance sources including radar near coastal areas,

8
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conventional position reports from pilots and digital messages
from the Future Air Navigation System (FANS) and ADS-C.
When the operator of an aircraft crossing the ocean makes
a contract agreement with ATC, the ADS-C technology
automatically provides periodic GPS-derived position updates
once every 10 to 14 minutes and allows air traffic controllers
to inquire about the aircraft’s position at any time an additional
update is needed. The airline pays for the satellite service to
deliver each report.
Ocean21 and CNS improvements are reducing controller
workload and producing measurable operator benefits. At
Oakland Center, response times to pilot requests for altitude
changes dropped dramatically from around five minutes in
2004 to three-and-a-half minutes the next year and it has been
running at an average of two minutes or less since 2008. The
approval rate of altitude change requests has also risen. A
monthly tally shows close to 75% of altitude requests being
approved by Oakland Center in 2004 for aircraft using datalink.
This figure rose to 80% in 2005 and then to 85% and above for
most of the months from 2008 to 2013.

Performance based navigation
Ocean21’s flexibility is also critical for the implementation of
performance based navigation (PBN) procedures in oceanic
airspace. PBN allows aircraft with the required equipment to
reduce in-trail and lateral separation by 50-70% depending on
the level of PBN procedure employed. Separation now depends

OCEANIC AIRSPACE

Left: The FAA’s Phases of Flight, which illustrates the different technologies and
processes involved in NextGen. Above: Current and future aims for the NextGen
programme. Right: Progress in oceanic airspace using Ocean21

on how aircraft are equipped and can range from 100 nautical
miles between aircraft to as little as 30 nautical miles. NextGen
procedures allow aircraft to climb or descend past each other at
even closer range of as little as 15 nautical miles. But it takes two
aircraft with the same level of equipage flying near each other for
controllers to implement reduced separation.
Traditional methods of position reporting by pilots over HF
radio are still in use. The pilots report the aircraft’s position
every 10° of longitude (roughly once an hour) and tell when and
where they will cross the longitude 10° further on. HF radio can
be unreliable due to atmospheric interference and it can be hard
to listen to due to frequent static. Therefore positioning and
communications uncertainty make it necessary for ATC to have
one aircraft following another by 10 minutes in trail. Depending
on the cruising speed of the aircraft this spacing can amount to
80 to 100 nautical miles in trail.
Based on two PBN standards and procedures developed by
the FAA, aircraft operators and international partners provide
much closer spacing as long as both aircraft involved are suitably
equipped. These are:
Required Navigation Performance 10 (RNP 10). This is a form
of area navigation (RNAV) that allows a variety of positioning

sources including GPS. RNP 10 allows aircraft to fly 50 nautical
miles apart along track, with frequent position reports provided
to the controller, or 50 nautical miles left and right of each other.
This so-called 50/50 capability is only available when both
aircraft have at least RNP 10 capability. The accuracy of RNP 10
means an aircraft can maintain its position within 10 nautical
miles 95% of the time.
Required Navigation Performance 4 (RNP 4). This relies primarily

AIR TRAFFIC TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL 2014
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Above and left: Oakland Air Route Traffic Control Center (ZOA) charts showing flights
and equipment utilisation (above left), altitude change requests (above) and air traffic
response to change request (left)

30 nautical miles left and right of each other. This 30/30
capability is only available when both aircraft have RNP 4
capability. In Oakland Center 58% of flights are equipped with
FANS and the number with RNP 4 is slowly rising from a figure
of 32% in 2012.
Ocean21 makes the use of PBN possible in FAA-controlled
oceanic airspace because it automatically recognises which
aircraft are using traditional navigation and position reporting
procedures, which are capable of flying RNP 10 and which are
capable of RNP 4. So if an RNP 4 aircraft is following one using
traditional position reporting methods, Ocean21 knows that the
controller should use the 10-minute in-trail rule rather than
shifting to 30/30.

Trajectory based operations
on GPS and other navigation sensors that meet even more
stringent requirements to contain an aircraft in a narrow
corridor of airspace. Onboard monitoring and alerting warns
the pilot in the rare instance when the navigation performance
degrades and the aircraft could drift out of the containment
boundary. When combined with FANS datalink communications,
RNP 4 allows aircraft to fly 30 nautical miles apart along track or

Ocean21’s enhanced conflict probe capability is a strategic
planning tool that automatically detects conflicts between
aircraft up to two hours in the future and provides the controller
with conflict resolution advice and plenty of time to come up
with a solution. This is because the system tracks the aircraft
operator’s intent, not just the aircraft’s current position as radar
does. It looks ahead for each flight. By tracking a flight path in

REDUCING ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
International partnership plays a key role in the modernisation of air traffic services over the oceans, and that is why the FAA gives such strong support to the Asia
Pacific Initiative to Reduce Emissions (ASPIRE) and a similar initiative for Atlantic Interoperability Initiative to Reduce Emissions (AIRE).
AIRE is a cooperative agreement between the FAA and the European Commission (EC) that seeks to reduce the impact of aviation on the environment by promoting
operational efficiency in all phases of flight. AIRE demonstrations are conducted as part of the NextGen and Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) efforts.
The AIRE Gate-to-Gate 2010 Demonstration flight trials included two westbound flights from Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport to Miami International Airport. The
flights successfully demonstrated that user-preferred trajectories, flight optimisations, and four-dimensional, trajectory-based control are achievable for transatlantic
flights with current technology, leading to substantial efficiencies and reduction in environmental impact. This demonstration showed the powerful effect of making
improvements during all phases of flight as well as on the surface from push back at departure to arrival at the gate.
The ASPIRE partnership has been evolving since it began in 2008 and it now includes the FAA, Airservices Australia, Airways New Zealand, the Civil Aviation Bureau
Japan, the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore and Aeronautical Radio of Thailand. ASPIRE is a comprehensive approach to environmental stewardship for the Pacific
Rim and currently it has established best practices for 10 city pairs for the use of environmentally friendly procedures from gate to gate. Airports included in the city
pairs in the USA are San Francisco and Los Angeles, and in the Far East, Singapore, Melbourne, Auckland and Sydney.
More pairs are being added to the initiative named ASPIRE Daily, under which airlines are being urged to use a range of best practices from gate to gate to reduce
aircraft exhaust emissions. These include the use of UPRs, DARP, 30/30 separation, time-based arrivals management as well as optimisation of surface movement,
departures and arrivals. In an earlier small scale demonstration using ASPIRE techniques, the cumulative fuel savings for six flights over the Pacific by wide body
passenger jets were 71,400 lb of fuel, which reduced CO2 emissions by 224,840 lb.
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NextGen procedures allow aircraft executing a climb/descend procedure to be as close as 15 nautical miles to another aircraft at a different flight level

four dimensions (three spatial plus time) into the future as well
as using current wind data, Ocean21 takes the first step into
trajectory based operations (TBO), a key part of the FAA’s
NextGen modernisation effort in oceanic and domestic airspace.

Datalink and optimum altitude
The FAA is now demonstrating datalink capability and two
automatic dependent surveillance capabilities to develop ways
to approve climbs and descents past other aircraft closer than
30 nautical miles. Pilots may want to climb because jet engines
usually burn less fuel in colder temperatures at higher altitudes.
As fuel is burned off and the load lightened, pilots often seek
clearance to climb to higher altitudes.
The problem with traditional methods of navigation and
reporting position over HF voice radio is that aircraft have to be
80-100 nautical miles away before the climb to a more fuelefficient altitude can be approved. If an aircraft is closer than
that it could block the climb for the rest of the oceanic crossing.
This penalty adds up over a period of many hours because
deviating from an optimum altitude by just 1,000ft can increase
the amount of fuel burned during cruise flight by 1%, according
to recent research by MIT on altitude optimisation. For example
a Boeing 747-400, held 1,000ft below its optimum altitude,
burns approximately 288 lb more fuel per hour than at its
optimum altitude.
RNP 10 allows the climb when two RNP 10 aircraft are 50
nautical miles or more apart and RNP 4/FANS allows it when
they are 30 nautical miles apart. Two new NextGen procedures
cut that RNP 4 distance in half.

ADS-C climb, descent procedure (ADS-C CDP)
The FAA conducted a two-year trial of this capability, which is a
procedure initiated by the controller after a pilot request. When
two aircraft operating with ADS-C and CPDLC are near each
other, the controller has an accurate picture of how far apart
they are. ADS-C CDP therefore allows a controller to clear an
aircraft to climb or descend to a requested flight level through
one intermediate flight level occupied by a second aircraft that
is a minimum of 15 nautical miles away. About 55% of aircraft
crossing the Pacific Ocean are equipped with FANS and CPDLC
and approximately 25% of aircraft crossing the North Atlantic
are FANS equipped. The FAA wants to make this new procedure
operational by 2015.

ADS-B in-trail procedures (ADS-B ITP)
This procedure involves pilots using onboard equipment to
evaluate the local traffic situation to decide whether to request
a clearance from controllers to climb or descend. The aircraft
executing the procedure can be as close as 15 nautical miles to
another aircraft at a different flight level. The other aircraft must
be broadcasting its position using ADS-B, so the manoeuvring
aircraft preparing to climb or descend using the in-trail
procedure can receive this data via ADS-B In. The data is
presented on a cockpit display of traffic information, enabling
pilots not only to see the location of the aircraft but also to
obtain the information they need in order to make the flight
level change request.
A trial has been extended from 2012 into 2013. The business
case for this capability shows that installing the needed ADS-B
In equipment pays for itself in less than two years and continues
to save on fuel costs every year thereafter. The FAA expects
ADS-B ITP to become operational in 2015.
The FAA is already pursuing several other NextGen
demonstrations in oceanic airspace, including one designed to
share conflict probe capability that is under way with airline
dispatchers, and a mini-global demonstration set for 2014 to
validate both the flight-object concept and the flight information
exchange model.

The path ahead

The Ocean21 display in the FAA’s William J Hughes Technical Center’s laboratory shows
the conflict advisory tool in use when it has identified a traffic conflict
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Operations at the FAA’s oceanic centres today are already proving
that NextGen concepts of operation work as advances in
communications, navigation and surveillance plus new
procedures deliver benefits. The FAA’s plan for the future in
oceanic airspace is to implement additional NextGen policies,
technologies and procedures in close cooperation with other
ANSPs, aircraft operators and ICAO to further reduce flying
time, fuel burn and aircraft exhaust emissions. v
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INTERVIEW: CANSO

GLOBAL SKIES
Harmonisation in the air and on the ground, using advanced safety systems and
procedures, is central to maximising the efficiency of ANSPs worldwide, claims the
organisation that is intent on driving the necessary changes
Karl Vadaszffy

Working as the global voice of ANSPs, the Civil Air
Navigation Services Organisation (CANSO) boasts a
membership that is responsible for managing over 85%
of the world’s air traffic. Its members, comprising 80 ANSPs and
approximately the same number of technical and systems
providers including Airbus and Boeing, use the organisation to
collaborate on projects, policies, procedures and technology
plans on a global basis. Together their aim is simple: to improve
the efficiency of air navigation services on the ground and in the
air by transforming ATM globally.
CANSO also represents its members in major governmental,
regulatory and industry forums, including with ICAO, where it
has official observer status.
After working in the UK defence industry, then for Airbus
(where he was involved in the development and launch of the
A380) and for IATA, Jeff Poole became CANSO’s director general
last December. He addresses the initial hurdle that CANSO and
its members face in their efforts to help ATM evolve: “Each State
is responsible for its own airspace, and under present
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arrangements has its own ANSP. We are trying to build more
harmonised airspace at a regional level. We talk in Europe about
a Single European Sky. The thing is, the sky always was single
– until we fragmented it with ATC requirements.”
Finding ways to reconnect this fragmentation is a problem
that Poole is determined to solve. He says that handing aircraft
from one ANSP to another, as a route takes it through different
airspaces, is “not a recipe for the best efficiency in terms of flight
routes, cost of air traffic provision and costs for airlines”.

A seamless airspace
To move towards harmonised airspace and away from the
present fragmented nature of ATC provision, CANSO is working
towards achieving seamless airspace globally. “The whole point,”
says Poole, “is that it should not matter where an aircraft is; it
should operate to harmonised procedures and adopt the
optimum route in terms of time and efficiency. The biggest
hurdle towards this is the States themselves and their desire
to retain full control of everything in their airspace.”

INTERVIEW: CANSO

Jeff Poole, CANSO’s director general,
believes that the industry needs to work
together to build a more harmonised
airspace at a regional level
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A global harmonised airspace will enable air traffic control towers such as at Milan Malpensa Airport (above) to develop more efficient and technologically advanced air traffic control

A STABLE APPROACH
CANSO’s new Runway Safety Maturity Checklist has been designed for
use by ANSPs, airlines, airport operators, regulators and aeronautical
telecommunication and radio navigation (ATEL/ANAV) providers. One of its
aims is to improve working relationships between pilots and controllers so
that both understand the risks involved in an unstable approach, and are
therefore able to minimise the potential for runway excursions.
The checklist, which enables users to benchmark maturity levels with
regards to managing runway safety risks, identifies key elements of
risk control and uses a series of questions to assess the maturity of an
organisation against each element. Evidence must be provided for answers
to the following questions:
• Is there a practice in place?
• Is the practice documented?
• Are employees trained, checked and assessed?
• Is it working? How do you know?
• How could you improve the element?
The checklist also helps users prioritise improvement actions, focusing
on concepts including safety benefit, financial impact, stakeholder impact,
complexity and dependencies.
Eurocontrol is currently migrating the checklist to a web-based app to
increase user convenience.

So what’s been happening to move beyond the issue of
sovereignty? “The air traffic industry – that’s ANSPs, airline
customers and airports – has been working hard to optimise
flight trajectories and routes, which in turn optimises flight
times and costs,” explains Poole. “The industry is also working
together to harmonise the basic technologies, procedures and
processes that are used.”
Of course, things aren’t always smooth sailing, and convincing
governments to change a decades-old tradition isn’t going to
happen overnight. Poole comments, “Governments need to
recognise that while they have sovereignty over their airspace,
which is enshrined in international law, that doesn’t mean they
have to manage it themselves strictly in accordance with their
national boundaries. The one thing they can do is work together
so that national geographical boundaries don’t remain
boundaries in the sky – and therefore barriers to progress. They
must enable aircraft to fly freely across a region’s airspace so that
everyone can take the optimum routes.”
Poole stresses that although some progress is being made, the
biggest issues remain at governmental and regulatory levels. As a
result, CANSO has been working through ICAO on a global air
traffic navigation plan, which Poole calls “a roadmap towards a
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seamless airspace”. As part of this, he says,
there are agreements on technology and
operational upgrades that can be made at the
national and regional level by governments:
“But governments need to address State
responsibilities and regulatory issues at the
same time as we are working at an industry
level on the more operational and technical
issues,” Poole adds.

Safety management
These operational and technical issues lead on
to safety, which Poole calls CANSO’s and the
industry’s “number-one priority”. But, he
warns, the word ‘safety’ can also be a
convenient excuse for people to hide behind if
they do not want to embrace change. “Change
is what we need,” he stresses, “if we are to
positively and proactively increase the
efficiency of ATM. Getting there through
harmonisation and a seamless global sky will
be a big change-management programme, and
change management and culture management
with different governments. But once we get
there, the benefits to everyone in the industry
will be undeniable.”
To improve safety, ANSPs have increasingly
focused on safety-management systems.
Updating systems across the globe takes time,
but CANSO has been taking a lead role in
offering guidance to support the
implementation of new systems that are
consistent with regional regulatory frameworks.
How far along this has moved depends on
the region. Poole comments, “We are working
through ICAO to implement Aviation System
Block Upgrades to facilitate harmonised ATM
planning. First, technological and preferred
technologies are identified and then they are
implemented in block upgrades, so there is a
consistent roadmap for individual nations and
regions to follow. They can proceed at their
own pace, but in a way that takes everyone
towards a more harmonised basis.”
A key focus in doing this is to enable flexible
Austro Control is responsible for safe, reliable and efficient air traffic throughout Austrian airspace (Vienna ATC is
routeing so that aircraft can fly the most
pictured above), with as many as 4,000 flight movements per day
optimal and efficient routes. Poole also sees an
increase in the use of performance-based navigation,
which enables aircraft to fly more precisely defined paths
“Another thing we are looking at is optimised trajectories for
without relying, as they have in the past, on ground-based
individual flights – that is, continuous descent and continuous
navigation systems. In addition there has been greater
climb operations,” Poole explains. “We do not want aircraft to
implementation of ADS-B, which uses satellites to track aircraft
climb from or descend to airports in a stepped manner, which
positions more accurately.
is the traditional way. Continuous ascents and descents are
Airways New Zealand has accomplished a complete airspace
much more cost effective, save fuel, lower emissions and are
redesign, implementing PBN procedures throughout its service
operationally effective.”
area, improving the accessibility of several airports within its
Two of the greatest concerns about runway safety are
system. NavCanada and Airservices Australia have implemented
incursions and excursions. After investigating one of the leading
ADS-B procedures, which have provided surveillance coverage
factors that contributes to runway excursions – unstable
in non-radar areas. This has resulted in a reduction in separation
approaches, which was identified as a contributing factor in 17%
requirements, an increase in available routes and altitudes, and
of accidents between 2008 and 2012 – CANSO worked closely
improved traffic flow.
with airlines and airports to develop a programme to educate
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The Transpolis building, CANSO Headquarters

The CANSO Executive Committee

airport managers, ANSPs, pilots and controllers on the causes of,
and risks concerning, unstable approaches.
“The initiative aims to reduce the risk of a significant aircraft
runway incident or accident,” explains Poole. “By partnering
with regulators, airports, airlines and ANSPs, CANSO has
developed global safety tools that will make a major contribution
to safe flying around the world.
“ATC plays an important role in contributing to safe, stable
approaches and reducing the risk of runway excursions, which
are widely acknowledged as the greatest threat to aviation safety
globally. This includes ensuring that controllers appreciate what
is required for a pilot to achieve a stabilised approach, issuing
proper clearances and providing timely and accurate weather
information. We have produced one-page, easy-to-read key tips
for pilots and controllers to make sure that aircraft are managed
safely in the final stage of flight before landing. We are also
focused on ensuring that the right systems are in place to
improve runway safety overall through our Runway Safety
Maturity Checklist.”

It is not just governments that are applying the pressure. Now
that 30-50% of an airline’s operational costs are typically for
fuel, and because the market remains highly competitive,
airlines are demanding better ATM performance. “If this is
achieved,” Poole says, “it brings down cost and automatically
brings environmental benefits.”
Indeed, he believes that if airspace is operated in the most
efficient manner, environmental issues are naturally addressed,
in terms of emissions in particular. “Optimum efficiency can be
defined as flying the most direct routes, using the most efficient
climb and descent, and burning less fuel. Always within the
parameters of safety, becoming more effective operationally and
cost-wise is the job of any ANSP for the benefit of its airline
customers,” he says.
Poole has time to mention two other barriers to a global
seamless sky, to which he believes governments around the
world must give more attention: “First, they should allow their
ANSPs to operate as businesses rather than as government
departments. This would enable the industry to work together
more effectively. For example, one country’s ANSP could provide
services commercially to another country, or they could combine
to form a bigger group.
“Second, a lot of work is going into the issue of civil-military
cooperation. Because the military has its own airspace, civil
airliners often have to fly around it or cannot fly through areas
at certain times. This is a huge barrier to efficient ATM. We are
working hard to minimise the adverse impact that each has on
the other’s operations.” v

Green targets
Of course, improving safety standards isn’t the only challenge for
ANSPs. They also have to deal with pressure from governments
on environmental matters. “Many of us believe this is focused
unfairly on the aviation industry,” comments Poole. “The
industry has very clear environmental targets to which it is
committed, far more than any other industry, but nonetheless
the pressure is on to reduce aviation emissions.”

GAME PLAN
In June 2013 the CANSO AGM approved Vision 2020, a strategic framework to transform ATM globally, containing 126 projects, each with detailed actions, timescales
and deliverables. It has been developed in collaboration with CANSO members, airlines, airports, industry associations, the military, governments and regulators, and
has three core elements: being a strong partner; creating value for members and stakeholders; and optimising the efficiency and effectiveness of the organisation.
Two new areas of reform have been given special attention:
Better regulation. “We need to harmonise government regulations and make sure they support the industry in moving towards more harmonised systems and global
airspace,” says CANSO’s Jeff Poole. “If they focus too much on national regulations, they’ll just become more fragmented. The regulatory environment for ATM is
complex and the industry is often faced with prescriptive, obsolete, inefficient and conflicting requirements that add unnecessary cost and undermine the ability to
innovate and perform effectively. Having different requirements is simply a barrier to progress. Instead, regulations should be proportionate, consistent, accountable,
transparent and targeted.”
Service priority. CANSO sees ‘first-come, first-served’ as an outdated concept. Instead, Poole believes that service priority should be recategorised as “most-capable,
best-served”, which he calls “the next evolution in ATM”. He believes that it will encourage airlines to invest in technology, including increased surveillance capability in
remote places and decision-making tools.
“We have the technology to manage each aircraft in accordance with its capabilities,” Poole says, “so we can prioritise airspace in a different way. This will have a major
effect on how ATM is run, but most importantly on its effectiveness.” The shift, however, will require support from pilots and controllers, as well as changes to airspace
construction, ATC procedures and flow management.
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UNMANNED AIRCRAFT

STAY ALERT
Introducing unmanned aerial vehicles into a high reliability ATC system is a challenging task,
but one that is possible with the right equipment and personnel in place
Peter Brooker, aviation consultant
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ScanEagle, developed and built by
Boeing and The Insitu Group, is a longendurance, autonomous unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV), which can operate
in harsh weather environments.
© Boeing

Civil and military unmanned aircraft systems
(UAS) currently face airspace restrictions. Figure
1 illustrates the different elements of a UAS. So
how do unmanned aircraft vehicles (UAV) gain safe,
secure and efficient integration into non-segregated
airspace and aerodromes? The interest here lies in the
effect on ordinary commercial passenger aircraft. A
necessary safety aspect is the introduction of UAS into
‘high reliability’ ATC systems. ATC systems include
ground-based ATC, policies and designs of airspace,
collision avoidance ground/airborne equipment, and
aircrew see-and-avoid. Airlines and passengers, however,
would obviously ask: “Could these unmanned aircraft
mean higher risks of mid-air collision?” There are a
number of feasible processes of policy decision-making
and safety analyses that should offer reassurance. (NB:
The following does not cover risks to general aviation
(GA) aircraft in uncontrolled airspace or third party risks
from UAV crashes.)
A very useful recent document is the FAA’s framework
for integrating UAS into future ATC, looking at the
baseline UAS Concept of Operations. The Concept
excludes any integration of small UAVs that operate by
‘visual line of sight’ of the UAS ground control staff into
civil (manned) transport traffic. The thrust of the main
UAS Concept is ensuring that UAS operations are
‘lookalike’ versions of civil IFR-based operations as far as
technically possible. Thus, the Concept is that UAVs must
comply with existing, adapted and/or new operating rules
or procedures; not require new classes or types of
airspace; file and fly IFR flight plans; and comply with
ATC separation minima in controlled airspace.
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Figure 1. Some integrated UAS elements, including: UAS – unmanned aircraft system; UAV – unmanned aerial vehicle; CC – UAS Ground Control Centre; TCAS – Traffic Alert and Collision
Avoidance System II (‘Detect, Sense and Avoid technology’); CCPA – Civilian Conventionally Piloted Aircraft

Each UAS should have an appropriate flight crew, including a
pilot in control, controlling only one UAV and complying with
all ATC instructions, and no autonomous operations are
permitted. UAS should meet the necessary performance and
equipage requirements – including having a Mode S
transponder and ADS-B Out; the UAV should have an
appropriate airworthiness certificate; and a necessary

TABLE 1. NECESSARY ATTRIBUTES OF HIGH RELIABILITY
ORGANISATIONS FOR ATC SYSTEMS
Complex high risk environments
Consequences of error would be serious
Positive safety culture
Continuous improvement – a learning culture
Highly trained and well-rewarded staff
Collective mindfulness across organisation:
– preoccupation with failure
– sensitivity to operations
– commitment to resilience
– deference to expertise
– reluctance to simplify interpretations of issues/risks
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communications spectrum must be available. ATC is responsible
for separation services as required by the airspace class/type of
flight plan for all aircraft, and has no direct link to the UAV for
flight control purposes.

Safety first
What is the safety record of world ATC systems with regard to
mid-air collisions? Figure 2 presents safety progress data. The
horizontal axis is the date of accidents and the vertical axis
measures the time from event i to the next event i+1, e.g. the
time between failures. If safety improvements simply match
traffic growth, then one expects a horizontal line with constant
intervals between points, but if safety improvements overcome
traffic growth, then the trend line is upward. Figure 2 covers
‘collision in flight’ accidents for 1950-2012, with at least 10
fatalities in at least one of the aircraft. The arbitrary choice of
≥10 fatalities is to focus on civilian conventionally piloted
aircraft (CCPA), generally passenger-carrying aircraft handled by
ATC. The source of the information is the Aviation Safety
Network, which is managed by the Flight Safety Foundation.
This database covers airlines, military transport aircraft and
corporate jets. The analysis here excludes wholly military
collisions. The trend line is an illustrative least-squares cubic fit,
showing marked positive improvements.
The term ‘high reliability organization’ (HRO) has been
around since the 1980s. Table 1 summarises some of the
attributes of HROs for ATC systems. Safety culture includes such
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things as management’s involvement in safety. Learning
culture includes systems to collect and analyse data on
hazardous incidents. Collective mindfulness features are
thought to be necessary when facing unexpected situations.
The HRO theory is that ATC systems need highly
competent personnel operating at high levels of
standardised organisational and technical expertise.
The harsh truth is that a mid-air collision means the ATC
system has failed. TCAS must somehow have ‘failed’, but
that is like a football goalkeeper being the only responsible
player for every goal scored. If TCAS makes a safety-critical
intervention, then the ground-based ATC system must have
‘failed’. But how many possible accidents did not happen?
Up to 1993, the ≥10 fatalities/aircraft collision interval was
typically under a year. That compares with the four
Figure 2. Safety progress chart for mid-air collisions with ≥10 fatalities in a civil (non-GA) aircraft
collisions in the past two decades. In these instances,
TCAS was not fitted (two occasions), TCAS was used
incorrectly, and it was essentially disabled. This indicates
then two of the defences are missing, and a secondary
that modern era developments including TCAS have prevented
surveillance radar obviously would not help the controller. Risk
around 16 collisions.
reduction then has to rely on unaided visual acquisition and
Collision risk estimation for CCPA subject to ATC starts from
see-and-avoid.
the premise that a mid-air collision follows a succession of
Figure 3 illustrates propensity categories. “Controlled airspace
failures or absences: aircraft on flawed flight path or deviating
operations” includes all flights, events, etc, for aircraft subject to
unexpectedly from its clearance and there is a potential conflict
ATC. A Normal Acute increase in risk – people make mistakes
(a rate of occurrence ‘propensity’ with the succeeding terms
and/or judge situations incorrectly. An Abnormal Acute increase
being probabilities); and controller(s) fails to recover system
in risk – individuals sometimes do strange things under stress
safety before conflict alerts; and short-term conflict alert (STCA)
conditions. Chronic Safety Management System weaknesses
plus controller action fails to recover system safety before TCAS
would include the 2002 Überlingen accident. An ‘unknown
alerts; and pilot action following TCAS resolution advisory (RA)
unknown’ category – safety modellers are not omnipotent. In IV,
alert fails to recover system safety; and the chance orientation of
a CCPA is operating in Class G – ‘uncontrolled’ – airspace. V is
flight paths fails to avoid the collision.
the complement of IV: an aircraft possibly without a transponder
A collision occurs between controlled aircraft if – and only if –
‘leaks’ from (uncontrolled) Class G to controlled airspace – an
protection layers fail.
airspace infringement. VI is an IFR/visual flight rules (VFR)
It is not easy to define ‘recover system safety’ in specific terms.
possible conflict in Class E airspace. The three categories IV to
But the real-life concept would be very meaningful to an
VI allow for the possibility that conflicting aircraft are not
experienced controller: “Situation resolved, just normal ATC
transponder equipped, so that risk reduction relies on
now.” The word ‘fails’ here simply means that people do not
see-and-avoid.
always achieve perfection in estimations and choices. Some
complex problems cannot be resolved in time to prevent serious
Assessing risk
conflicts. If conflicting aircraft are not transponder-equipped,
Estimating tomorrow’s risks is a combinatoric nightmare.
Amalberti put it very clearly: “The processing of
in-service experience needs an increasingly complex
recombination of available information to imagine the
story of the next accident.” Fifty years ago, a single
equipment failure, mistaken data entry or one poor
decision, might lead to a collision. Today, a collision is
necessarily the product of several factors.
Table 2 shows collision risk safety assessment options.
A TLS (Target Level of Safety) is actually a design ceiling
for collision risk: a new operation’s risks, for some
specific future date, should be below that ceiling.
Decision-makers set the numerical value of a TLS as the
achieved accident-rate in the recent past, an improving
accident-rate that matches traffic growth, or a feasible
extrapolation of current trends. TLSs are anchored to the
performance of the current ATC system, hence covering
all the categories of accident in Figure 3. The system
uses STCA and TCAS to reduce collision risks, so its
high safety performance is reliant on them. Without
Figure 3. Illustration of factors in collision categories
STCA/TCAS, there is no obvious reason to suppose that
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TABLE 2. COLLISION RISK SAFETY ASSESSMENT ALTERNATIVES
‘TLS method’

‘Relative method’

Evaluation of proposed system risk against a threshold

Comparison of proposed system risk with a reference system risk

Absolute method to relate system characteristics and collision risk

Reference system must be ‘sufficiently similar’ to proposed system

Comparison with ‘acceptable risk’ – Target Level of Safety (TLS)

Focus on the changes to propensities/probabilities

Required when a radical and untested change is planned
Risk estimates are synthetic – i.e. estimate propensities & probabilities

it would be feasible to achieve anything approaching current
safety levels, let alone any further system improvements.
The TLS method has proved to work very well for subsystems and safety parameters, such as separation minima
changes. It is feasible to construct a TLS for UAS introduction.
But it is not generally possible to estimate overall collision risks
with good predictive accuracy. Modelling complex collision
events requires a large number of small rates and probabilities to
be estimated with some accuracy. Propensity and probability
values have to come from somewhere, but most parameters have
large statistical confidence bands. The data from incidents is
often sparse. Generic probabilities for human errors are too
imprecise. So-called ‘expert’ judgements cannot be fully trusted.
No numerically reliable collision risk models predicted the
characteristics of the two recent major collisions: both were
complex system failures in the safety protective layers.
For the case here, there is comparatively little change either in
operational ATC concept or system technologies. The Relative
Method leads to the Equivalent Level of Safety (ELOS)
philosophy. The main application of such a principle has
probably been for UAV airworthiness aspects. The system must
be shown to deliver, at a minimum, a level of safety equivalent
to that currently exhibited by CCPA.
An ELOS criterion might be on the lines: “An additional UAV
operation must not increase collision risk to current CCPAs any
more than an additional CCPA operating on similar routeings.”
This definition presupposes that the additional CCPA would
not pose unacceptable risks, which rules out extra flights in
airspace operating at current safe capacity. Safety estimates using
collision risk models are still the essential ingredient, but they
are not the complete answer. The decision-maker must have
‘justified belief’ that the changed system is acceptably safe.

Technological developments
The focus here is on conflicts of UAVs with CCPAs in controlled
airspace. TCAS was developed for CCPAs, not UAVs. This means
UAV performance with TCAS cannot be guaranteed to be as
effective as comparable civil TCAS conflicts. But there is some
very encouraging recent work to develop from TCAS to a
version appropriate for UAVs.
The FAA is developing the Airborne Collision Avoidance
System Xu (ACAS Xu). This uses “computer-optimised threat
resolution logic derived from a probabilistic model of aircraft
behaviour”. Currently, CCPAs rely on the pilot to commence the
RA manoeuvre. But pilots do not always respond to the triggered
RAs exactly as expected by TCAS, which could negatively affect
safety benefits. Therefore, ACAS Xu includes an automated
response to an RA (hence mitigating the impact of delayed or
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lost data links). It is important to note that ICAO regulations
instruct the operating pilot to “follow an RA!”; Airbus has
already developed, certified and implemented this solution on
some aircraft; and EASA has certificated Rockwell-Collins ACAS
on Eurocopter long-range helicopters for which the autopilot
automatically flies the RA.
If development work on ACAS Xu is successful, then UAVs
would be as well protected by conflicting alerts as CCPAs. That
is a necessary ELOS requirement. STCA would prima facie have
the same performance, as the function simply relies on aircraft
having Mode S transponders. Conflict alerting might well
improve markedly when ADS-B data is incorporated. UAV
intruders are flying IFR with flight plans and ATC clearances,
so that eliminates any CCPA conflicts with VFR UAVs, including
Categories IV to VI in Figure 3. Category Ia meets the ELOS
criterion because the ground ATC aspects presumably have very
similar characteristics (?).
The key questions and safety processes try to answer whether
UAV conflict alerting is at least as good as that of a CCPA, and
whether the effects increase the propensity rate and/or reduce
the effectiveness of the successive protective layers. For this, the
industry needs to consider:
• Functional hazard assessments, including contingency
routeing (is there a markedly higher controller workload?);
datalink delays (in the GCC/ATC communications loop); and if
the rate of emergencies for UAVs > CCPA rate.
• Safety and learning cultures as intrinsic HRO characteristics,
including safety incident data and safety management systems.
• Human-in-the-loop simulations in safety decision-making
processes to generate confidence in the system’s resilience (an
aggressive process should be adopted that includes seeded errors
and stress testing).
The conclusion is that the airline passenger safety task for
UAS looks potentially ‘doable’. But this opinion makes
assumptions. UAV operations are assumed to be ‘lookalike’
versions of CCPA operations. It is vital to keep the focus on ATC
systems as an HRO. UAVs must have ACAS Xu equipment, at
least as effective as CCPA TCAS. Hazard analysis has to
concentrate on potential CCPA/UAS differences, contingency
routeing emergencies and safety/learning culture; plus stress
testing of system resilience by real-time simulation of novel
events. Different policy and processes, avoiding strong decisions,
would make things much more complex. v
Peter Brooker is an aviation consultant. This article is a précis of
Brooker, P. (2013) Introducing Unmanned Aircraft Systems into a
High Reliability ATC System. Journal of Navigation 66(05), 719-735,
which includes key references

INTEROPERABILITY

JOIN FORCES
Interoperability between the FAA’s NextGen system and the EU’s SESAR project is the key
to ensuring a safe and efficient airspace worldwide
Teri Bristol, deputy chief operating officer, FAA
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The future of aviation requires a more seamless,
more efficient, greener global airspace system. As
part of this effort, the USA and the European Union
signed a memorandum of cooperation (MOC) on civil
aviation research and development in 2011. Achieving
interoperability will be the primary focus of this cooperative
effort. The industry needs to ensure that the FAA’s Next
Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) and
Europe’s Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR)
programmes will work in harmony. Ground and airborne
equipment may differ by vendor or operationally, but
everything must become functionally interoperable. If they
aren’t, airlines would have to buy one piece of aircraft
equipment for an air traffic operation in the USA and buy
something different for the same operation by the same
aircraft in Europe. That is not acceptable to aircraft operators
or for the provision of air navigation services.
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NEXTGEN PROGRESS
For more information about how NextGen is improving air navigation services,
including the FAA’s approach to interoperability and international harmonisation,
the 2013 update to the NextGen Implementation Plan has recently been released.
The plan can be downloaded for free in multiple electronic formats from the FAA
website (www.faa.gov/nextgen/implementation/).
The plan, which is updated annually, also provides an overview of NextGen
achievements and timelines in areas such as performance-based navigation, data
communications, surface operations and collaborative ATM.
Links within the plan provide access to additional sources of information,
including the NextGen Performance Snapshots (NPS) website. NPS is updated
more frequently than the plan and includes NextGen performance metrics and
more information on success stories.
As noted in the plan, the FAA estimates that by 2020, NextGen improvements
will reduce delays by 41% compared with what would happen if no improvements
were made beyond what has been done already.
The USA will cumulatively save 1.6 billion gallons of fuel between now and
2020, and reduce CO2 emissions by 16 million tonnes. Delay reduction, fuel
savings and other efficiency improvements will provide US$38bn in cumulative
benefits to aircraft operators, the travelling public and the FAA.

Since the MOC was signed, the FAA and the SESAR Joint
Undertaking have been working to identify and resolve any
potential alignment issues that could cause problems during the
implementation of NextGen and SESAR. The leadership for both
sides initially identified 24 collaboration areas, including data
communications, performance-based navigation and system-

wide information
management. A
technical lead was
assigned for each
area to develop a
collaboration plan.
Under these plans,
the leads are tasked
with determining
if there are
compatibility
problems or
harmonisation
issues regarding
technologies,
procedures and even
implementation
schedules that could
put the deployment
of NextGen and
SESAR at risk.
Due to the need
for changes on the
ground and in the
cockpit, one of the
most challenging interoperability questions the industry faces
at this time is in data communications (datacomms). Replacing
most voice communications between cockpit crews and
controllers with data messages will deliver important benefits in
efficiency and safety, moving information faster and with much
less risk of misunderstanding. Datacomms will make operations
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“The FAA and the SESAR JU have made
harmonisation between the USA, Europe
and the global community a top priority”
for controllers and pilots more efficient, especially when data
messages can be loaded automatically with the push of a button
into an aircraft’s flight management system. In the USA in 2016,
under the Data Comm Integrated Services (DCIS) contract,
which the FAA issued in September 2012, the agency will begin
deploying datacomms in dozens of airport towers for initial
applications and testing, such as flight plan approval and change
messages prior to aircraft takeoff. In later years, cockpit crews
will be linked with controllers seamlessly in the USA and Europe
for all phases of flight.
Harmony among US and European systems is also the
keystone of the ICAO Aviation Systems Block Upgrades
initiative, which has been developed during the past several
years and incorporated into the ICAO Global Air Navigation
Plan (GANP). Block upgrades identify harmonised ATM
advances that are portioned into five-year increments, or blocks.
The FAA and the SESAR JU played a pivotal role in the
development of the blocks in order to ensure that technologies
and procedures, harmonised between the USA and Europe,
would proliferate into the global plan.
The goal is to have every nation’s modernisation efforts align
with the block upgrades. There is no requirement to implement
each element of a block, but ANSPs can examine capabilities in
the GANP and decide which to pursue, with the assurance that
the capabilities will be available as scheduled and that the
equipment that unlocks these capabilities will be interoperable
to assure safety and utility.
The GANP highlights another challenge for the USA and
Europe in the call for global standards in performance analysis.
To address this challenge, in February 2013 the FAA and the
EU signed a new section to the original MOC. Annex 2 of the
agreement focuses on the development of harmonised

ADS-B EQUIPAGE IN THE UNITED STATES
Aircraft operators in the USA are now installing the only type of NextGen
avionics mandated by FAA rule, Automatic Dependent SurveillanceBroadcast (ADS-B) Out. To date, approximately 1,400 aircraft have been
equipped with ADS-B Out.
When the FAA published the ADS-B Out rule in 2010, it required
equipage by 2020 for aircraft to access certain types of airspace. The
agency released Technical Standard Orders to set a minimum performance
standard for design and production approval of ADS-B Out avionics, and
Advisory Circulars to provide guidance on how to install and use equipment.
Now that rule compliant products are available aircraft are being equipped.
The FAA continues to develop policy regarding optional equipment:
ADS-B In avionics. ADS-B Out avionics receive positioning data from GPS
satellites, process them and transmit the aircraft’s position to the ground.
Ground stations send data on the aircraft’s position to controller displays
and to cockpit displays that are equipped with ADS-B In. ADS-B In also will
enable cockpit display of nearby ADS-B Out aircraft positions.

performance metrics that help the FAA identify the benefits of
operational enhancements and have data consistent with its
European counterparts in order to make investment and
business decisions.
The success of NextGen and SESAR is critical to the future of
air transportation. The partnership and collaboration under the
agreements between the FAA and the EU is a critical step in the
success of both programmes. The FAA and the SESAR JU have
made harmonisation between the USA, Europe and the global
community a top priority. By doing so, the organisations help to
ensure that they can operate air transportation systems safely,
productively and seamlessly far into the century. v

BLOCK UPGRADES
During the past two years the FAA, the SESAR JU and government agencies and industries from around the world have worked together to develop aviation system
block upgrades for ICAO. The block upgrades have been developed to facilitate broad, globally harmonised ATM planning. The block upgrades are organised by modules
in a matrix of times (the blocks) and capabilities (the upgrades). Block Zero comprises advances that have attained initial operating capability (IOC) already or will reach
IOC this year. Block One will reach IOCs no later than 2018, Block Two no later than 2023 and Block Three no later than 2028.
Step-by-step integration of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) into commercial airspace provides an example of this modularised planning. In Block Zero there will be
no UAS capabilities common to NextGen and SESAR. Block One will provide implementation of the basic procedures needed to operate UASs in unrestricted airspace,
including the ability to detect and avoid other aircraft. In Block Two, refined operating procedures will provide for loss of links between the remote pilot and the air
vehicle, with a unique squawk code for lost links and enhanced detect-and-avoid technology. Block Three will implement an operating regime in which UASs are treated
like any other aircraft on the surface and in non-segregated airspace.
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FORWARD THINKING
Delivering efficient air traffic management performance today is key to coping with the
capacity demands of tomorrow
Sebastien Borel, Alan Bloodgood and Greg Feldman, Airbus ProSky

Air traffic is expected to double by 2033, and has
already grown by more than 50% in the past decade,
which puts tremendous strain on airports and airspace.
If nothing is done to alleviate the capacity issues, air traffic
gridlock will have significant economic and environmental
impacts globally. That’s where Airbus ProSky comes in,
delivering end-to-end ATM performance through air traffic flow
management (ATFM) solutions, airport solutions and airspace
services. With the current and pending capacity crisis in mind,
Airbus ProSky offers solutions that improve ATM for all
stakeholders from gate to gate with minimal investment. Airbus
ProSky’s goal in ATM is to use innovation to ‘unlock’ the skies
for today and especially for tomorrow. Airbus ProSky provides
innovative ATM solutions as follows:
Air traffic flow management. ATFM has demonstrated dramatic
efficiency gains for the world’s leading ANSPs, airlines and
airports. Balancing airport and airspace capacity and demand
with ATFM provides a wide range of benefits such as reducing
airborne holding, fuel burn and emissions; improving gate-togate predictability; improving situational awareness for all
stakeholders; and ensuring equitable use of resources. Airbus
ProSky’s ATFM solution, Harmony, enables stakeholders to
strategically, pre-tactically and tactically balance demand with
available capacity for improved performance and common
situational awareness in all phases of flight. Harmony includes
collaborative decision making (CDM) capabilities for stakeholders
to proactively manage operations to utilise available capacity
through data sharing and advanced slot substitution capabilities.

and operate in all weather conditions, even at the most complex
airports worldwide. Today, the objective of any PBN solution is
to provide greater flexibility and higher operating profitability.

Performance-based navigation. The air transport industry is
facing challenges with airspace capacity optimisation and
environmental sustainability. Better and safer access to
challenging airports, lower operating costs and smoother ATC
integration are needed. Airbus ProSky offers turnkey solutions
for deployment of performance-based navigation (PBN)
solutions for aircraft operators, airports and aviation authorities
worldwide. PBN is helping the aviation industry save fuel,
participate in eco-efficient developments, reduce aircraft noise

Airport CDM. Airports are the nodes of the air transport network;
consequently, they face the highest traffic density of the entire
system. The runway, taxiway and apron areas of high-traffic
airports worldwide are regarded as the main bottlenecks in the
ATM system. Airport CDM (A-CDM) improves the overall
efficiency, predictability and punctuality of airport operations
and improves overall network efficiency by improving ATFM
departure compliance. By including all stakeholders in the
process through information sharing and active control based on
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Exact landing interference simulation environment. ELISE is a
software solution based on advanced technologies that model
all objects in close proximity to airports in order to analyse the
impact to instrument landing system (ILS) antenna signals.
ELISE can accurately predict and analyse disturbances caused by
objects, allowing for improved airport safety. It can be used for
existing operational analysis, as well as to study the impact of
proposed temporary or permanent structures near the airport.
Operational benefits of ELISE also include increased runway
capacity in low visibility conditions and airside land usage.

AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

Figure 1. Research conducted by Airbus in 2012 reveals just some of the benefits made available by modernising the air traffic system and first shown in Air Transport Action Group’s
Revolutionising Air Traffic Management

local and network constraints, A-CDM contributes to reduced
buffer times for resource planning and reduced flight times
due to enhanced predictability by expanding the quality of
information on which decisions are made. A-CDM supports the
best use of the available capacity and critical airport resources.
Tower surface management system. Airbus ProSky offers a
highly advanced system for airports that provides automated
guidance and control capabilities to maximise airport capacity,
enhance safety and improve situational awareness for pilots,
while reducing costs and overall environmental impact. Airbus
ProSky is the exclusive worldwide distributor of the ATRiCS
tower surface management system (TSMS) product, which
intelligently controls airfield ground lights, achieving a level of
automated guidance and control proven to reduce controller
workload and improve common situational awareness for pilots.
TSMS identifies conflicts, provides automated system alerts,
reduces pilot and controller workload, and enables optimum task
delegation between the controller and support system to maximise
overall safety and efficiency of surface operations in all weather
conditions. TSMS integrates seamlessly with existing airport
surveillance and guidance infrastructure, such as ground lights
or onboard moving maps, to rapidly form a coherent surface
movement management system with minimum investment.

Airspace services. Airbus ProSky offers advanced airspace
analysis for ANSPs and aircraft operators. These services include
capacity analyses, airspace design/redesign, operational
procedural design, operational and technology roadmap
planning, and a holistic analysis of ATM operational efficiencies.
A combination of operational experts and analysts identifies
opportunities to unlock latent capacity or find ways to increase
operational capacity.
Additionally, Airbus ProSky is committed to the ICAO
aviation system block upgrade approach. The company provides
services, solutions and capabilities dedicated to achieving better
ATM performance rapidly and seamlessly, tailored to each ANSP,
airline and airport’s needs. This approach will bring greater
interoperability of modernisation efforts and help provide
objectives that maximise return on investment.

If only all ATM was optimised
Each day, over 100,000 flights take off around the world. As
per Figure 1, it is estimated that up to 8% of all aviation fuel is
wasted as a result of inefficient routes that aircraft have to fly.
According to numerous studies, if ATM systems were
implemented globally, the economies of scale would result in
enormous savings – eliminating five million hours of excess
flight-time per year (based on 30 million flights annually),
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An illustration of gate to gate air traffic management with all stakeholders involved

saving US$1.5bn (£942.6m) if every flight was one minute
shorter, and cutting fuel usage by nine million tonnes per year.
The development and deployment of new technologies and
techniques will have a profound effect not only on safety,
environmental conditions and efficiency, but also on overall
cost to stakeholders.

ATM transformation through collaboration
Airbus ProSky is determined to increase the performance of
ATM throughout the world. While the general public typically
views ATM transformation as a sweeping set of technological
changes in ANSP infrastructure, the transformation must run
deeper and further if the aviation industry is truly going to
support safe and environmentally sustainable air transportation
growth for the future.
This transformation must extend not only beyond political
and geographic boundaries, but also beyond the traditional lines
of separation among ATM suppliers, users and stakeholders.
The themes of collaboration must run both technologically and
culturally through the FAA’s Next Generation Air Transportation
System (NextGen), European Single European Sky ATM
Research (SESAR) and other global ATM programmes. Clearly,
the future ATM system brings a new model of collaboration
between ground-based and airborne capabilities that was not
possible in the past. Airbus ProSky is dedicated to supporting
CDM and the communication between all stakeholders for the
benefit of the system as a whole.
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The term CDM has been around for decades. It started with
the notion that bringing together various stakeholders from
different positions, organisations, authorities and experience
levels, would help with the faster deployment of solutions. The
‘buy-in’ would already be there. CDM is most often used when
referred to ATFM or A-CDM initiatives, but Airbus ProSky has
taken it to another level. The company is using the concept of
CDM – collaboration from numerous areas of aviation, people
and organisations – for the deployment of all solutions, so that
processes, procedures and implementations can occur rapidly,
efficiently and, in turn, optimise ATM performance.

Innovative solutions, deployable now
There are many new solutions and procedures that will
revolutionise traffic management and which can be created to
increase capacity and reduce delays. Airbus ProSky provides
solutions to suit current and future needs now. While the
company is actively involved in the major ATM initiatives,
including NextGen and SESAR, it also has existing, proven
capabilities and products that can be used today to increase
efficiency, predictability and safety. As stated earlier, air traffic is
expected to double by 2033; if we start fixing today’s capacity
issues, more air traffic will not be a problem and stakeholders
will be able to accommodate the increase.
Airbus ProSky’s ATM solutions create measurable benefits
with minimal investment. Its solutions are flexible, to integrate
with various data sources, and to accommodate different types
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ADVANCED ATM SYSTEMS IN OPERATION
Airservices Australia – ATFM deployment
In the past decade, tourism and travel in Australia has steadily increased
by approximately 3% annually, with an outlook of even larger growth. With
the increase in passengers, aircraft, total air traffic movements and the
rigorous environmental constraints placed on airports in Australia, Airservices
Australia was required to more efficiently manage airspace and reduce
its carbon footprint, as well as improving safety levels. However, its ATM
solution was not able to continue to optimise airspace owing to technological
restraints, coupled with the growing demand for air travel.
Airservices Australia required a comprehensive ATFM system that would
allow users to model and implement traffic management initiatives for both
airports and airspaces, as well as optimise airspace and airport operations
by allocating ATC slots. It was imperative that the aviation community was
included in the CDM process easily and effectively. Airservices selected
Airbus ProSky company Metron Aviation for its collaborative ATFM system –
Harmony for ANSPs – which gives Airservices advanced tools for strategic
planning, as well as pre-tactical and tactical management of traffic flow to
the available resource capacity.
Airservices Australia began using Harmony for ANSPs operationally in
March 2010. After just two months of operations, it estimated that the
system had cut airborne holding by approximately 33% and produced fuel
savings of A$6.5m (£3.8m) – A$39m (£22.8m) annually – for Sydney alone,
while average flight times had been reduced by five minutes per flight on
the Melbourne-Sydney city pair, equating to more than 40,000 tonnes of
reduced CO2 per year. Harmony for ANSPs is used for ATFM/CDM daily in
Sydney, Perth and Brisbane, with plans to include Melbourne.
Airservices Australia has selected Metron Aviation and Airbus ProSky for
the next phase of its CDM programme, which will optimise international
flight operations into the Australian airspace. The programme will
engage international stakeholders in CDM processes and enable arriving
international flights to improve flight efficiency by targeting an arrival time
that dynamically balances air traffic demand with capacity.
South African Airways – RNP AR deployment at Cape Town Airport
The benefits of Required Navigation Performance Authorization Required
(RNP AR) solutions are quite large and quickly provide time, fuel and CO2
savings. With South African Airways (SAA) operating 19 times per day into
Cape Town, the potential saving is more than 600,000kg of fuel annually.
The Cape Town RNP AR project included producing an RNP design,
receiving regulator approval, training pilots, and beginning RNP AR operations.
While the technology component of the project was straightforward, the
success of the project was rooted in the collaborative effort between SAA,
Airbus ProSky, the regulators and ATC. Working through regulatory approvals,
and training the interested and competent ATC team in Cape Town to
address controlling RNP and non-RNP traffic, a trial period was implemented
whereby RNP traffic would fly the new approaches in visual meteorological
conditions. This proved successful as it allowed the pilots and ATC to work
out any procedural differences prior to wide-scale deployment.
Deploying RNP AR resulted in shorter tracks than conventional procedures,
allowing for a reduction in flight time, and fuel burn on each approach and

of aircraft, different airport sizes and complexity, and different
terrains. Existing technology is combined with innovative tools
to solve the issues the stakeholder is experiencing.

Take action now
Capacity issues, coupled with greater demand, will cause
massive issues in the future if something isn’t done now. By

departure track. The flight tracks used by these new procedures were
derived from already in-use visual tracks in and out of Cape Town, and the
RNP AR procedures provide a means to fly the shorter tracks even in
instrument meteorological conditions, resulting in less fuel burn on approach.
Additional benefits include RNP 0.3 accuracy level, providing lower
approach minima and an instrument approach to RWY 16 (only used in
visual meteorological conditions initially). New RNP AR Engine Out Standard
Instrument Departures have also been designed, providing a fully guided and
protected track to be followed in the unlikely event of engine failure at take-off.
Tibet Airlines deploys full RNP network
Tibet Airlines, operating at the highest airports in the world, including Bangda
and Ali, both above 14,000ft, flies RNP AR procedures to and from Lhasa,
Ali, Bangda, Shigatse, and Linzhi.
From day one of its operations, the airline was determined to build an
RNP network to optimise efficiency and enhance safety. Airbus ProSky
provided procedure design and operational approval support, as well as
navigation database validation and Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring
prediction to fully support Tibet Airlines’ operational start.
The successful validation flights marked a full RNP AR network for Tibet
Airlines. Bangda Airport (14,219ft) is the world’s highest airport and has
challenging terrain. By providing optimised RNP AR trajectories, Airbus ProSky
helped to improve the access and flight safety to this airport. One year after
entering into service, Tibet Airlines completed all RNP AR validation and is
successfully achieving RNP AR operation at all five airports in the Tibet region.
CAAC – RNP to ILS and public RNP AR at China’s Zhangjiajie Airport
The Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC) has recently approved
RNP to ILS and public RNP AR procedures at Zhangjiajie Airport with the
assistance of Airbus ProSky. The effective implementation was achieved
through collaboration between Zhangjiajie Airport Authority, China Southern
Airlines, the regional Air Traffic Management Bureau, Airbus ProSky, Airbus
and CAAC. Located in southern China, Zhangjiajie Airport is surrounded by
challenging terrain and complex airspace, which limits operations at peak
hours for inbound and outbound traffic.
RNP to ILS and public RNP AR procedures were designed in collaboration
with stakeholders to address operational constraints at numerous levels.
RNP to ILS trajectories allows low ILS minima, while providing accurate
guidance during initial and intermediate approach. This eliminates the
unwanted cockpit alarms sometimes experienced by crews during the
execution of conventional procedures. RNP 1 missed approach also ensures
that the aircraft is fully guided in case of a go-around. The benefits for RNP
AR procedures at Zhangjiajie Airport provide a shorter track, with up to
12 nautical miles savings per approach for one runway and 9 nautical miles
for the other. These procedures promote a more comfortable approach
by using a 2.8° constant descent in final approach and lower missed
approach climb-gradient compared with existing conventional procedures.
Most importantly, airspace issues were taken into account for the airspace
redesign to allow for better separation of departures and arrivals. This has
led to increased airspace capacity during peak hours.

deploying robust, intelligent and seamless integrated ATM
systems, the industry will not only see a reduction in delays, a
more efficient airspace system and less fuel burn, but also a truly
interoperable global system. Investing in ATM promotes longterm savings gate to gate. Airbus ProSky has the experience,
solutions and innovative drive to help all stakeholders increase
efficiency collaboratively. v
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SINGLE EUROPEAN SKY

Indra’s automation system in Muscat, Oman

ALL CHANGE
The Single European Sky ATM Research programme aims to overhaul European airspace
Juan Felipe García Sierra, Indra
The Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR)
programme is developed in Europe in response to the
increasing demand for airspace – air traffic is expected
to be around 1.7 times higher in Europe by 2030. On the one
hand, airspace is inefficient by design due to restrictions caused
by navigation systems and limitations, and its susceptibility to
be overcrowded due to excessive route distances. On the other,
ATM remains tactical, guided by workloads that had to be
assumed by air traffic controllers. The lack of harmonisation and
standardisation makes interoperability a hard task. The ATM
system has to be rebuilt to free up airspace and reduce
controllers’ workload, aiming for shorter flight paths that remain
closer as a result of new separation models.
SESAR consists of four targets: improve safety levels, halve the
direct European ATM cost, increase air traffic movements while
reducing delays, and enable a reduction in environmental effect.

Phasing
The SESAR programme started in 2006 and has three phases: a
definition phase followed by a development phase, and a
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deployment phase, which is being initiated in parallel with the
development phase.
The definition phase consisted of a two-year feasibility study
and the schedule of development and deployment activities. The
development phase began in 2008 and is expected to last until
completion of the European ATM targets. It focuses on research
and innovation, bridging towards the deployment phase through
validation and large-scale demonstration activities. The
deployment phase is in its initiation stage after the European
Commission adopted the legal framework that will govern the
deployment activities, which are expected to last until 2030.
Definition phase. A consortium of 29 companies (including
Indra) belonging to every ATM stakeholder group, plus 20
associated partners, have taken part in the definition phase. The
operational concept has evolved from procedural to radar
control, which enables exact knowledge of current and planned
aircraft positions. SESAR goes one step further, making
trajectory management possible by sharing this knowledge
between ANSP, aircraft and infrastructures by means of direct
and satellite-based communication and navigation.

SINGLE EUROPEAN SKY

SESAR work packages and Indra contribution

There are seven elements that make up the 2020 ATM Target
Concept: 4D trajectory management, new separation modes,
automation, integrated airport operations, Collaborative
Decision Making (CDM), collaborative planning, and SystemWide Information Management (SWIM).
Development phase. The Descriptions of Work (DoW) from the
definition phase were not considered mature enough and it was
necessary to undertake additional work. SESAR Joint
Undertaking (SJU), a public-private initiative, was established in
February 2007 to manage this phase.
SJU set up a taskforce for coordinating Working Groups
(WGs) to refine their respective DoWs and has a €2.1bn
(£1.7bn) budget funded by the European Commission,
Eurocontrol and the industry. The resulting DoWs were used as
technical requirements of the two calls for tenders issued to
date: a non-binding offer (September 2008) and a best and final
offer (first submission in 2009 and second submission in 2010).
The SESAR Programme Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is
split into three main threads composed of the Operational,
SWIM and Systems work packages, along with a fourth
transversal thread.

Releases
The SESAR project lifecycle is based on Releases made up of
groups of projects whose R&D results support the decision to
move related activities to the industrialisation stage. Each
Release is developed through three steps: definition, preparation
and validation. Subsequent Releases are built on the results of
these validations.

In October 2007, Indra was one of 15 companies selected as
candidate members of the SJU. In its first best and final offer,
Indra was awarded 97% of its intended contribution to the
programme and its offer was regarded as the best one in terms
of quality and value of its technical contribution. In the second
best and final offer, Indra was awarded 95% of its intended
contribution.
Indra is taking part in 124 projects (115 are R&D) and is
managing 27 (20 are R&D). The participation of Indra in SESAR
is worth €135m (£114m) over eight years and positions Indra
as the second largest contributor (excluding the European
Commission and Eurocontrol) among the 16 SJU members.
Considering SESAR’s final WBS, Indra is taking part in every
key activity and co-leading Work Package (WP) 10 and 12 from
the Systems thread.
WP10. WP10 consists of en-route and TMA system work
packages. It includes several features, but the most relevant are
4D-FDP, new separation modes and automation strategies.
4D trajectory is to become the core of ATM, integrating every
user’s needs for the sake of efficiency. Users become the owner of
the trajectory since user-preferred routeing is used.
A transition is needed, changing current ICAO flight plans
into a 4D trajectory with a common definition and exchange
format. New separation modes enable increased capacity. By
2030, ATM is expected to have achieved fully automated
self-separation.
The other key point of WP10 is the automation systems –
MTCD, ASAS, AMAN/DMAN, CWP/HMI, etc. Humans will
choose alternatives and make decisions, while automation
systems will manage complexity and expand information.
Indra’s projects for WP10, besides acting as global
coordinator and manager, include ATC system specification;
ATC system support for resource-based trajectories and
mission trajectories; flight object interoperability system
requirement and validation; and projects related to separation
management (free routeing, new approach and departure
procedures and mixed separation modes, and ATC system
support for precision trajectory clearances); controller tools
and safety nets (enhanced tools for conflict detection and
resolution, precision conformance monitoring and safety net
adaptation to new modes); complexity management; airground datalink enhancement; integration of queue
management tools (arrival and departure managers); and
controller working positions.
WP12. WP12 involves airport systems consisting of Airport
Operations Plan (AOP), surface management (A-SMGCS),
Airport Controller Working Position (A-CWP) for the tower and
Runway Manager (RMAN). It is split into two sides – air and
land – encompassing several concepts that are gathered in two
system domains: A-TWR for the airside and airport operations
for landside.
Airport operations extend the CDM concept, which serves as
a baseline for SESAR developments. CDM aims to improve
decision making by using and sharing the flow of information
between all entities involved in air traffic, which leads to common
situational awareness, thereby improving the general quality of
decisions. Data exchange is expected to become the primary
means of communication, with voice remaining as a backup.
The key tool to ensure a common view will be the Network
Operations Plan (NOP), a dynamic rolling plan for continuous
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BARCELONA AIRPORT MODE-S MULTILATERATION SYSTEM
By Juan Sogorb Amorós, Indra
Barcelona International Airport, within the AENA Excellence framework
designed to improve and update the operational management and
procedures, has been equipped with the Indra mode-S multilateration
system (MLAT) since March 2012. The system comprises a set of receiver/
transmitter and reference transponder stations, all connected to the
redundant main processing unit through a fibre optic point-to-point network
topology. It also includes three auxiliary receiver stations, sited outside the
airport region at high altitudes so that they can cover a wider area, thus
being considered the link between MLAT and wide-area multilateration.
The combination of the Indra surface movement radar (SMR), which
has been operational since 2008, with MLAT increases the reliability of the
reported target data with cooperative information. This tandem surveillance
allows the airport to comply with Eurocontrol requirements to obtain the
A-SMGCS implementation Level II, in regard to the surveillance section.
The introduction of MLAT at Barcelona has represented a powerful tool
for the tower controllers. It has increased their ability to manage on-ground
aircraft and auxiliary vehicles by reducing the required time for each
manoeuvre. The automatic labelling of targets feature of the system relieves
the operator of this manual task, thus avoiding the risk of human mistakes
and the repetitive position confirmations between tower and target.
With the implementation of MLAT, the effective workload per manoeuvre
has been drastically decreased, given that the controller can access the
complete information reported by the aircraft transponder in areas in which
other sensors are blind, specifically on the stands.
Barcelona Airport has quickly realised the other advantages of the
MLAT sensor. One of these is that multilateration allows an airport to
safely operate with a high level of ground traffic during adverse weather
conditions, even during active low visibility procedure (LVP). This is achieved
by taking advantage of the highly accurate information reported for moving
targets and a stable location for static targets, not only on runways but
also on taxiways and on the stands. In addition the implemented enhanced
algorithm uses several output protectors that result in a presentation free
of false targets, regardless of how the refresh rate for this data is set (one
second by default, starting from asynchronous mode).
These features, in combination with having available at all times the
unambiguous information of aircraft and vehicles equipped with mode-S
transponders, make the end user feel confident when operating with this
system. In other words there is a better use and exploitation of the airport’s
capacities and resources. In fact these improvements have resulted in a
22% optimisation of the effects required at the ATC tower to manage onground traffic; it has been possible to modify the configuration from nine to
seven controllers required during peak hours.
The Indra MLAT system at Barcelona Airport is a new generation of
surveillance systems that represents an improvement in the management
capabilities of an airport that handles more than 35 million passengers and
more than 290,000 flights per year.
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operations. Preliminary AOP developments include Target Time
of Arrival (TTA), which allows airports to give feedback to the
NOP regarding the impact of the regulations defined.
Integrated Controller Working Position (iCWP) aims to
integrate multiple functions and decision-support tools.
One of WP12’s most notable concepts is the remote and
virtual tower – a remote-control service to offer enhanced ATC
services to places not normally eligible for ATC. It is sustained
by computed augmented vision and 3D modelling based on data
from remote sensors.
Indra projects for WP12, besides acting as global coordinator
and manager, encompass development of runaway management
tools; enhanced surface routeing and sequencing tools;
enhanced FDP at airports; enhanced controller tools to manage
all aspect of 4D trajectories; iCWP; AOP (decision support and
conflict detection tools to be integrated in APOC as part of the
CDM); and airport performance assessment.
WP13. WP13 covers network information management systems,
the network manager for SESAR. Indra projects for WP13 fall in
the network category: network subsystems definition and
verification/validation and network planning.
WP14. WP14 entails SWIM, the ATM intranet connecting
everyone – airspace users, ANSPs and airports. It is one of the
cornerstones of SESAR, since SESAR could not work without it
and it underpins the entire ATM system. It is based on the
interconnection of various automation systems and supports CDM
processes. Indra’s collaboration in WP14 consists of identifying
the technology needed and tasks related to SWIM test platforms.
WP15. WP15 covers communication, navigation and
surveillance. It includes the ground-based augmentation system
(GBAS), AEROMAX (airport datalink), VoIP (SWIM backbone)
and Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B).
Indra’s collaboration in this package ranges from datalink
projects (airport surface datalink, civil/military datalink
interoperability) to terrestrial communication infrastructure –
SWIM backbone development, navigation technologies
specifications, GNSS baseline study, and surveillance-related
tasks (ACAS monitoring and surveillance ground system
enhancement for ADS-B).

SESAR Releases validation
Validation exercises for SESAR Release 1 have been run on
multiple Indra platforms: AENA, NATS, MUAC, DFS and
PANSA. It included 25 operational validations throughout
Europe, with exercises centred on development of efficient and
green terminal airspace operations, 4D trajectory, end-to-end
traffic synchronisation and integrated and collaborative
network management.
Release 2 contains 35 exercises, clustered into 18 themes.
Operational validations on Indra platforms for Release 2 include
iCWP, user-driven prioritisation processes, airspace management
and advanced flexible use of airspace, and arrivals manager.
Release 3 is still ongoing and, as well as continuation of some
previous work, includes validation of the TTA concept through
the AOP tool developed by Indra. Preliminary good results have
been achieved. v
Authors: Juan Felipe García Sierra is associate professor at Mechanical,
Information Technology and Aerospace Engineering Department,
Universidad de León and works as software developer at Indra. Juan
Sogorb Amorós is project manager for European ATM programmes.
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WATCH AND LEARN
Choosing the right global surveillance solution can help ANSPs operate efficiently and
achieve maximum value for money
Patrick Lefevre and Allan Anchisi, Thales
Modern air traffic management, especially in mature
markets such as Europe and North America, is currently
facing a drastic need for change in order to increase
capacity and safety while simultaneously reducing costs and
environmental impact. As a result, overarching modernisation
and harmonisation programmes such as SESAR and NextGen,
initiated to develop new operational concepts and enable
surveillance, are projects aimed at effectively supporting the
implementation of a new ATM network, better suited to the
needs of 21st century air traffic.
Ground air traffic controllers monitor millions of aircraft each
year and are tasked with ensuring that they fly safely and
efficiently together in a crowded airspace. Making effective
surveillance systems that track these millions of planes is
arguably the most critical function of an air traffic control
system. Surveillance systems are quite simply the ‘eyes’ of air
traffic controllers; they show where aircraft are in the sky at any
given moment, what their identities are and (in the case of
certain systems) their heading. Surveillance is very much the
primary aim of modern air traffic control. In detecting an
aircraft, surveillance systems are the ones that send detailed
information to an ATC system, which in turn allows controllers
to safely guide the aircraft through the airspace and on to its
destination. This is all considered to be air traffic management
101; efficient and safe air traffic control is not possible without
appropriate surveillance systems, especially if we are talking
about highly dense air traffic areas, such as Europe or the USA.

Surveillance developments
As in any other high-tech field, the way experts look at
surveillance is changing fast with the advent of new technologies,
faster computing and more effective data exchanges. ANSPs can
today choose from traditional radar solutions, which have served
the needs of air traffic management operators since Croydon
Airport first introduced air traffic control in 1921, or they can
select newer types of surveillance, including technologies such
as multilateration and automatic dependent surveillance –
broadcast (ADS-B). Finally, in keeping with the modern trend of
high-fidelity data management, a new methodology is emerging,
which aims at specifying the performance of the surveillance
system as a whole (all the sensors and surveillance data
processors fusing the data from these sensors together, rather
than relying on the performance of individual sensors).
Eurocontrol has released the ‘Eurocontrol Specification for ATM
Surveillance System Performance’ to help any ANSP willing to
implement this cost-effective approach.
Much like the advent of smartphones in the consumer market,
new surveillance technologies such as ADS-B and multilateration
are making a huge splash in the ATM market and are quickly
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maturing through increasing operational deployment. However,
much like the battle between iPhone and Android, whether or
not you are a gamer or a productivity person, sometimes you
just need to make a call. Therefore, although you may hear
that some solutions outweigh others, the truth is that no one
solution fits all. A solution that delivers exceptional results in a
complex approach area may prove to be less effective or more
costly for difficult or cluttered geographic areas such as
mountainous areas or highly urbanised sprawls. You may find
that it is by combining surveillance technologies you will
achieve optimal results.

Choosing the right system
The conundrum faced by many ANSPs today, especially in more
mature and congested markets, can be condensed into two
simple questions: “Which type of system should I use?” and
“Why should I use it?” Proponents of each system will be quick
to advocate its benefits, and definitive in their pronouncement
that the one they sell is the best and safest. While widely
deployed primary and secondary radars are considered to be
highly proved equipment, technologies such as ADS-B and
multilateration are maturing fast and are marketed as offering
equal or better performance at lower prices.
So in this shifting landscape, how can ANSPs answer even
these two questions? If you talk with any large-scale provider
such as Thales, or with any of its peers in size and scope, who
develop all types of surveillance platforms and are married to
none, they will tell you that the only true and unbiased method
that an ANSP has of assessing the effectiveness of the
surveillance infrastructure it requires, is to undergo a vendorneutral rationalisation exercise and assess that against a set of
key performance areas, so as to define targets for the
improvements that contribute to the overall ATM targeted
improvement (see The key performance areas most notably utilised
on page 46).
In parallel with the key performance area analysis, one also
needs to operate a set of simulation and validation tools; this is
highly advisable in order to offer safe and optimal surveillance
solutions. To support any ANSP wanting to develop its
surveillance architecture, comprehensive suites of simulation
tools have been developed in order to define surveillance needs
in specific environments. These will try to define scenarios and
performance indexes in order to develop potential solutions.
They must, of course, be totally independent of manufacturers
and try to outline surveillance system reliability computations,
as well as cost evaluations (acquisition and operation).
Of the two overarching modelling tools, the technical
performance modelling tool computes the performance of
multisensor systems such as wide-area multilateration (WAM),

Understanding the key performance areas of each surveillance system helps air traffic controllers to choose the best one to meet their needs

multistatic primary surveillance radar (MSPSR) and monosensor systems such as PSR/SSR/ADS-B, by using digital
elevation terrain databases and the performance of individual
sensors. The tool can emulate a multisensor tracking process
and data fusion.
The other suite aims to validate and monitor global
surveillance solutions through the analysis of not only the
individual sensor performance, but also the surveillance data
tracking and fusion performance, and therefore to assess the
quality of service of the surveillance data sent to the controllers.
In essence, suppliers such as Thales will always advise ANSPs
to consider a global surveillance solution, combining
technologies to find the most cost-effective and optimised
surveillance solution.
Whatever the geographical constraints or traffic level, ANSPs
must have the most adaptive surveillance capability. The primary
focus should be on needs not on products; a complete airspace
security and safety offer must be guaranteed, from ground to
en-route segments. Finally, performance excellence and cost
efficiency must be considered by taking into account the ground
and air environment (aircraft equipment does vary). Also worthy
of note is that multiple outputs to ease interfacing to any ATM

system are required and should be specifically designed and
tested with multisensor simulation and validation tools in
mind; this will help optimise system design alongside the
modelling of surveillance infrastructure to help cover new
routes as they are added. Several criteria have to be considered
in order to provide the optimal solution, such as operational
requirements, average/peak traffic density, budget (current and
future), environment (terrain, propagation, etc) and safety and
security objectives.

Case studies
Taking the example of two specific cases Thales has been
involved in, where a decision on which type of system was to be
implemented had to be made to better service the ANSP, it
becomes apparent that this manufacturer-neutral assessment,
conducted in two very different scenarios, taking into account
different internal and external factors, arrived at two completely
different conclusions.
Thales was selected by the Deutsche Flugsicherung (DFS) to
supply the Precision Approach Monitoring system for Frankfurt
(PAM-FRA) at Frankfurt International Airport, one of the most
densely packed air spaces in the world with over 460,000
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aircraft movements per year. The WAM system supplied in 2012
was the first operational WAM system in Germany, designed
specifically for highly congested environments.
Comprising 37 ground stations, 15 transmitters and 37
receivers, the system is set up around 34 individual sites, 12 of
which are located on the premises of Frankfurt International
Airport. It sports high-precision surveillance data provided
throughout an area covering 128 x 80 nautical miles, starting at
ground altitude and reaching beyond cruising altitude. Around
both of the city’s airports, Frankfurt International and Frankfurt
Hahn, the lowest detection limit is 500ft above ground,
increasing to 1,000ft above ground within the terminal approach
area. The remaining area is covered from 3,000ft above ground.
The main criteria for selecting the WAM was its one-second
refresh rate, whereas a radar can only offer a four-second rate
with similar high accuracy. This high refresh rate allows the
controller to better anticipate the aircraft trajectory and reduce
the false-alarm rate of some controller tools such as short-term
conflict alert. In this instance, the ANSP was faced with highvolume traffic in a densely packed airspace and required more
efficient close-approach monitoring. Therefore, following
discussions with its providers, the WAM system was deemed to
be the most effective surveillance system.
In a different market such as Mexico, where Thales provides
more than 80% of the country’s radar coverage, the group was
selected in 2012 to modernise and improve the country’s
surveillance capabilities, thus helping the Mexican ANSP,
SENEAM, to enhance air traffic management and meet several
NextGen related initiatives (the FAA and SENEAM collaborate
on an ADS-B project in the Gulf of Mexico). The Thales system
was selected for a first batch of ADS-B stations that will help

THE KEY PERFORMANCE AREAS MOST NOTABLY UTILISED
Capacity: The future ATM system should provide the capacity to meet
demand when and where it is needed.
Cost effectiveness: The price of the air traffic services provided by the
future ATM system should be cost effective with respect to the individual
needs of the relevant airspace user.
Efficiency: Operational and economic cost effectiveness of flight
operations from a single flight’s perspective will be central to achieving the
environmental performance targets that will be placed upon ATM systems
in the future.
Environmental sustainability: The future environmental system
performance will be a requirement and future ATM systems must meet their
obligations in this respect.
Flexibility: This addresses the ability of the system to meet all modification
of surveillance requirements in a dynamic manner.
Functionality: The functionality and design of the future ATM system must
be based on the use of global standards and uniform principles to ensure
technical and operational interoperability.
Predictability: This refers to the ability of the future ATM system to enable
the airspace transfers to deliver consistent and dependable air transport
services to the industry.
Safety: This requires the highest priority in aviation and the provision of air
traffic services. Society will always expect zero accidents from the aviation
industry as a whole and performance from this perspective sets the end
customers’ confidence in air transport.
Security: This refers to the protection against direct as well as indirect
threats, attacks and acts of unlawful interference to the ATM system.
Human performance: An efficient and capable surveillance system leads to
improved ATC efficiency.
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monitor the low-altitude helicopter flights, and for a couple of
radar modernisations.
The ADS-B equipment being deployed is based on the Thales
Ground Station AS680 installed at Mexico City International
Airport and within the Valley of Mexico. The region is
considered one of the most complex operational areas in Central
America in terms of terrain and ground conditions, its
complexity accentuated by the elevation of the city, the nearby
mountains, and because the city is one of the most heavily
populated in the world, compounded by the fact that due to the
city’s expansion, the airport now sits inside the urban sprawl.
The Valley of Mexico is now perfectly covered by ADS-B antenna
patterns and the equipment is integrated to TopSky-Tracking, a
state-of-the-art multisensor tracking system. This equipment
mixes the radar data with ADS-B data for delivering a single
fused track.

No ‘one size fits all’ system
As these two examples demonstrate, there is no ‘one size fits all’
system that can optimise air traffic in all conditions. The internal
requirements of the ANSP and external factors such as the
volume of traffic and the complexity of route crossing as in the
case of Frankfurt, and the geographic vagaries of the terrain and
location of the airport as the Mexico City example suggests, must
be taken into account if the ANSP is to truly deploy a system
able to improve the efficiency of its air traffic management.
In the struggle faced by ANSPs, for their choice between
conventional and new surveillance technologies, operators must
always consider that on the one hand, conventional
technologies, typically primary and secondary radars, are highly
mature, widely deployed and continuously improving. On the
other hand, new surveillance technologies such as ADS-B,
ADS-C and multilateration can offer an optimal solutions if the
situation warrants it.
The truth about surveillance infrastructure is that it needs to
provide the required functionality and performance to support a
safe, efficient and cost-effective ATC system. In the recent past,
surveillance infrastructure was composed uniquely of SSR and
PSR, and requirements were placed upon the infrastructure
based on the use of radars achieving radar-specific performance
requirements. Recent technological developments such as ADS-B
and multilateration are quickly reaching operation deployment
maturity for surveillance applications and the relevant standards
are almost completely defined. Due to the nature of these new
technologies, the technical requirements cannot continue to be
expressed in terms of radar-specific performance requirements.
In parallel, new performance targets and associated
operational requirements emerging from harmonisation
initiatives such as the SESAR and NextGen programmes, are
changing the ground rules of the game and forcing ANSPs to
consider the complexities of their networks in order to bring
about modernisation. The environment in which ANSPs provide
a surveillance service is, in all regards, under continual pressure,
with numerous factors that should be considered in the scope of
any rationalisation exercise. Methodology and tools have been
developed to support an ANSP’s decision on optimum
surveillance infrastructure as well as the attributes of various
surveillance technologies. They should, however, always be
wary of the vested interests of developers and manufacturers
pushing one solution above all others. This is the concept of
global surveillance. v
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SATELLITE NAVIGATION
Space-based augmentation systems are improving efficiency and
safety right across global airspace
Raytheon

The US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) recently
celebrated the 10th anniversary of continuous
Instrument Flight Rules operations of its Wide Area
Augmentation System (WAAS). The WAAS system is one of four
space-based GPS augmentation systems (SBAS) that have been
developed worldwide. The others include Japan’s Multifunctional Satellite Augmentation System (MSAS), Europe’s
Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service, and the world’s
newest system, India’s GPS Aided Geo Augmented Navigation
(GAGAN), which is scheduled for certification later this year.
Raytheon, an SBAS technology leader, has provided three
of the four systems – WAAS, MSAS and GAGAN – and it
understands how to maximise the SBAS technology to ensure
that aircraft operators have access to high-performance
positioning, navigation and timing (PNT) information from
a satellite-based infrastructure. All the SBAS systems are
interoperable. This enables every aircraft equipped with
navigation avionics for one system to also use the other three
SBAS systems without configuration changes. The SBAS system
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is beneficial to aircraft operators for several reasons. Signals are
transmitted from satellites and, therefore, cover an entire air
navigation service provider airspace system. The signals can be
received and used at all airports and heliports, unlike traditional
ground-based systems that are limited by line-of-sight.
In the USA, approximately half of all business aviation flights
are made into airports with infrequent or no scheduled
commercial airline service, which means that they operate to
and from airports that generally lack an advanced ground
navigation infrastructure. Business aviation’s ability to service
diverse airports and communities is an important factor in the
growth of local economies. The business and general aviation
community services 10 times as many US airports as commercial
airlines, connecting towns, villages and communities that would
otherwise be limited in their ability to send people and packages
around the country. This is particularly true in Alaska, where
WAAS revolutionised and expanded travel. Many communities
cannot be effectively reached except by aeroplane, and the
introduction of WAAS opened the door for many more pilots to

AIR NAVIGATION

“Many communities cannot be reached
except by aeroplane; WAAS opened the
door for many more pilots to take off
and land in all weather conditions”
safely take off and land in all weather conditions at the very
small airports that serve as the only entry and exit points for
rural Alaskan communities. In 2012 alone, more than 11,000
private jets were registered for use in the USA and approximately
8,000 in the rest of the world. Few issues are as important to
private jet owners and their pilots as ensuring the ability to
safely and efficiently navigate from airport to airport without
delay or restriction.
Without satellite-based precision navigation provided by SBAS
systems, pilots would not have guaranteed all-weather access to
thousands of airports, nor could they count on precise and
efficient navigation through busy metroplex airspaces.
Historically, civil aircraft have had to descend in several stages
when approaching a runway, and were often forced to linger in
the air, circling and wasting fuel to avoid the congested airspace
while waiting for clearance. Because of the lack of comprehensive
ground-based navigation systems at smaller airports, private jets
have had to forego the most convenient airports and instead take
off and land from larger hubs, competing for space with the
airlines and then relying on ground transportation to reach
a destination. As our airways become more congested,
technologies such as SBAS have transitioned from ‘nice to have’
to ‘must have’ in the quest to maximise our utilisation of
available airspace. Greater access means greater opportunities,
leading to greater economic impact.

How SBAS works
The SBAS system enhances conventional GPS signals, which are
distorted by atmospheric interference, by using ground-based
facilities to monitor and correct the GPS signals before delivering
them to SBAS-capable satellite navigation receivers in aircraft,
leading to a breadth of benefits that deserve to be highlighted,
addressed and recognised on a global scale. To avoid competing
with the heavy air traffic surrounding larger airports, SBAS
increases the number of landing locations with precision
approach, by expanding access to airports without ground-based
navigation systems.

The precision guidance approaching the runway allows for a
smooth slope path rather than a steeper non-stabilised descent.
The SBAS-enabled stabilised approach also reduces a jet’s
landing speed sooner, increasing safety margins in airport
operations. And a smooth glide approach helps reduce emissions
and noise, as there is little need for engine thrusting. Unlike
barometric vertical navigation technology, precision approaches
with SBAS are never suspended during cold temperatures. The
ability to navigate through unfavourable weather environments
dramatically reduces the amount of errors or delays in air travel.
The extremely precise positioning of SBAS also allows automatic
dependant surveillance broadcast (ADS-B) systems to report
aircraft position to other aircraft, and to air traffic controllers,
with pinpoint accuracy. Accurately reporting aircraft position
enables the ANSP to investigate and develop plans to safely
reduce aircraft spacing for increased airspace and runway
capacity. A standard GPS receiver does not have the pinpoint
accuracy needed for ADS-B-based surveillance.
Today, in the USA, precision WAAS-enabled instrument
approaches are available at more than 1,500 airports, which is
several hundred more airports than the current Instrument
Landing System (ILS) infrastructure supports. Because precise
positioning, navigation and timing are needed to advance air
transportation system modernisation, the world’s SBAS
environment serves as a foundational element of the envisioned
change in air traffic management. Affordable avionics are readily
available for all sizes of aircraft, including air transport aircraft,
meaning that the immediate application of the SBAS technology
results in acceleration of modernisation.
Given the fact that an SBAS system has minimal satellite
payload requirements, additional SBAS systems can affordably
upgrade any ANSP’s airspace to a highly modernised airspace
system. Ensuring that the world’s airspace systems are ready
for advanced air traffic management implementation starts
with a healthy PNT network, and SBAS clearly leads the way
when it comes to performance and value across the entire civil
aviation spectrum. v
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FLIGHT SERVICES

PLAN OF ACTION
Providing flight planning and safety services for the expanding general aviation community
with advanced technology solutions is more vital than ever
Round-the-clock response. Reliable technology.
Professional customer service. They’re what
general aviation pilots depend on every day to
help ensure their safety of flight.
Using technology called Flight Services for the 21st
Century (FS21), Lockheed Martin provides general
aviation users of the National Airspace System with preflight, inflight, operational and special services; en-route
communications; and search and rescue services. FS21
also provides pre- and inflight meteorological
information and aeronautical briefings, such as current
conditions, NOTAMs and destination forecasts. The
solution also develops, translates, processes and
coordinates aeronautical, meteorological and aviation
information, and helps to support air shows,
conventions and other aviation events.
In September 2013, the FAA extended Lockheed
Martin’s work providing flight planning and safety
support to pilots under the Automated Flight Service
Stations (AFSS) contract. The two year contract option
period began on 1 October.

Above: Flight Services for the 21st Century (FS21) is helping to brief pilots for safe and efficient flights
Below: METAR weather report summary as part of FS21
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Since 2005, Lockheed Martin has modernised and improved
delivery of general aviation flight planning services in the USA.
Pilots are now able to file and close flight plans with Flight
Services online; receive text, email and satellite alerts regarding
dangerous conditions; and activate precise life-saving search and
rescue tracking capabilities. These technologies complement the
expertise of Lockheed Martin Flight Services specialists who
provide safe and efficient flight planning briefings to thousands
of pilots annually via the phone and inflight radio.
As part of this, in 2012, the Lockheed Martin team
accomplished the following: filed more than one million flight
plans for aviation pilots; provided more than 1.5 million pilot
weather briefings; answered 457,575 aviation radio contacts;
and helped pilots in 6,691 aviation search and rescue events.
“We’ve combined our specialists’ expertise with user-friendly
technology to enhance safety not only for general aviation pilots
but for all users of the national airspace,” says Jim Derr, director
of aviation services for Lockheed Martin’s Information Systems
and Global Solutions business. “With this contract option, we
look forward to continuing to invest in and deliver technology
that enables pilots to receive timely flight safety and briefing
information more easily.”
The technology behind this project is continually being
updated and modernised to ensure it meets and exceeds the
needs of the industry. The most recent updates were made to the
Lockheed Martin Flight Services (LMFS) automation system and
Pilot Web Portal and were unveiled in May 2013. The updates
were introduced to make general aviation safer and more
convenient, at no cost to pilots.
The Pilot Web Portal, accessible through AFSS.com, allows
pilots to file flight plans directly with LMFS and retrieve the
same briefing and weather graphics provided to LMFS specialists.

Above: Lockheed Martin’s Terminal Area Forecast summary as part of FS21
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One of the updates was the Surveillance-Enhanced Search and
Rescue service (SE-SAR), which allows LMFS to automatically
monitor flights and determine if aircraft stop moving, stop
reporting their position, or transmit an emergency signal. As a
result, the system is able to initiate search and rescue procedures
with more precision and speed than previously possible. SE-SAR
is available for use with SpiderTracks GPS position reporting
devices registered on the Pilot Web Portal. The service will
expand to other position reporting devices and automatic
dependent surveillance broadcast-equipped aircraft in the future.
SE-SAR is the second major safety enhancement recently
deployed by LMFS. In October 2012, LMFS deployed the
Adverse Condition Alerting Service (ACAS). The ACAS alerts
pilots to critical safety conditions that arise after they have been
briefed and filed a flight plan. Enhancements to the LMFS Pilot
Web Portal now allow pilots to review and acknowledge the
adverse conditions without having to call LMFS. Previously
alerts prompted pilots to call or radio LMFS to receive an
abbreviated briefing addressing the new adverse condition.
Other new capabilities on the LMFS Pilot Web Portal include
integration of graphics into briefings and the ability to activate
flight plans without having to call LMFS. In addition, LMFS has
released a set of free interfaces that allow suppliers of popular
mobile flight planning apps to provide access to SE-SAR, ACAS
and other LMFS unique capabilities directly from their apps.
“Lockheed Martin is committed to improving safety, efficiency,
and convenience for the general aviation community,” explains
Derr. “Look for more features later this year including our Next
Generation Briefing capability that includes automatic
summarisation of text-intensive information and enhanced
graphics that help general aviation pilots understand their
briefings faster.” v
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SMART APPROACH
As airport traffic volumes continue to increase, ground-based augmentation systems are
set to provide a solution for dealing with bottlenecks
Pat Reines, Honeywell
With global passenger volumes experiencing modest to
considerable growth, the need to expand airport
capacity and throughput will continue to increase
during the coming decade. For this reason, the implementation
of satellite-based precision landing systems is essential to
modernise the industry’s ability to handle the expected upsurge.
The bottlenecks experienced at major hub airports during
peak times are well publicised by national media, who rarely
have an editorial focus that allows them to explore in detail the
technological reasons contributing to the issue. Yet most people
on the street will be able to relate to the sight of aircraft stacked
on approach, of long holding patterns and of congested taxiways
– the ultimate result of these technological shortcomings. While
governments around Europe debate additional runways,
expanded taxiways and even new airports such as the Thames
Estuary proposal in London, UK, all such ‘solutions’ will
continue to suffer from the shortcomings of existing approach
technologies that are increasingly becoming all too apparent.
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The history of approaches
On the evening of 9 February 2012, an Air Berlin 737-operated
flight into Bremen, Germany, was making history. The seemingly
normal approach was in fact the world’s first commercial
satellite-guided landing, managed solely by Bremen’s new
SmartPath ground-based augmentation system (GBAS). In the
‘sat nav’ era, it sounds a straightforward concept, and indeed
GBAS as a technology is not particularly new – Honeywell has
been promoting its benefits and capabilities for nearly a decade.
So why is adoption only now starting to accelerate?
The principles – and therefore limitations – of the instrument
landing system (ILS) that most airports use to determine
whether an aircraft is off-centre, or is approaching the runway
too high or too low, have changed very little since the 1960s.
To summarise ILS architecture, each runway end requires a
separate ILS, two subsystems with a localiser that provides
lateral guidance, and a glide slope antenna located at the side of
the runway to provide vertical guidance. Together, these
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antennas transmit radio beams to ILS receivers aboard the
approaching aircraft, which are then used to determine the
aircraft’s position. With the principle method of guidance
remaining relatively unchanged since it was first adopted, ILS
continues to hold back airport growth and limit the ability to
accommodate the increased air traffic we are experiencing
around the world today.
The challenge of growing airport infrastructure is noteworthy
when considering the limitations of ILS. The ILS radio signal is
easily subjected to interference and consequently places
limitations on new ground infrastructure that could cause
interference if constructed in the vicinity. Even bad weather and
terrain can have an adverse impact – if terrain is sloping or
uneven, reflections can create an uneven glide slope. Similarly,
taxiway capacity continues to be limited by short-holding,
necessary to avoid taxiing aircraft from blocking and disturbing
the ILS signal.
Both of these challenges restrict airport capacity from an
infrastructure perspective, but there are other problems with
ILS. Due to the complex nature of the station and antenna
arrays, installation and maintenance can be time-consuming and
expensive, particularly as an ILS installation is only capable of
managing a single straight-in approach plan at one end of a
single runway. The bottleneck analogy is perfectly applicable to
this situation – aircraft are required to line up ahead of final
approach and ‘single file’ down the ILS glide slope as though
they were flying through the neck of a bottle.

Beating the bottleneck through GBAS
Designed to overcome ILS limitations, particularly at airports
experiencing or projecting high-traffic volumes or that require a
greater range and level of flexibility of approach patterns, GBAS
augments global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) to increase
their accuracy and make them safe to use for precision
approaches and landings. The ground equipment includes four
GNSS reference receivers, a GBAS computing facility, and a very
high frequency (VHF) data broadcast transmitter. This ground
equipment is complemented by GPS Landing System (GLS)
avionics aboard the aircraft. The GBAS ground facility receives
positioning data from GNSS satellites, computes error
corrections and satellite health information, and broadcasts the
necessary information every half second to all equipped aircraft
transitioning into terminal airspace. The result is positioning
accuracy to within 1m as low as 200ft, a Category I approach,
regardless of terrain, obstacles or climatic conditions.
As well as the benefits of improved accuracy, a GBAS
broadcast is omni-directional, which means it is not subject to
the same levels of interference as ILS. Cheaper to maintain than
ILS, it also is capable of providing up to 26 approaches on
demand, including final approach segments for Required
Navigation Procedure approaches and continuous descents,
across all airport runways simultaneously.
Honeywell has demonstrated the benefits of its SmartPath
GBAS at more than 25 airports around the world. As well as the
installation at Bremen, the system also went live at Newark
Liberty International, New Jersey, in 2012, and in 2013 at
Sydney International, Australia; Switzerland; and Houston
George Bush Intercontinental, Texas. There is also progress on
SmartPath in Spain at Malaga Airport, in India at Chennai
International Airport, and in Brazil at Galeão-Antonio Carlos
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SmartPath represents the latest technology in a Category I certified ground-based augmentation system solution and has received FAA system design approval

Jobim International Airport, Rio de Janeiro, where SmartPath is
installed and in testing ahead of expected certification in 2014.
As momentum for SmartPath installations picks up at airports
around the world, so does GLS equipage on board the aircraft.
GBAS-compatible multimode receivers are available for most
mainstream commercial aircraft, and come as standard forward
fit equipment on Boeing 787 and 747-800 aircraft and on the
Airbus A380.

A culture of change
So with the benefits of GBAS making a clear case for investment
with near-term returns, why is the industry only now seeing this
boom in demand?
The sector has been working around the limitations of ILS for
more than 50 years, and with so many stakeholders – the
airport, the ANSP and the primary airlines – all needing a seat at
the table to implement a new approach, pressing for a culture of
change is the biggest hurdle GBAS faces.
There needs to be an acceptance of change among all
stakeholders. If it hasn’t happened already, the very first step is
to get the airport authority and ANSP around the table with the
regulator and primary airlines to – with the help of their
suppliers – build a business plan for GBAS implementation
that defines objectives, timelines and metrics of success for all
parties concerned. Only then can the desire to change be
driven forward.
Once discussions are under way, it is critical that these
‘steering committees’ focus on the end goal of improving ATC
flexibility, increasing capacity and reducing operating costs
through the use of GBAS. Bremen, Newark, Sydney, Houston
and many other airports around the world have already proved
it can be done, and even those most unwilling to make the shift
to a new operational model must accept the limitations of ILS
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that have to be worked around. The fact that GBAS is now
certified, that it is flying commercial traffic into major airports
today, and that it has the backing of the industry’s largest OEMs,
is proof enough that it is here to stay. With passenger numbers
increasing, the economic pressure on both airlines and airports
to meet demand, and the growing burden on ATM, it is now
a question of when, not if, we will see universal acceptance of
a new approach at the world’s high-growth airports. v
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DISPLAY DEVELOPMENT
The next generation of displays for air traffic control rooms is responding to the changing
reality of ATC workstations
Barco
The compact design and limited energy consumption of
ISIS/4 from Barco enables flawless integration while
supporting the trend towards ‘open consoles’. Counting
on the DPM7700 display server, together with the newest
generation of fanless 2K displays, ISIS/4 serves the market’s
needs like no other.

Targeted upgrades
The ISIS display has gradually evolved over the years, with
Barco always proving to be a leader in innovation and
technology. The ISIS’s incremental upgrade path consists of a
panel technology update (early IPS to SPVA), an electronics
upgrade and, most recently, the LED backlight. All this
contributed to the success and impressive market share of the
MDP-471.
From the start in 2000, Barco has been using a clever
backlight tray system. This has enabled the smooth evolution
from CCFL towards LED-based backlight displays inside the
existing mechanical envelope. The ISIS has proved itself able to
enhance performance gradually, while bearing backward
compatibility in mind at all times. Many customers consider this
continuity to be one of the key features of the system.

Exploring alternatives
In 2012 a survey among key customers worldwide showed that
ATC is likely to keep relying on the square 2Kx2K format for
years to come. Parallel to research by Barco, customers and
organisations have evaluated alternative sizes and formats of
LCD displays for the main ATC radar screen. In addition, the
possibility of managing ATC on a single, solid piece of glass has
been studied extensively.
The overall conclusions of these studies show that bigger sizes
and non-square displays have several negative side-effects,
including: neck strain and eye fatigue for air traffic controllers;
optical anomalies (colour shifts and reflections) from the large
screen areas; handling and installation issues (due to the
equipment being heavier and larger); and software and HMI
rewriting and requalification.
The ISIS/4 is a byword for continuity and the use of proven
concepts. The development team has taken the above trends and
advice into account in fine-tuning its product. While Barco
awaits the next big thing in the world of display manufacturing,
ATC remains safe, sound and secure with the square 2K format.

ISIS/4 in detail
ISIS/4 confirms Barco’s continued investment in the main ATC
display market segment. The company’s renewed platform
interface board sets a benchmark in the industry for excellent
image processing for the next generation of displays throughout
Barco’s display divisions.
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A newly contracted LCD manufacturer provides Barco
exclusively with 28in LCD panels based on IPS pro technology.
The panels excel in brightness and stability, colour saturation,
uniformity, viewing angle and zero bright pixels.
Down the years, Barco has maintained the ISIS and has
managed to overcome difficulties with obsolete parts. When the
LCD module supplier decided to terminate its production line,
Barco was well and timely informed. This enabled the company
to come up with a solution in the form of a new, exclusive LCD
partnership. Thanks to these efforts, Barco was able to guarantee
its customers no impact whatsoever.

Availability and connectivity
With the ISIS/4, ATCOs and ATM system architects have more
video inputs at their disposal, bringing them increased
redundancy, while backward compatibility for analogue videobased systems is guaranteed. Thanks to its smart power
management architecture, the ISIS/4 uses an absolute minimum
of power. And last but not least, the stylish design of the ISIS/4
more than equals the technical specs.

Market introduction
The new ISIS/4 will be on stage to the public for the first time
during the ATCA 2013 event (Washington, DC) on 20 October
2013. At this event, Barco’s hardware and software innovations
will be addressed in detail.
While early birds will be able to place an order for limited
quantities in November/December 2013, the ISIS/4 is planned
to be available for general sale at the beginning of 2014. The
production ramp-up is scheduled for January 2014 and is
expected to be at mass production rate in March 2014.

Perfect partner
The ISIS/4 development and related investments confirm Barco’s
leadership position in the ATC 2Kx2K main display market. The
company’s exclusive partnership with an experienced LCD
supplier, using a new-generation production line, will help
preserve Barco’s market share throughout the next decade. Barco
remains available for 2K CRT replacement programmes, as well
as for new and ongoing installations. v

DISPLAYS

Barco’s ISIS 2Kx2K LCD
main display for ATC
controller working positions
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CONTINUED SUCCESS
ANSPs are celebrating 20 years of service to South Africa and the continent through new
aviation technologies
ATNS

The dawn of democracy – almost two decades ago –
opened many doors for South Africa. In the fields of
technology, engineering, aviation, medicine, sports and
the arts, for instance, the country had been at a disadvantage.
Isolated and seemingly doomed, there were no prospects of
successfully competing against its global counterparts.
But almost every year since the birth of democracy, South
Africans have witnessed incredible developments, milestones and
achievements of unmatched proportions, and significant events
taking place in their motherland. When South Africa became
part of the global community, doing business and travelling from
one point to another anywhere in the world became the norm.
Air Traffic and Navigation Services Company Limited (ATNS)
was established in 1993, 90 years after the first powered flight.
A lot has changed since then. That year, ATNS embarked on a
process of commercialisation designed to reorientate the
company to play a central role as a relevant and credible service
provider. ATNS accepted the challenges and realised that to be
cutting-edge and best utilise business opportunities, it needed to
improve service efficiencies by providing better and more cost-
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effective services. This entailed providing infrastructure and
refocusing human resource capacity.
ATNS is responsible for air traffic control in approximately
10% of the world’s airspace. The company’s services extend
further than the familiar air traffic control service, into the
provision of vitally important aeronautical information used
for all flight planning purposes, as well as search and rescue
coordination activities and the maintenance of a reliable
navigation infrastructure.
South Africa’s aviation infrastructure is considered to be one
of the best in the world, contributing to the country’s aviation
safety record. For its part, ATNS continues to invest wisely in
this area to support the country’s overall transport infrastructure.
Through these activities, the company provides significant
contributions to South Africa’s and the continent’s aviation
industry, thereby promoting safer skies.
For the past 20 years, ATNS has achieved significant and
notable successes within the air traffic management (ATM)
environment. The company is a founding member of the
Civil Air Navigation Services Organisation (CANSO), which

SOUTH AFRICA ATC

is the global voice of air navigation service providers (ANSPs)
worldwide. CANSO members support more than 85% of the
world’s air traffic.

Reducing emissions
Recent research has shown that the transport sector accounts
for 13% of greenhouse gas emissions (aviation is responsible
for approximately 2%), and 23% of energy-related emissions
on a global level. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development predicts that global transport emissions will
increase by 120% by 2050. Transport-related CO2 emissions are
expected to increase 57% worldwide in the period 2005-2030.
In considering the potential fuel savings that may be achieved
through performance-based navigation (PBN), ATNS noted the
International Civil Aviation Organization’s (ICAO) decision to
achieve a 2% reduction in emissions on an annual basis until
2050. Performance-based fuel-efficient flying navigation utilises
the improved navigation capability of aircraft to allow for more
accurate operations in the departure, en-route and arrival
phases of the flight. Enhanced navigation capability allows for
reduced separation between aircraft and facilitates optimum
trajectories, resulting in reduced fuel burn, less CO2 and lower
noise emissions.
ATNS is committed to complying with the ICAO PBN
initiatives in South Africa. The South African PBN Roadmap was
endorsed by the relevant stakeholders in 2010. It depicts the
agreed timeframes, navigational criteria and specifications in
which to implement RNAV and RNP operations.
ATNS is installing a DME/DME network infrastructure in
the terminal areas of identified airports to provide redundancy
for GNSS and in support of PBN. The South African PBN
Implementation Team, under the guidance of the PBN Steering
Committee, will determine the priorities for the implementation
of the DME/DME networks.

Part of the global collective
ATNS has over the years contributed through its participation
in CANSO and other global aviation organisations such as the
International Air Transport Association (IATA) and ICAO.
ATNS forms part of the global collective that discusses and
makes decisions relating to global aviation safety, the
environmental impact of aviation in other sectors of the
economy, and the global cooperation on technology and related
innovative ventures.
In addition, the company chairs the CANSO Africa region.
This office was officially launched in 2012 in Cape Town,
during the first ever CANSO Global Air Traffic Management
Safety Conference to be held on African soil.
In 2010, ATNS developed an ATM roadmap, with the
objective of achieving an interoperable, global ATM
system for all users during all phases of flight, meeting
agreed levels of safety, providing for optimum economic
operations, being environmentally sustainable and
ultimately meeting national security requirements.
The company has also implemented a single
repository of aeronautical information, called the
centralised aeronautical database, which ensures
aeronautical data integrity and quality.
ATNS was instrumental in the successful hosting of
the 1995 World Rugby Tournament, the FIFA 2010
World Cup and the 1996 and 2013 Africa Cup of

Nations football tournaments in South Africa. These successes
were based on comprehensive, long-term planning that ensured
ATNS made the capacity available to support the demand of the
airspace users during these prestigious sporting events. The
dedication and effort of all those concerned ensured that ATNS
not only met but exceeded expectations.
Aviation safety in Africa has been a focal point during recent
conferences held in South Africa, for example, the 2012 Africa
Aviation Safety Summit and the Airport Expansion and
Development Africa 2012, both held in Sandton. While ATNS’s
primary business focus remains ATM and aviation safety for
South Africa, the company’s scope has extended beyond the
country’s borders to neighbouring countries and the rest of the
continent, including the Indian Ocean region. This enables
ATNS to respond efficiently to global challenges, while providing
the local aviation industry with ATM solutions that rank among
the safest in the world.

Training and development
ATNS has, over the years, encouraged a culture of lifelong
learning for employees to develop their full potential, through
private study in their professional disciplines. This is done via
various institutions of higher learning. Tailor-made internal
programmes are also offered at the company’s Aviation Training
Academy to further develop staff at all levels within the
organisation. The academy won the IATA Best Aviation Training
Academy Award in 2011 and 2012.
To ensure adequate staffing at an operational level, ATNS
is responsible for recruiting, training and developing its staff
at an operational level to supply the engineering and air traffic
services operational departments. Well-trained and skilled
support staff are vital to the efficient operations of ATNS.
Accordingly, ATNS has developed a human capital
implementation plan, which details the national air traffic
services staff requirements for successful implementation of
the ATNS business concept strategy.
The human capital implementation plan takes into account
training success rates, attrition, leave and sick leave, as well as
other pertinent variables, to define the number of recruits that
must be brought into ATNS, to achieve the targets for qualified
staff. One of the important outputs is a training plan that has
set projections, to ensure that training capacity is maximised
and throughput is closely managed.
ATNS is also driving the recruitment of engineering
learnerships from accredited institutions of higher learning.
Upon successful completion of the programmes, the students
are offered permanent employment within ATNS’s engineering
department. They become a valuable resource feeding in to the
company’s pool of qualified engineering technicians. v

“ATNS is responsible
for air traffic control in
approximately 10% of
the world’s airspace”
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INNOVATION

Without real innovation the ATM system could
become an obstacle to air traffic over the long
term with regards to cost and capacity

© DFS

THE PATH OF PROGRESS
Is innovation in air traffic management just a buzzword or is it a reality?
Jörg Buxbaum, Stefan Lentz and Dr Jens Konopka, DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung

A company’s ability to innovate and drive change over
the long term is a common way to measure its success
and its influence on the economy and society. How well
does air traffic management (ATM) stand up under this metric?
On the surface, ATM is innovative – being intimately
intertwined with the relatively young aviation industry, which
has experienced many leaps in technology. The suppliers in the
ATM industry regularly introduce new systems that aim to
simplify the duties of air traffic controllers and raise the
(already high) safety standards. But are these developments
really innovative?
In the field of economics, the term ‘innovation’ dates from the
beginning of the 20th century, interestingly, at about the same
time as the origins of air traffic control (ATC). This economic
definition, however, includes the idea of success in the
marketplace that is not necessarily covered by the everyday
usage of the word. Thus, an idea alone cannot be innovative
under this definition. Controller-pilot datalink communications

(CPDLC), for example, could only count as an innovation if the
technology were actually used in the industry to a large extent –
but this is not yet the case.
As for the question as to whether ATM is really innovative, the
work of Fichter and Hintemann from the University of
Oldenburg in Germany identifies four central dimensions of
innovation that can be used as a guide to answer this question.

What is new?
What is new in ATC? ATC at airports used to be carried out with
flags, and en-route control via telephone connections and
markings on charts. Compared with today’s technology in
control towers and centres, it seems apparent right away that
considerable technological progress has been made.
Primary radar and later secondary radar represent leaps in
technology that changed the way work is carried out and greatly
increased capacity. These technologies were military creations
for World War II that later found their use in civil aviation. In
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Area control centre in Munich in 1976 (left) and 2010 (right).
The same world or a world of difference?

addition, the instrument landing system (ILS) has made
operations much less dependent on visibility as the technology
progressed from a mere idea 80 years ago, to an innovation in
the 1970s, when it was introduced at a large number of airports
worldwide. Since radar and ILS have become virtually
omnipresent, new developments in ATC have limited themselves
to enhancements on board aircraft (for example area navigation
and RVSM) as well as improvements on the ground relating to
technical support systems (such as short-term conflict alert,
code call-sign correlation, arrival managers, etc). The tasks
carried out by controllers, however, remain largely unchanged.
Even the established, cross-border networking of systems
(radar data exchange, OLDI flight plan data exchange, correlated
position reports, etc) has not changed the basic duties of an air
traffic controller.
In the past 30 years, aircraft have experienced many advances
in technology, including:
• Widespread automation of flight guidance by sophisticated
autopilot functions;
• Introduction of the two-person cockpit;
• Fly-by-wire and the related flight envelope protection;
• Traffic alert and collision avoidance systems;
• Flight management systems;
• Area navigation capability;
• Use of light-weight composite materials in aircraft
construction;
• Introduction of the turbofan and the geared turbofan.
EADS registered around 400 patents while developing the
Airbus 380. It remains unclear how many patents have been
registered for advanced ATM systems recently.

From the pilot’s perspective, there have been almost no
changes in the way they work with air traffic control. Contact is
still via radiotelephony, and worldwide pilots passing from one
sector to another still have to change frequencies. Only a
minority of technological improvements in ATM are apparent
from the cockpit. A visible and innovative change would be to
offer sectorless air traffic control – having one air traffic
controller in charge for more than 1,000 track miles in upper
airspace for instance. The validation of a concept covering this
approach is underway at DFS – but still at the R&D stage.
On the ANSP side, the users are, of course, the air traffic
controllers. Have recent innovations reduced their workload?
How has their work changed? Were there any opportunities for
the use and management of airspace arising from these changes?
Yes, obviously – otherwise the traffic numbers of today could
not be coped with. But the way controllers work has not
changed yet. Perhaps it does not need to. Take tower controllers.
When there is good visibility, they still work with a microphone
and the aircraft in sight. If we took everything but these two
things away, capacity would hardly drop by more than 25%,
even at busy airports. This reduction is comparable to
operations during poor weather conditions, when capacity drops
dramatically anyway.
A paradigm shift for tower control services lies ahead. For
example, remote tower control (RTC) is set to be introduced at
some less busy German airports. This will allow tower
controllers to physically move away from their airport of
responsibility and control air traffic not with line of sight, but
with adequate surveillance technology.

New for whom?

Do new operational concepts and technical updates
automatically translate into economic success for a company or
industry? For suppliers in the ATM industry, the main goal does
not necessarily consist of substantially increasing airspace
capacity; the goal could also be to maintain long-term sustainable
profits and customer loyalty. This can be achieved without great
innovation as there are no competitors offering solutions that

How something is seen by potential users is yet another factor
in deciding if something is innovative or not. From the
perspective of ANSPs, their business has seen numerous
innovations. But do these enhancements reflect relevant
technological and operational progress, or only improvements
of the existing situation?
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Does new automatically mean successful?

INNOVATION

allow quantum leaps in performance for complex and heavily
frequented airspace. The basic rule that only especially innovative
products can win market share is not entirely true in this context.
In addition, innovative technological systems can only
support innovative operational concepts that have the chance of
being introduced. These concepts must first be formulated by
those who run the operational business. This means, however,
that, at first, innovative ATM technology needs innovative ANSP
ideas on how to perform in an innovative manner.
Thus, the current range of ATM systems is basically the result
of what the ANSPs have ordered, based on working principles
that show no fundamental change.

Where does innovation begin and end?
As mentioned above, innovation is not just an idea or an
invention. The concept includes the introduction of the
procedure or product on the market. Does the ATM industry
have a number of ideas that have just not materialised? Evidence
suggests that this is the case – again take CPDLC as a classic
example, or RTC as another. Both are inventions, as described –
with the latter eventually leading to higher flexibility in the
tower controller workforce and to cost reductions.
It needs to be considered that, in ATM, the road from idea to
innovation is rockier than, for example, in the market for
entertainment electronics. This is, above all, due to the high
safety requirements. A bias towards existing tried-and-tested
solutions, and an instinct that being conservative is being safe, is
understandable given the number of lives that are at stake.
Furthermore, at an institutional level, new ideas in ATM also
have to wind their way through various national and
supranational supervisory bodies before approval is granted for
their introduction – a process that can take many years.
In addition, a big-bang approach is not feasible due to the
complexity of systems and procedures in use.

does not lack ideas on how to improve – the challenge consists
of the technical, operational and cultural change needed to
exploit further substantial benefits for the airspace user.
Leaps in performance can be striven for, but should not be
imposed as directives in a top-down manner by lobbyists or
interest groups who lack a profound understanding of our
industry. Real progress can only be accomplished by teams of
managers, controllers, technicians and researchers from various
fields of study who take other perspectives into consideration.
They must also show that managing requirements is more than
just collecting problem reports from the operations room and
delivering them to the ATM industry supplier.
The future lies in making operational innovations step-by-step
in pursuit of a larger, longer-term operational goal. The steps
must be visible to support the motivation of all participants,
including the airspace user. The long-term goal must be relevant
and truly innovative, and ensure progress for aviation in general,
as well as for customers.
To accelerate change, it is crucial to work on feasible solutions
that are acceptable to operational staff and to workers’ unions.
To help them support the change, things must be simplified.
Increasing complexity in the tasks of air navigation services
(introduction of free routes, flexible use of airspace, long-term
increase in traffic volume, introduction of airport CDM
procedures) shall no longer be accompanied by a more complex
working environment (equipment, airspace, procedures, HMI).
Radical simplification is one thing that would genuinely be
innovative – boosting the introduction of new and innovative
technology and procedures.
Further progress needs to be made and might be started by
posing the right questions:
• What does innovation mean given the political, institutional
and safety constraints placed on ANSPs?
• Should the division into sectors be retained for work
procedures in the long term, at all flight levels, and in all types
of airspace?
• Can we gain sufficient operational use from the information
that we receive today from aircraft?
• What would be the result if we designed an HMI for an ATM
system in such a way that no operating instructions are needed
anymore?
• Who is in charge of the change process that would be needed
to accompany innovation?
• Who is in charge of defining what kind of ATM systems and
procedures are needed by ANSPs?
• What can we learn from state-of-the-art cockpit automation? v
The authors welcome your comments on the issues raised. Please feel
free to contact them using the QR codes below:
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Summary and outlook
ATM has been as innovative as can be expected given the
political, institutional and safety constraints placed on ANSPs. It
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FLIGHT MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

A REVOLUTIONARY CONCEPT
A combined AMAN/DMAN/e-strips solution can help solve ground movement capacity
bottlenecks and improve the overall efficiency of runway operations
Dr Ieyasu Sugimoto, AviBit

With today’s increased number of air traffic movements,
efficient runway use becomes one of the critical factors
when operating tower or approach units. Uncoordinated
arrival and departure traffic leads to congested terminal
manoeuvring areas on the inbound side and extended waiting
times before line-up at outbound. Especially in times when
collaborative decision making is one of the keywords in air
traffic as well as in airport operation management, there is an
increased demand for predictability and stability. This is where
arrival and departure management solutions come into play.

Management solution
Different arrival and departure management solutions have been
on the market for several years, providing information to air traffic
controllers about expected air and ground traffic. However, most
solutions master either only inbound or outbound traffic, leaving
room for optimisation. The AviBit OPTAMOS closes the gap by
taking both inbound and outbound traffic into account when
calculating runway sequences and deriving controller advisories.
Based on target off-block times of departures and calculated
times of arrivals, OPTAMOS computes a combined, optimised

Figure 1. E-strips (left) and DMAN user interface for tower controllers (at a three-runway airport). The different bays in e-strips represent the different workflow states of aircraft. A high-level
representation of the same states can be seen in the DMAN HMI: the left set of bays represent departures without startup clearance (reference time is the target startup approval time (TSAT)),
in the middle set, departure strips waiting for taxi clearance are aligned according to the target taxi times, and the right set represents the runway traffic including departures’ target takeoff
time (TTOT)) and arrivals (aligned according to requested time of arrival (RTA)). The lower left box in the DMAN HMI is used for entering current and future runway configuration settings. Once a
departure flight is given a pushback clearance in e-strips, the strip disappears in the left side of the DMAN HMI and the times of the middle and right columns are adjusted to the actual
clearance time
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“The AviBit OPTAMOS takes both inbound
and outbound traffic into account when
calculating runway sequences”
sequence for one or more runways, resulting in target takeoff
times and requested time of arrivals. Of course, operational and
safety restrictions have to be taken into account. Planned
runway configurations in the near future with different runway
directions, runway assignments or runway separation distances,
can be entered into the system and provide the possibility for
OPTAMOS to include a complete picture of the relevant
timeframe in the calculations. Controller advisories are derived
and the target startup approval time helps tower controllers to
avoid congested holding point areas at the runway by delaying
the pushback time at the gate accordingly. By assigning requested
times over metering fixes, controllers at approach and area
control centre units can give pilots time-to-lose or time-to-gain
advisories so that they enter the terminal manoeuvring area in a
coordinated sequence without causing congestion and overload.
All this information is crucial input for collaborative decision
making because the timestamps are an important part of
departure planning information messages sent to flow
management units to allow for evaluation of turnaround times.

Digital interaction
OPTAMOS uses online information when performing its
calculations. Important input data can be provided by electronic
flight strip (e-strip) systems and A-SMGCS solutions. E-strip
systems can be seen as a digital reflection of interactions
between controllers and pilots – any information or advisory
that a controller passes on to the pilot is entered into the e-strip
system – and is therefore a perfect data source for arrival and
departure management solutions.
OPTAMOS permanently updates its calculations using
actual timestamps of clearances entered into the e-strip system
(for example, pushback or taxi clearance). On the other hand,
the most important information can be displayed and
changed directly in the flight strip system. This allows the
controller to easily override the proposals made by OPTAMOS
within the flight strip system without having to use an additional
input device.

Data monitor
A-SMGCS solutions play an important role in the initial
configuration process of an AMAN/DMAN system by providing
ground track data that is used for statistical analysis to
determine inbound and outbound taxi times, as well as
pushback times. Once OPTAMOS is running, an online taxi
progress monitoring process compares actual target positions
with those predicted and used by the AMAN/DMAN system.
Furthermore, the holding point queue lengths at the individual
runways are constantly monitored to be able to react at the right
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Figure 2. AMAN user interface for approach (at a three-runway airport) displays the
runway traffic on the left side with flight strips aligned along a timeline. Light blue flight
strips represent departures, which are aligned on the timeline at their TTOT, while
arrivals are represented by green strips and are aligned by their RTA. On the right side,
two bays show the current outbound taxiway traffic. A similar user interface for ACC
controllers shows flight strips aligned on a timeline representing the requested time at a
metering fix

time once congestion is starting to build. Finally, airside RDP
data is used to monitor whether the actual trajectories of
incoming aircraft adhere to the prediction made by OPTAMOS,
with route adjustments and flight plan modifications being
incorporated into the calculations. v
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DATA DISTRIBUTION

SPREAD THE WORD
A new integrated solution has been developed to facilitate user-friendly recording and
distribution of data from and to air traffic controllers’ workstations
SkySoft
There is undoubtedly a major trend taking place with
the current ANSP plans to modernise ATC facilities,
using more open desks and a limited number of devices
at the controller working position (CWP), while maintaining
high-performance and ergonomic work environments. In
parallel, ‘at the glass’ recording of ATC position monitors
becomes more and more necessary to capture the situation a
controller is experiencing at any moment in time.
With the evolution of information source distribution
technology, it is possible to eliminate distance restrictions
between buildings, cities and even countries, and therefore offer
contingency planning between sites.
Likewise, it is possible to distribute all data streams
simultaneously to a seemingly unlimited number of positions.
Ultimately with just a single multifunctional keyboard and
mouse, a controller can access and select relevant data from
multiple applications without needing to display them
permanently on his or her monitors.

Data capture
There are limitations to legal recordings in terms of current ICAO
resolutions. Voice and radar recording is not enough anymore.
ANSPs require integrated solutions to capture and store all ATC
data including screen images, flight plan data, short-term conflict
alerts, weather information, and voice and radar sources.

Seamless ATC data distribution
between controller working positions
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The DFS area control centre at Karlsruhe, Germany

In order to reconstruct the complete situation a controller or a
supervisor has experienced, it should be possible to search
synchronously among different recorded data sources and replay
the full sequence exactly as it has occurred, isolate the relevant
data with a few clicks, and distribute it to the relevant users such
as safety, technical or operations managers.

DATA DISTRIBUTION

SkyRec BlackBox is a hardware based recording solution
which is designed to be easily implemented and maintained
over years

Contingency plans can benefit from ATC data distribution between sites

While the data distribution between sites can
enhance safety, increase flexibility and reduce
downtime, recording helps to achieve the required
incident reporting objectives that ANSPs are
expected to meet.
In the 2011 Performance Review Report issued by
Eurocontrol, it is stated that thousands of incidents
are not reported and more automation is required
to complement manual reporting as many NSAs
still struggle with the lack of qualified resources.

Remote IP protocol is based on standard TCP/
UDP communication. Depending on the
characteristics of the infrastructure, you can
transmit over great distances within IP
networks. Using SFP modules to support
copper and/or multi- and single-mode fibre
guarantees tremendous flexibility regarding
cable infrastructure.

State-of-the-art technology

State-of-the-art compression technology is
essential to minimise bandwidth requirements
and storage memory requirements for the
recorded data. This has been achieved through
the development of specific compression
algorithms, which guarantee the highest levels
of compression while ensuring that no data is
Integrated solution
lost during the transfer or the recording process
It is possible now to combine data distribution and
(lossless compression).
recording technologies. Ideally data streams should
Another advantage of SkySoft-ATM and Wey
be recorded and distributed to the CWP without
Technology’s data distribution and recording
adding unnecessary hardware especially at the
solution is that it supports various platforms
controller’s desk. Two Swiss companies, SkySoftand interfaces and is independent from specific
Users can connect to their applications
ATM and Wey Technology, have recently presented
hardware vendors. Even if ANSPs decide to
wherever they are
their integrated ATC data recording and
change their PC environment in a couple of
distribution platform SkyRec to potential users.
years, the recording and distribution solution
One of the main benefits of the solution is that it
will remain the same.
dramatically reduces the number of hardware components to be
On the functional side, SkySoft-ATM benefits from its
installed both in the technical room and the CWP. It reduces
proximity with the Swiss ANSP Skyguide, its parent company,
power consumption and the space required in the racks and at
and has developed a specific user interface for ATC customers.
controllers’ consoles.
This interface includes the ability to search for specific events
On the distribution side, remote IP receivers are connected to
and combine the replay of ATC data, voice, video, keyboard
desk peripherals, while transmitters are connected directly to the
inputs and mouse clicks. Recently, the possibility of searching
PCs or workstations. Remote IP cards can be mounted in a
for specific call signs, short-term conflict alerts or other events
selection of chassis with either integrated or external power
on the video-recorded data has been added – this considerably
supplies. This chassis is also shared by video grabber cards. To
reduces the time it takes to isolate a specific event occurrence.
reach high port density, the 19in 3U chassis with redundant
Reporting has never been easier. Users can export recorded
power supplies houses up to 16 video channels in one chassis
files in just a matter of seconds on standard or native application
together with the recording equipment. Using LAN/WAN
formats. With the combination of two advanced solutions in
infrastructure, remote IP transmits every physical port on a PC
data distribution and multisource recording, there is now a new
over a separate channel. This is true channel communications.
step in the design of future ATC solutions architecture. No
Thus, you can connect your digital and analogue video, DDC,
doubt it will be quickly adopted by ANSPs and the wider
audio, USB, PS/2 and serial data signals from any computer to
industry to provide users with a more flexible, safe and valueany workplace and record it at the same time.
added solution. v
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CLEAR OUTLOOK
In-cloud and cloud-to-cloud lightning detection are critical to severe
weather alerting and can be a key factor in improving aviation safety
James Anderson, Earth Networks

Convective severe weather
The Earth Networks Total Lightning
is a major safety concern for
Network (ENTLN) is the largest
aviation around the world.
lightning network capable of longTurbulence, icing, hail and lightning
range detection of IC and CG
strikes can create dangerous
lightning on a continental scale
situations en route and have major
(Figure 1). The ENTLN comprises
impacts on airfield operations.
more than 700 sensors detecting total
Detecting areas of convective
lightning with a unique wideband
weather at an early stage is critical
frequency range for detection at the
to improving situational awareness
highest degree of accuracy – enabling
and safety. Convective events pose
nowcasting of severe weather
considerable risk to aircraft, crew
phenomenon such as storm cells,
Figure 2. Total lightning, cell tracks and DTAs over Florida’s Gulf coast
and passengers while in flight, as
updrafts and downburst winds, hail,
well as during approach, arrival and
heavy precipitation and icing. The
departure. This risk extends to airport ground operations. Given
ENTLN provides aviation professionals with integrated total
that thunderstorms include lightning, and the majority of that
lightning information on a national scale, powering real-time
lightning is typically in-cloud, it is critical to have a network in
severe weather nowcasting and alerting. These features are
place that detects both in-cloud (IC) and cloud-to-ground (CG)
particularly useful in support of inflight operations for routeing
– total lightning – activity. Integrating total lightning data into all
and global situational awareness of severe weather. The wideoperational aspects of aviation will not only help save lives and
area and proximity alerting capability of the ENTLN provides
protect assets, but will also enable efficient scheduling and
critical weather information to tower control operators for
enhanced operational continuity during severe weather events.
enhanced safety during approach, landing and take-off.
Furthermore, it provides safety alerting for operation crews and
Correlating total lightning to severe weather events
passengers on the ground. These tools require minimal training
Total lightning correlates well with storm dynamics. Case studies
and deliver vital information that is easy to comprehend for
and statistical analyses suggest that an increase – or jump – in
flight planning and pilot briefings.
total lightning indicates the presence or increased likelihood
NTSB safety recommendation
of hazards such as hail, icing and turbulence. Additionally,
The recent emergence and availability of total lightning data
lightning itself poses a danger to airborne planes, as lightning
offers great opportunities to enhance aviation flight safety. To
strikes can cause engine failure, damage aircraft electrical
this end, the US National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
systems, cause onboard fires, and affect flight crew vision.
published a formal Safety Recommendation on 18 May 2012
stating that the FAA should consider several operational
enhancements, including the incorporation of total lightning
data into weather displays at air route traffic and terminal radar
approach control centres, as well as into products used in the
cockpit. The NTSB used ENTLN data to provide incident
analysis of events where current applications lacked the
visibility into lightning activity associated with each event.

Orlando International Airport

Figure 1. The ENTLN provides continental scale total lightning detection over land and sea
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Orlando International Airport, in central Florida, is a very busy
travel hub near many of the USA’s largest vacation destinations.
The airport manages nearly 100,000 passengers and hundreds of
arrivals and departures daily. Orlando’s location and climate is

WEATHER MONITORING

Figure 3. MeteoStar LEADS system with total lightning integration
Figure 4. DTA alert, depicted by a purple polygon encompassing the alert area, provides
lead times up to 30 minutes before ground-level weather develops

particularly conducive to the formation of lightning and severe
weather, causing concern for airport officials and airline staff.
The airport recently replaced its existing lightning system with
the ENTLN, including an on-site automated weather station –
the StreamerRT (Figure 2) visualisation tool and indoor alerting
system. Numerous other airports in multiple countries have
adopted the same technology. Orlando International Airport
provides staff with StreamerRT to continuously monitor
lightning, storms and other severe weather. The tool gives staff
and personnel at 20 airlines insight into weather and lightning
for informed decision making, which can reduce false alarms
and improve on-time performance.

Enhancing aviation support applications
Earth Networks provides MeteoStar with global lightning
information for integration into its LEADS product (Figure 3),
an environmental analysis and display system. The integration
of total lightning data into LEADS enables MeteoStar to provide
its clients with enhanced visibility into dangerous lightning
and severe storm events for improved situational awareness.
The lightning data is also available in the Flight Explorer flight
planning tool. Total lightning data is easily integrated into
aviation support applications and is available in an API data
feed format.

Tracking and alerts

The DTAs and associated storm cell polygons are also valuable
aloft. They highlight areas of probable turbulence and can be
used to define flight avoidance zones for safer precision
routing. In many cases, these tools can be used where radar data
is unavailable.

Proxy radar from total lightning
Research shows a strong correlation between total lightning data
and severe storm activity. This research led to the development
of an accurate and cost-effective proxy radar alternative called
PulseRad. PulseRad utilises total lightning data from the ENTLN
and can be used for tracking severe weather events, short-term
tracking of precipitation rates over large areas in real time, and
tracking precipitation and lightning activity over oceans for
enhanced global awareness of severe weather while en route
(Figure 5). The system provides radar-like images of severe
weather for improved monitoring and forecasting of thunder
and lightning storms, heavy precipitation, flooding, tornadoes,
cyclones and others. PulseRad provides much of the value of
a traditional radar system at a fraction of the cost.

Improved visibility
The increase in weather- and lightning-related aviation incidents
warrants improved visibility into the presence of in-cloud and
cloud-to-ground lightning. The use of total lightning
information, particularly in-cloud lightning, is critical for
improved visibility and increased lead time in the prediction
of severe weather events, as recommended by the NTSB to the
FAA. The ENTLN enables total lightning detection to be used for
real-time severe weather nowcasting and
alerting applicable to all aspects of aviation
operations. From the cockpit to terminal air
space to ground operations, using real-time
severe weather and precise storm cell
location and tracking information will
improve safety in the air and on the
ground, as well as enable efficient
scheduling and operational continuity
during severe weather events. v

The high sensor density of the ENTLN and high IC detection
efficiency make it practical to track and predict severe weather
in real time. Studies have shown that severe weather often
occurs minutes after the total lightning rate reaches its peak,
and tracking the rise of the total lightning
flash rate provides advanced lead times for
prediction of severe thunderstorms.
Earth Networks monitors total lightning
data from the ENTLN by tracking
developing lightning cells in real time. By
monitoring the total lightning flash rates in
cells, it is possible to issue dangerous
thunderstorm alerts (DTAs) with a lead
time of up to 30 minutes before groundlevel severe weather develops. The system
generates purple alert polygons (Figure 4),
which define areas likely to be affected by
severe conditions. The cell tracking and
DTAs can be used as an automated severe
storm tracking tool, which can augment
radar and be used to issue reliable severe
Figure 5. PulseRad image of rainfall accumulation
over Brazil on 11 November 2011
weather warnings.

Author
James Anderson is vice president of global
network and business development for Earth
Networks, the operator of the largest weather
monitoring and lightning detection networks,
and a major provider of global weather data
services and solutions
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Safety…In the Air and on The Ground
Earth Networks Total Lightning Network™
Real-Time Severe Weather Nowcasting and Alerting
for Aviation with Total Lightning Detection
Air Traffic Control
Approach, Landing and Takeoff
Ground Operations
Flight Planning/Pilot Briefings
In 2012 the National Transportation Safety
Board formally recommended to the FAA the
incorporation of real-time total lightning data for
use by both pilots and controllers at air route
traffic and terminal radar control centers.
To read the report and learn more about our
aviation solutions, please go to:
http://earthnetworks.com/
IndustrySolutions/Aviation.aspx

StreamerRT image showing in-cloud and cloud-to-ground lightning, cell tracking and alert polygons
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LIGHT DEVELOPMENT
The latest developments in LED technology are providing considerable technical and
commercial advantages for air traffic control centres, including higher performance,
efficiency, energy savings and reliability
Rob Hawksworth, EIZO Technologies GmbH

Langen Control Centre, DFS Deutsche
Flugsicherung GmbH, where EIZO
primary control monitors are installed.
Picture courtesy of DFS

Images appear on the screen of an LCD monitor by
controlled output of a light source using a layer of liquid
crystals. This light source is known as a backlight. In
the past, LCD monitors would typically use cold cathode
fluorescent lamps (CCFL) as the light source for their backlight
systems. In recent years, a newer technology using light emitting
diodes (LED) has matured and is continuing to replace CCFL
technology. An LED is a semiconductor device that emits light
when an electric current is passed through it. LEDs are
considered to be the fourth generation of light source, following
candles, light bulbs and fluorescent lamps.
The practical application of white LEDs has accelerated their
use in televisions, monitors and other display devices. As this
LED technology has been widely accepted by many relevant
markets, including mission critical markets, CCFL technology

has virtually become obsolete. For air traffic control
environments, EIZO has taken this technology a step further and
developed EIZO eBlue LED backlight technology for its Raptor
SQ2804 2K x 2K primary control monitor, giving several new
advantages over modern white LED technology.

Standard white LED
The compounds comprising the semiconductor determine the
colour of an LED light. It is technically not possible for LED
chips to directly emit a white light. Therefore, in order for an
LED-based backlight solution to produce a white light, two or
more colours of light must be combined using what is known as
the principle of additive colour mixture.
Today the most common method of producing a white light
using LED technology is to combine a blue LED with a yellow
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space, the temperature in the room rises
noticeably. The power saved from using
an LED backlight solution over CCFL not
only lowers the portion of the electricity
bill that comes from the monitor itself,
but also from the air conditioning, as less
heat is generated inside of the control
centre. While energy savings from a single
monitor may not be considerable, in
environments such as air traffic control
centres, where multiple monitors are
used, the effect on energy expenses will
be considerable.
The benefits of LED backlight solutions
also incorporate environmental concerns.
All CCFL tubes contain mercury, so
handling that mercury needs to be
considered during disposal. Most
countries have strict regulations on how
The EIZO eBlue LED backlight consumes 60W at a typical brightness of 70cd/m2, which is used in many ATC centres. In
this needs to be handled due to mercury’s
standby mode, EIZO has further lowered the power consumption from what was already an industry leading 20W to just 5W
hazardous effects on the environment.
LEDs do not contain mercury so they can
phosphor. In this process, the blue light is partly converted into
be easily and responsibly disposed of when they reach the end
light with a higher wavelength by the phosphor layer. The
of their practical life.
combination of the blue light from the LED and the converted
EIZO eBlue LED technology
light from the yellow phosphor mix will create a white light.
White LED technology has a number of important advantages
LED technology has many well-documented advantages when
when compared with CCFL, as covered previously. However,
compared with the traditional CCFL. Among these are
there are still technical limitations of current generic LED
luminance lifetime, lower power consumption and reduced
technology that need to be addressed. Backlight technology is
environmental burden.
crucial to the performance of a monitor. That is why EIZO, as a
The main factor causing the limited luminance lifespan of
manufacturer dedicated solely to the development and
CCFL technology is the blackening of the glass and fluorescent
production of high-quality display solutions, has advanced
powders caused by mercury consumption. As LED technology
current LED technology further with EIZO eBlue LED backlight
does not use mercury, this deterioration of fluorescent powders
technology. EIZO uses a native blue LED light source rather than
does not pose a concern. After comparing the brightness levels
the standard white. In order to remove some of the technical
of monitors using LED and CCFL backlight solutions over a
limitations of current LED technology, EIZO has redesigned the
40,000-hour time span at EIZO, the natural deterioration of
LED unit using a remote high-quality non-silicate phosphor
brightness was found to be much slower with LED technology.
sheet, with which it has been able to improve the performance
The monitor using CCFL backlighting was found to be able to
of the LED and the monitor.
maintain a brightness level of 80% for around 9,000 hours,
The components used in monitors can be highly sensitive to
whereas the monitor using LED backlighting could maintain
heat, which can affect their performance. Heat is the single
80% for around 24,000 hours. The product lifetime of a monitor
highest cause of product failure for any electronic device. Any
is directly related to the longevity of its backlight system.
steps taken to reduce heat generation or manage generated heat,
Therefore, monitors that use LED backlighting can be concluded
will directly affect product reliability. The main heat generators
to have longer lifespans than CCFL backlighting.
in any monitor are the power supply unit (PSU) and backlight
A high proportion of a monitor’s overall power consumption
system. When compared at equal brightness, the EIZO eBlue
is taken up by the backlight and its drive circuit. It is not
LED backlight technology consumes approximately 50% less
unusual for a monitor’s backlight and drive circuit to use 80% or
power than CCFL technology and approximately 19% less than
more of the total power consumed. LEDs have a much higher
white LED backlight technology, resulting in substantially lower
luminous efficiency than CCFLs, so when set to the same
heat generation from the backlight system.
brightness, the power consumption of a monitor using LED
Due to this, the PSU can either be run with a lower workload
backlight technology proves to be lower. When observing a
or a smaller PSU can be used; both result in lower overall heat
comparison between the power consumption of backlight trays
generation and increased product reliability. By removing the
using CCFL and LED solutions, LED backlights were shown to
layer of phosphor from inside the LED and distancing it from
have approximately 50% reduced power consumption over
the heat generator (the LED cell), there is considerably less stress
CCFL backlight trays (see the graph above right).
on the phosphor sheet itself caused by heat, resulting in a
Much of the power consumed in many electronic devices is
positive effect on the lumen depreciation and colour point shift
converted into heat and escapes into the air. For this reason,
of the monitor. With phosphors positioned close to the LED cell,
when multiple monitors are installed, particularly in a small
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Controlling the colour point
When installing a new primary control monitor into an
existing installation as part of a hardware refresh, it is
common for the new monitor to look brighter and have
different colour characteristics than the older monitor by
comparison. To ensure that the colour characteristics
between monitors are as close as technically possible, it
is highly beneficial to be able to control the colour point.
This is the base for manipulating colour characteristics
of the monitor to achieve a common image feel between
two or more monitors. EIZO’s custom-made remote
phosphor sheet makes it possible to adjust the colour
point of the monitor – a function that is unavailable
Figure 1. Brightness comparison between LED- and CCFL-driven 2K x 2K backlight trays showing LED
using white LED technology.
technology is much more energy efficient
While there are various components that make up a
display monitor, the backlight system is one of the more
the heat generation can burn the phosphor layer causing
crucial elements as it affects overall performance of the
uniformity to become inconsistent, affecting the colour of the
equipment and can dictate the efficiency of other components,
light output. Since EIZO’s eBlue LED backlight technology uses
such as brightness, lifetime, power consumption, heat
a direct backlight solution with a custom-made phosphor sheet,
generation, imaging characteristics, etc. The backlight system is
the spread of light is evenly distributed through the panel,
particularly important in mission critical environments, such as
providing superior uniformity. Testing has shown that after
in air traffic control operations, where it is essential to have a
10,000 hours, there was a colour shift of less than 0.002%
reliable monitor, so having a technically solid backlight system is
(x-coordinate) and 0.005% (y-coordinate) in monitors using
imperative. EIZO eBlue LED backlight technology provides that
EIZO eBlue backlight technology, while others showed a
solid base and has been proved in the market to offer real
greater shift.
advantages over traditional CCFL and white LED solutions. v
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RISK ASSESSMENT
A new methodology has been developed to evaluate the level of
resilience of current ATM systems
Valentina Cedrini, Giuseppe Fraioli, Luca Messano and Lorenzo Vacca, SICTA;
Maurizio Mancini, ENAV
ICAO and Single European Sky regulations have
established common requirements for the safety of air
navigation service provision, encompassing all aspects
related to procedures, human factors, technology and the
operational environment.
In this context and towards service provisioning excellence,
ENAV, the Italian civil ANSP, decided to develop a methodology
to evaluate the level of resilience of its services with the aim of
supporting decision making and effort allocation processes by
means of objective, rational and measurable criteria.
As far as it was possible to ascertain, a consolidated and
common methodology for the assessment of the resilience level
is missing at European level. EURECA (Enav Unit REsilience
CAse) is the solution that was studied by ENAV specifically for
the purpose.
The term ‘resilience’ was deliberately used because, according
to one of its most common definitions1 – “the intrinsic ability of
a system to adjust its functioning prior to, during, or following
changes and disturbances, so that it can sustain required
operations under both expected and unexpected conditions”– it
is very close to what ENAV intended to evaluate.
EURECA methodology was conceived to assess how the ATM
functional system can resist both ‘safety hazards’ and ‘security
threats’. Thus, the main output is a snapshot of the resilience of
the current ATM system to allow the identification of the main
strengths and potential criticalities.

The EURECA methodology
On the basis of Eurocontrol guidelines and best practices for
safety assessment, and drawing on internationally acknowledged
techniques, EURECA may be considered a complete and

Example of a functional block tree
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comprehensive methodology for the definition and evaluation of
the intrinsic risk related to ATS provision.
Using a top-down approach, where provided ATS is the
starting point, its constituent elements and functions are derived
by means of simple reasoning: ATS is provided (via air-ground
communication) by trained and certified controllers.
In order to fulfil their duties as efficiently and effectively as
possible, controllers need to have several kinds of information
at their disposal. Information is available thanks to a
heterogeneous system that combines three components:
equipment, people and procedures. All these elements, within a
specified operational environment, are subject daily to safety
hazards and security threats that have to be managed by
controllers accordingly.
EURECA methodology encompasses:
• Operational Services and Environment Description (OSED);
• Analysis of complexity and identification of the top five risks;
• Availability and reliability analysis;
• Analysis of coverage of surveillance and communication
systems;
• Analysis of hazards and threats;
• Development of resilience indicator.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of EURECA
methodology, Rome Area Control Centre (ACC) was selected as
the first site to be analysed. Rome ACC, whose operations room
is one of the most advanced in Europe, is the most important
ENAV centre with respect to the volume of controlled airspace
and managed traffic.
OSED. This is a preliminary activity in the perspective of every
comprehensive study in the ATM field. It is necessary in order to
define the boundary of the analysis and provides the description,
from a functional point of view, of the systems
in terms of equipment, people and procedures.
Analysis of complexity. Considering the
continuous and dynamic interactions among
the elements of a functional ATM system
(people, equipment and procedures) and the
correlation with the key concepts of capacity
and workload, complexity has been studied
in detail in many research projects on ATM.
The more complex an ATM functional
system, the more important it is to define the
issues that could affect its resilience.
Therefore an ad-hoc study was developed,
tested and validated by ENAV to identify and
characterise those complexity factors and the
top-five risks that controllers have to face in
day-to-day operations.

SAFETY

Example of degradation states

The EURECA methodology enables a full understanding of the risks associated with ATC

Analysis of availability and reliability. The methodology for this
analysis was developed in close collaboration with Techno Sky,
an ENAV maintenance service provider. It is based on the
creation of physical and logical architecture diagrams of the
available equipment and on the elaboration of maintainability
metrics in order to evaluate reliability and availability
performance. All equipment is broken into its different parts
(communication, navigation and surveillance systems,
networks, power, air conditioning, etc) and structured
accordingly to take into account related redundancies,
dependencies and common causes.
Analysis of surveillance and communication systems coverage.
In the EURECA context, a tool was developed and is available to
verify availability, reliability and possible redundancies of
coverage in relation to radar signals and air-ground
communication coverage in relation to frequencies.
Analysis of hazards and threats. The interactions between the
components of the ATM functional system and the operational
environment have to be thoroughly analysed, highlighting all the
factors that make a system reliable.
Three analyses are foreseen on:
• Failure modes and effects criticality (FMECA). This activity
highlights the technical failures that a controller could deal with
during his/her duty tasks. It takes into account possible
initiating causes, effects on systems and services, mitigation
means and severity of effects, and evaluates them by means of
brainstorming sessions with controllers.
• Risk of information systems. The analysis of information
security risks is performed according to what is required by
Single European Sky regulations and in line with UNI EN ISO
27001 certification. All the security aspects that influence air
navigation services are evaluated with particular reference to
confidentiality, integrity and availability of data network
accessibility and site vulnerability.
• Analysis of degradation states of ATS. The previous methods
provide only a static description of the system under assessment
and evaluate only single failures and not their combinations.
Thus, in order to guarantee more comprehensiveness, an
additional analysis of degradation states is proposed.
With this method it is possible to identify a set of scenarios
representing the various modes of degradation of the system:

unavailable, critically degraded, degraded, slightly degraded and
standard operations.
An ad-hoc tool was designed by ENAV and is now available
to calculate the probability that the system could be in a
specific degradation state and the probabilities associated
with transitions.
Resilience indicator. The demonstration that a system is resilient
also has to be based on analysis of the events.
In accordance with Eurocontrol and European regulations,
technical and operational events have to be recorded, analysed
and classified.
On the basis of the Eurocontrol APF2 (European Aeronautical
Performance Factor) project, ENAV developed an ad-hoc
indicator to measure its safety performance.
In EURECA context, this indicator has been adequately
enriched to combine information on events, volumes, traffic and
the complexity of the sectors.
Accordingly an ad-hoc tool was designed and now is available
to produce graphs and calculate statistics.

Results
Despite the complexity of the methodology, the positive results
of EURECA activities demonstrated that the resilience of a
system can be evaluated. Obviously the more complex a system
is, the more of information and issues must be taken into
account. Also, the nature of the results (qualitative and
quantitative) could make their integration even more demanding.
Fine-tuning and improvement of methodology and tools are
on-going activities. Thanks to its flexibility and modularity, the
EURECA methodology may be applied in several domains. v
Note: All analyses were performed by a joint team of experts coming
from several domains (safety, human factors, security and
maintenance), technicians and controllers, making EURECA one of
the broadest and most challenging projects in the ENAV Group.
References
1. Eurocontrol, white paper on Resilience Engineering for ATM,
September 2009
2. Eurocontrol, The Aerospace Performance Factor (APF) –
Developing the Eurocontrol ESARR 2 APF – November 2009
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HEADSETS

TALK IT UP
Headsets that prevent acoustic stress and
are ergonomically advanced provide clear
communication between the cockpit and
the ATC tower
Gus Skalkos, Sennheiser Aviation – ATC/Government Systems

The international ATC network, which includes each
individual national ANSP, forms one of the most
reliable, and hence most successful, organisations in the
world. The people at the core of this successful system are the
highly trained specialists on duty in airport towers and ATC
centres around the world who, every day, make flight safety
something that can nearly be taken for granted.
Since the mid-1980s, Sennheiser has supplied headset systems
to these professionals, with state-of-the-art communication
technology that is constantly developed further by its engineers.
These systems help to ensure clear communication in both the
aircraft cockpit and in ATC centres and towers.
Sennheiser’s new generation of ATC headsets are lighter than
ever and offer a comfortable fit even after long hours of
operation. They are acoustically designed to provide the best
audio and voice transmission experience so that controllers can
concentrate on their task. Innovations such as ActiveGard
circuitry protect controllers’ hearing from stressful noise spikes/
tones and have secured a sustained global market demand for
Sennheiser’s high-quality headsets.
Sennheiser’s latest product portfolio is optimised to meet the
needs of the global ATC operations and ATC voice-switch, radio
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and ATC simulator OEM markets. The headset systems feature
exceptional acoustic performance, wearing comfort and
endurance, and enable voice-switch systems to operate at their
maximum performance levels.
The extensive line of push-to-talk, cable and connector
configurations enables Sennheiser’s global ATC customer base
to customise its ATC headset systems for new and legacy
voice-switch, radio and simulator systems. Sennheiser has also
specifically designed the microphones in its ATC headsets to
provide superior voice intelligibility on both conventional and
voice-recognition systems. Safety and reliability are the primary
requirements in all aspects of ATC. These requirements are fully
satisfied by Sennheiser headsets.

ActiveGard
Sennheiser’s innovative ATC headsets feature an active electronic
system to protect users from disruptive and even harmful
acoustic shock signals before they can be a distraction – for
unimpaired communication and physical wellness.
Sudden, loud disruptive signals can occur at any time in voice
radio traffic. Not only can they disturb communication at
decisive moments, but can also pose physical dangers to the

HEADSETS

THE ADVANTAGE
Why should a government or private ATC provider or ATC equipment OEM
consider Sennheiser as their first selection in ATC headsets? Sennheiser
has a history of success in the overall ATC and aviation communications
market. Since the mid-1980s Sennheiser has been and still is a leader
in developing headsets for clear communications in ATC and commercial
airline, business and GA cockpits.
• Sennheiser products provide superior quality, steadfast reliability and
excellent speech intelligibility in a broad range of product offerings.
• Sennheiser headsets are standard equipment for the vast majority of ATC
operations worldwide.
• Sennheiser’s lightweight ATC headsets use all the proven elements of
its aviation headsets along with the patented ActiveGard circuitry, which
safeguards the controller from the effects of an acoustic burst.
• Backed by over 60 years of audio experience, Sennheiser is a renowned
manufacturer of headphones, wireless transmission systems and
microphones.
• Sennheiser is included in all the major ATC voice switch/radio OEM
catalogues as an officially approved ATC headset.
• Sennheiser has a global dedicated staff of sales, product managers and
technical support to address all ATC issues that can arise.
• Sennheiser has a global sales and distribution system of subsidiaries and
partners who are all positioned to address and support the needs of both
voice switch OEM’s and end-user government ATC entities at a local level.
• Sennheiser constantly reviews current and future ATC market needs to
adjust its product mix to better serve the market.
• Sennheiser product quality and audio performance is known world wide.
• When ATC installations install Sennheiser products, there has been a
marked positive difference in both voice transmission and reception.
• Because of Sennheiser quality, when an ATC provider has switched to
Sennheiser ATC headsets they traditionally show a marked reduction in
breakage and spares costs.
• The quality Sennheiser ATC headset audio and voice transmission
performance can reduce ‘call back read back’ situations, which increase
safety in overall ATC and ATM operations.
• Sennheiser ATC headset superior audio performance, comfort and usersafety features can enhance the quality of all ATC operation.

operator’s hearing. This problem has been solved with the
ActiveGard technology developed by Sennheiser. This
patented protection system automatically attenuates any
noise peaks once they transcend the sensitive mark of 105dB
– before they can reach the ear and affect the operator.
As long as ATC controllers continuously use headsets
without ActiveGard, unexpected noise peaks can lead to
irreversible consequences, from headaches and tinnitus
problems to acoustic shocks or even total hearing loss.
For that reason current EU directives regarding
workplace security prescribe the protection of
employees from acoustic stress. The FAA also
requires the use of hearing protection for pilots
and controllers if the noise level reaches certain
limits. ActiveGard delivers acoustic protection as
prescribed, clearly surpassing conventional
clipping solutions. Other systems only cut
volume peaks, rendering the
signal still very loud and
uncomfortably distorted.
In contrast, ActiveGard
actively compresses the entire

sound signal and removes the harmful
energy while allowing continuous
audio and voice transmission,
which is a feature that
conventional solutions do not
have. As soon as the volume
returns to acceptable levels,
the system switches back into
monitoring mode.
Sennheiser’s products are
constantly proven to be some of
the best available in the ATC
market. The company is the official
supplier of headsets to all of NATS
and NATS Consulting, and its headsets
were also selected by the United States
Air Force (USAF) for its Global
Communications System. Sennheiser
is currently working on Phase 2 of its
project to develop a new USB PTT that
is technologically superior to what is
available in the market today. v
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CLEAR FOR TAKE-OFF
Second-generation lidars designed for safety and low-level windshear alerts provide
wind measurement up to 10km radius and classification of windshear occurrences
Ludovic Thobois and Ludovic Simonneau, LEOSPHERE

Windshear monitoring is not a new challenge in
aviation weather and ATM. But with the constant
increase in safety requirements and airport capacity
constraints, it has become crucial to ensure that air traffic
controllers have a reliable and unambiguous decision tool. In
particular, the monitoring of low-level windshears (LLWS) –
windshears encountered during the final approach at low
altitudes – is still of primary interest.
Windshear issues were first addressed in the 1970s in the USA
as a consequence of several aircraft accidents. Many initiatives
have since been undertaken to address the risk of windshears
through pilot training, the development of ground-based
sensors, test trials and operational deployments. These projects
have focused mainly on thunderstorm windshears (downburst,
microburst or gust front), which were involved in many of the
incidents in the USA.
Because most of the aircraft accidents occurred in the final
approach, a unique LLWS alert system (LLWAS) was developed
based on a network of anemometers, usually between five and
32, distributed along the runways. The LLWAS and in particular
the algorithm used to generate the windshear alerts were
improved during the 1990s and remain today a widely used
system for windshear monitoring. These developments led to a
decrease in the accident rate in the USA by a factor of six
between the 1970s and the late 1990s.

Advances in wind monitoring
Going further, several studies have been carried out recently to
determine the best windshear observation systems for airports
that have highly specific configurations (presence of buildings,

coasts, mountains, and so on) or weather conditions for which
conventional LLWAS can be limited.
In addition to LLWAS and Terminal Doppler Weather Radar
(TDWR), in operation for 50 and 30 years respectively, other
technologies such as light detection and ranging (lidar) and
X-band radars have been developed as alternatives for LLWS
observations. These are not based on new technologies. They
were developed in the 1990s and have been increasingly used
over the past decade in various fields of application, such as
wind energy and meteorology. One advantage of lidar
technology is of particular interest for windshear monitoring: it
is able to detect hazards in clear weather conditions.

Meeting ‘all-weather’ needs
At Hong Kong International Airport, for instance, studies
performed by Chan et al. showed that the most dangerous
windshears are induced by coastal conditions and nearby
mountains. Because these events occur in dry conditions, lidar is
the most appropriate technology for monitoring such
windshears, rather than TDWR or other radars that have an
optimal detection range in wet weather.
In addition, the structure of these kinds of windshears is not
purely convergent or divergent like thunderstorm-related
windshears. Therefore their observation requires measurement
of the wind along the glide path in the ‘friction’ layer, up to an
altitude of about 500m. Remote sensing techniques are the
most appropriate observation systems by which to monitor the
wind hazards in this layer.
As lidar technology remains one of the most recent tools for
LLWS observations (even though it appeared 20 years ago), it is
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important to emphasise the huge effort
made by manufacturers to reduce its cost
and increase its reliability. Currently, some
600 commercial coherent lidars are used
around the world for operational
applications such as wind energy,
meteorology, airport safety and air quality.
The underlying principle of Doppler
lidar measurements of wind and aerosols is
the use of optical heterodyne (or coherent)
detection, in which laser pulses are
transmitted into the atmosphere and
scattered by naturally occurring small
particles (aerosols) following the ambient
flow field. The measurement principle is
well known and similar to that used in
Doppler radars.

Below: Scanning Doppler WINDCUBE lidar principle

Fibre optic technology
Before the early 2000s, lidar systems were based on solid-state
laser technologies that had to deal with high power
consumption, size, weight and lifetime costs. The technology
employed in LEOSPHERE’s WINDCUBE lidars is based on
optical fibres and was designed to meet stringent operational
requirements and provide optimal instrument compactness.
Fibre lidars use fibre amplifiers and coherent detection with a
fibred architecture, based on mainstream telecommunication
components. A key advantage of this technology is its reliability.
It is now well established that fibred architecture is easy to
adjust and is mechanically reliable in a vibrating environment.
The other advantages of fibred architectures are their
compactness and flexibility in terms of installation.
The Scanning WINDCUBE lidar series is one of the new
second-generation lidars designed for airport safety and LLWS
alerts. According to the requirements for LLWS observation
mentioned in ICAO Document 9817, these lidars can provide
wind measurement up to 10km radius. Along with reliability of
the instrument, measurement accuracy is of the utmost
importance for proper detection and classification of windshear
occurrences, which derives from the difference of two wind
vectors. LEOSPHERE lidars are recognised for their high level of
accuracy and have been validated against certified wind sensors
for different ranges.

Meeting operational requirements

New second-generation 3D Wind Doppler WINDCUBE 400S-AT lidar provides accurate
alerts for all-weather windshear monitoring
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An increasing number of airports are considering the use of lidar
as primary or complementary wind sensors to build robust, allweather windshear monitoring solutions that can detect hazards
in dry weather conditions.
LEOSPHERE is an industrial expert in the field of lidar
systems with more than 300 sensors deployed worldwide. Its
Scanning WINDCUBE lidar systems, dedicated to windshear
detection, meet all the requirements for an operational decisionmaking tool for air traffic control. v

PROVIDING THE BUILDING BLOCKS
FOR AMHS SYSTEMS WORLDWIDE
• A vast majority of aviation authorities using
or implementing AMHS messaging use
systems incorporating Isode messaging
server software.
• Extended ATS Message Service conformant
• Full ICAO SARPs architecture support
• Cross-platform APIs for easy integration of
AMHS applications and clients
• Support for AFTN and CIDIN vendors building
AMHS gateways
• XMPP Instant Messaging and Multi-User Chat

Visit www.isode.com or email
info@isode.com for more information.
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SECURE PAYMENTS
Enhancement and Financing Services drives better
cash flow across continents
IATA
It’s a near universal conundrum for infrastructure
providers: how do you maximise the efficiency of your
collection processes to enable investment supporting
rising demand for air travel? The International Air Transport
Association (IATA)’s Enhancement and Financing Services (E&F)
has been providing the solution for more than 20 years.
E&F provides integrated invoicing, collection and settlement
services for aeronautical charges payable to airport and aviation
authorities and air navigation service providers. E&F partners
with these organisations to decrease the collection period of
accounts receivable, reduce the risk of bad debt and allow
resources to focus on core priorities.

Maximising cash flow at a critical time
Requirements for investment in infrastructure, new
technologies and employee training are putting unrelenting
pressure on all players in the air transport industry. Costeffective management of billing and collection processes has
become paramount in order to maximise efficiencies and
improve cash flow.
By skilfully facilitating the invoicing and collection process,
E&F assists aviation authorities and air navigation service
providers (ANSPs) around the globe to increase timely access to
funds and free up internal resources. It has the ability and the
resources to deliver, as it leverages IATA’s financial infrastructure
and business intelligence.

Leveraging the strength of IATA
E&F either collects charges through IATA’s industry financial
systems or allows airlines to settle their invoices into IATA
accounts. It remits the collected funds in a predictable and
timely manner and completes the cycle by providing clients with
detailed reports of the billings and collections.

Improving performance
E&F greatly improves collection rates and on-time payment, and
consequently aviation authorities and ANSPs benefit from a
more stable cash flow and robust financial performance. Most
airlines are eager to participate in the E&F process as it
simplifies their own accounting and eliminates the need to issue
individual payments to each aviation authority.
Over the past 20-plus years, E&F has processed billions of
dollars for its clients efficiently and effectively. It is continually
enhancing its solutions to make them even more secure and
user-friendly. For example, E&F has recently moved to a
paperless environment with its e-invoicing platform for airlines
so that they can access their invoices. The Customer Portal is an
online platform available for E&F customers to view their
reports and submit billing data files securely. E&F also uses the
IS-XML standard, which has been adopted by the airline
industry to further improve efficiency.
Aviation authorities and ANSPs around the world trust E&F
to strengthen their cash flow. Dutch Caribbean ANSP
(DC-ANSP) and Nigerian Airspace Management Agency
(NAMA) have been loyal E&F clients for many years.

BENEFITS OF IATA E&F
• Significantly improves invoice collection rates
• Accelerates on-time payments
• Strengthens cash flow
• Allows easier access to financing
• Streamlines accounting
• Improves management control
• Reduces administrative costs
• Frees up resources to focus on the core business
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The NAATC took over ATC services in the Curaçao FIR and
inherited the collections associated with it. The result of the
collaboration between E&F and NAATC was that the invoices
were paid much faster and the collection rate improved from
about 60% to an average of more than 90%.
Building on the strength of better cash flow, NAATC’s overall
performance improved despite rapidly growing flight
movements. Radar became operational in 2007 and investments
in a skilled workforce have become one of NAATC’s top
priorities. In June 2012, NAATC changed its company name to
DC-ANSP and the collaboration with E&F continued.
“E&F is a very effective partner,” says Albertus-Verboom. “It
improves collections at a fundamental level, and the staff are
always positive and quick to resolve issues when they arise.
DC-ANSP is collecting much more – and faster – as a result of
E&F’s service. It’s very good value.”

DC-ANSP AT A GLANCE
• Provides ATS in the Curaçao FIR (300,000km2)
• 78 employees
• Traffic volume growing by 7% year on year
• IATA E&F customer since 1999
• Collection rate improved from 60% to more than 90%
Micilia Albertus-Verboom, director general, DC-ANSP

A partner of choice
DC-ANSP is responsible for some of the most idyllic airspace on
the planet. But don’t let that fool you; it is a strategic corridor.
The Curaçao FIR covers 300,000km2 off the northern tip of
Venezuela adjacent to Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic,
Haiti, Jamaica and Colombia. DC-ANSP handles domestic and
international traffic into Curaçao, Aruba and Bonaire as well as a
great deal of overflight traffic to and from South America.
Although DC-ANSP is government owned, it is managed as a
private enterprise. The company has 78 employees and has been
led since 2006 by its director general, Micilia Albertus-Verboom.
As the chief executive of a relatively small organisation,
Albertus-Verboom is a self-described multitasker and is involved
in all aspects of the business. A legal and security expert, she has
taken intuitively to the ATC business.
DC-ANSP’s objective is to maintain a safe, efficient and orderly
flow of air traffic within the Curaçao FIR. Accomplishing this
objective requires a great deal of investment in personnel
training and state-of-the-art equipment. E&F has been helping
DC-ANSP maximise its financial strength for almost seven years.

A remarkable turnaround
Prior to the transition to a private entity model, the Curaçao FIR
was managed by the Department of Civil Aviation of the former
Netherlands Antilles. Investments in equipment and personnel
had been neglected. There were lengthy delays in generating
invoices and it sometimes took months to resolve customer
issues. Due to these deficiencies, the government signed a
contract with E&F to improve collections.
In 2006, the ATC services transitioned into a private entity
model called Netherlands Antilles Air Traffic Control (NAATC).
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A bright and prosperous future
NAMA has the challenging task of managing the skies over the
most populous country in Africa. With a population of more
than 166 million people, Nigeria is a regional power and has
one of the fastest growing economies in the world. NAMA is
responsible for ensuring safe, efficient and effective management
of Nigeria’s airspace through the deployment of new
technologies and a well-trained workforce.
When the organisation was created in 2000, it faced some
seemingly insurmountable issues, such as the lack of radar
coverage, poor staff training and rampant bureaucracy, as well as
chronic shortages of cash due to collection difficulties. It
sometimes took as long as a year to receive payments, if
anything was received at all. NAMA’s leadership knew it had to
improve its cash management quickly to raise the large amounts
of capital needed to fulfil its ambitious mission. NAMA selected
IATA’s E&F services based on its reputation for results and its
global network of offices.
It proved to be a good choice. With E&F handling the end-toend billing and receivables process, the improvement was almost
immediate. Far fewer invoices were questioned or challenged by
customers. ‘Days sales outstanding’ improved from 6-12
months to six to seven weeks. The collection rate also improved
from about 65% to 98%. The result was a 40-60%
improvement in overall cash flow. The E&F customised
reporting process was also a huge improvement over past
methods. Senior management was better able to monitor
performance, analyse key trends and predict traffic growth. E&F
enabled the company to focus more on core priorities. All these
factors, combined with moderate rate increases, provided NAMA
with the financial independence it needed to implement its
growth strategy.

AERONAUTICAL FINANCE

Today, NAMA is one of the leading ANSPs in the world. It has
received numerous awards and is ranked among the safest
aviation authorities in Africa. Engineer Mazi Nnamdi Udoh has
been NAMA’s managing director and chief executive since 2011.
He is an enthusiastic supporter of E&F, recognising the
strengthened cash flow and access to secure financing that it
delivers. Shortly after taking the helm, Udoh implemented a
sweeping technology plan that provides increased airspace
capacity and safety, cuts flight time for airlines and saves fuel.
“These technological investments would not be possible,”
maintains Udoh, “without the financial strength provided by
E&F’s services. I would recommend E&F to anyone who wants
to reduce their cost of collections. It is a wonderful partner and
its service is impeccable.” v

NAMA AT A GLANCE
• Provides ATS throughout Nigeria’s 924,000km2 airspace
• 22 airports and 5 air route stations
• 3,000 employees
• 900 to 1,000 flights per day; 500 in Lagos alone
• Traffic volume growing by 7% year on year
• E&F customer since 2000
• Collection rate improved from 65% to 98%

Mazi Nnamdi Udoh, managing director, NAMA

... you just need IATA’s
Enhancement and Financing
Services (E&F).
The key to improved cashflow and having invoices paid faster
is having the right tool and the right strategy. IATA’s E&F is
designed specifically for this purpose and it will help you win
the battle - an efficient and cost effective invoicing, collection
and settlement service for air navigation and airport charges.
More than that, IATA E&F is customized to your business
needs and benefits:
Timely and accurate invoicing of charges
Significantly improved collection rates
n Accelerated speed of collection
n increased cash flow predictability
n Streamlined financial processes and control
n Administrative efficiency
n Enhanced reporting
n
n

Take a look yourself and see how we can help you win...

efservices@iata.org
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REMOTE CONTROL
The next generation of remote air traffic management
software is changing the face of the industry
LFV
A new generation of air traffic services awaits. A new era
in which modern technology, experience and knowledge
combine and form an entirely new concept, which LFV
has been developing over the past six years. A concept that will
change the way the aviation industry perceives today’s ATC
services. A product called Remote Tower Services.
The aviation industry has experienced major changes during
the past decade. Competition means that higher demands are
being made on airports to offer a more cost-effective and
accessible service – demands that are especially challenging for
airports with lower volumes and those in remote areas.
“The explanation lies in the fact that airports with lower traffic
volumes traditionally have a rather high threshold cost due to
the need for ATC on site. Up to 40% of a small airport’s budget
can be allocated to this cost,” explains Niclas Gustavsson,
marketing director at LFV.

Remote Tower Services
The demand for cost efficiency and profitability at small and
medium-sized airports with low traffic volumes has increased,
and to remain competitive and attractive on the market requires
ground-breaking and flexible solutions. Remote Tower Services,
comprising new technology and methods, facilitates distant ATM
at smaller airports, which means greater flexibility, lower costs,
increased safety and increased effectiveness.
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With Remote Tower Services, air traffic can be controlled at
one or more airports from another location, regardless of
distance. Moreover, air traffic services can be offered ‘on
demand’, with flexible opening hours around the clock and a
dynamic use of resources, which results in maximum cost
efficiency. Other benefits of Remote Tower Services are the
ability to provide 24/7 search and rescue operations and medical
evacuation. It can be an alternative to new construction or
refurbishment and offers the possibility of upgrading the
operational level from AFIS to ATC.
This technical solution facilitates remote handling via the
digital net, whereby compressed information from highresolution cameras provides the controller with a 360° real-time
view of the airport. The controller’s situation awareness increases
considerably, with functions such as zooming cameras, runway
incursion prevention technology and video documentation –
factors all contributing to increased safety. Infrared cameras that
allow night vision and tracking on screen are new technologies
under development and will be part of the system in the future.
Since 2010, LFV has led the development and validation of
remote tower operational concepts in the European arena
through the SESAR programme in partnership with ANSPs, the
industry and Eurocontrol, thereby securing the buy-in of
stakeholders on a European level, including airspace users and
professional staff organisations. This leadership role enables LFV

REMOTE TOWER SERVICES

Using LFV’s Remote Tower Services allows air traffic controllers to remotely manage
air traffic at a number of locations, improving efficiency as well as safety levels

to create the foundation from which even greater gains can be
incrementally implemented in the future.

Remote TWR Centre
LFV’s Remote TWR Centre (RTC), where air traffic is remotely
controlled, is in Sundsvall, Sweden, and is basically ready to be
put into operation. What remains is final approval from the
Swedish Transport Agency. LFV plans to start remote tower
operations at Örnsköldsvik and Sundsvall airports from the RTC
in early 2014.
Since the facilities have been ready they have generated great
interest and the centre has been visited by representatives from
the media, airports, local and regional authorities and other
members of the aviation industry in Sweden and abroad.
Inside the RTC, all visitors have the opportunity to see the
technology that will be able to offer ATC at a lower cost but with
greater safety and capacity. The visitors were thrilled to have the
opportunity to test the equipment by ‘changing airport’ and
manoeuvring the zoom camera. Visits also included a tour of the
camera tower with the technical equipment that will replace the
traditional ATC tower.

Positive feedback
“Accessibility and low prices are decisive factors for us,” the
airport directors agree. Among representatives of the smaller

airports, discussions were linked to the fact that at their airports
the controllers do more than just sit in the control tower. For
LFV, this means finding solutions that help the controllers to
lower their total cost.
“If the camera tower with IR can solve my thoughts about
having a fence at the airport, then there is a positive gain in
this,” says Arne Andersson, director at Gävle Airport.
“Remote Tower Services opens up a new market for us with
new opportunities for Mora Siljan Airport,” comments Nils
Arthur Andersson. “We could attract new customers and have
greater flexibility in our hours of operation.”
“Economy and flexibility are important to us at Örebro
Airport,” explains Mikael Smedberg. “If through Remote Tower
Services we can get a flexible, safe and efficient ATM system,
then obviously that will be of interest to us.”
Remote Tower Services form part of the future of air traffic
services, and LFV specialises in streamlining and modernising
ATC with the help of new technology and methods. In addition
to the actual service provision of operative Remote Tower
Services, LFV offers strategic support through implementation,
planning and project management, as well as operational
support with a focus on safety and human factors. LFV will
launch and manage remote air traffic services in 2014 from the
centre at Sundsvall. Remote Tower Services – the new generation
of air traffic services – is already here. v
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LFV is a public enterprise with 1,250 employees that operates air
navigation services for civil and military customers at 32 locations
in Sweden. LFV is one of Europe’s leading actors in air navigation
services. Our solutions for even safer and more cost-effective air
navigation are being noticed, and in the area of environment we
are at the forefront to minimize environmental impact.

Together with airlines and airports, LFV will continue to ensure that
aviation plays an important role in society, for industry’s need for
rapid transport and people’s desire for new experiences. LFV is a
climate-neutral public enterprise.

Read more www.lfv.se

METEOROLOGY

MET SUPPORT FOR ATM
Remote sensing instrumentation can help predict weather-related phenomena
André Weipert, Selex Systems Integration GmbH

Left: A strong convective event at Frankfurt Airport. The touchscreen Situation Display shows radar-based radial velocity of more than 30m/s. The angle refers to the 3º ILS
Centre: An X-Band radar with 70km radius showing a local, extreme thunderstorm in Frankfurt
Right: Radar/Lidar composition showing the alert service, microbursts and composed horizontal wind fields for all runways at Frankfurt

Aeronautical meteorological information (MET) in
general plays an important role in ATM. It is well
known that adverse weather conditions cause flight
delays and performance losses with manifold impacts. Currently,
the international air navigation system is undergoing a paradigm
shift to integrated collaborative ATM systems, reflecting ICAO’s
vision of a secure, efficient and environmentally sustainable air
transport system. This would include, for example, execution of
modernisation programmes such as SESAR (Europe), NextGen
(North America) or CARATS (Japan). These initiatives intend
to reflect and consider modern requirements for ATM-specific
weather services that serve the needs of the aviation community
for accurate, high-resolution (in terms of time and space) and
timely weather information in the terminal and near the terminal
areas. It has been recognised and understood by the ATM
community that the provision of weather information related to
the approach control areas between en route and terminal
sectors, including approach, departure, runway complex and
taxiway, is not given as it should be.
The necessity to provide the capability of improved
detectability and the short-term forecast of rapidly growing
meteorological phenomena (such as strong convection,
turbulence, wind shear on the glide slope, strong gusts or even
sand storms) introduces and strengthens the fundamental aim of
extending the in-situ and remote sensing capabilities for each
airport; increasing and streamlining the potential of existing
sensor equipment using, for example, smart sensor data-fusion
technologies; or using a mixture of both (complementary remote
sensing equipment to enable all-weather detection capabilities
for wind shear in ‘clear’ and ‘wet’ situations).

Product versus service
The future will move away from isolated sensing systems with
single products to combined meteorological systems producing
consolidated meteorological information compiled for individual
ATM stake holders mapped to the geographical ATM area or

segment of interest (glide slope, aerodrome, runway complex,
flight corridor, etc). This conceptual shift from a sensor-centric
environment to an application- and information-centric
environment will be a future key to enabling better integration
of common and standardised meteorological services into the
ATM decision process.

Information gaps are obvious
Coming back to the status quo of meteorological information for
ATM, aviation decision makers receive information and products
like SIGMET/AIRMET information messages, WAFS (gridded
forecast of upper air winds, upper air temperature and
humidity), significant weather forecasts (SIGWX), area forecasts,
aerodrome forecasts, tropical cyclone advisories, volcanic ash
advisories, observations/reports (in situ) and aerodrome
warnings. Information gaps are obvious.
Due to the fact that the predictability of atmospheric
phenomena is typically proportional to the size and timescale
of the phenomena, small-scale events have usually lower
predictability. These small-scale events pose considerable threats
to aviation and consequently the critical decision timeframe for
airport stakeholders (tactical timeframe up to pre-tactical, say
1-30 minutes) will be affected.
This illustrates that – beyond consolidated forecasts – accurate
and timely weather information services are needed in order to
improve the weather surveillance and short-term forecast
capability. The following case illustrates that this goal can be
achieved with remote sensing instrumentation such as 3D
scanning polarimetric radar, 3D scanning Doppler lidar or
ground-based wind-shear/microburst detection equipment such
as the Low Level Wind Shear Alert System.

First European ITWS/LLWAS in place
Due to major weather-related delays at the German hub airports
in Frankfurt and Munich, the German Weather Service (DWD –
Deutscher Wetterdienst) launched a project called ITWS/LLWAS
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The reason for choosing a remote-sensing system was due to
the coverage requirements; the necessity to provide alerts in dry
(clear) and wet (rainy) atmospheric conditions prompts the use
of two remote sensing technologies. These are X-Band radar for
humid to wet atmospheric conditions and the lidar system for
dry to semi-dry conditions.

Siting as a key factor
It is important for that kind of application to consider geometric
conditions when siting the sensors. Due to the requirement to
provide runway and glide-slope oriented information services
and the physical constraint that a radar/lidar system acquires
radial velocity estimates, the decision-making process for a
suitable location that serves all runways and arrival/departure
corridors is demanding (not to mention siting permissions,
building statics, blocking, etc).
Touchscreen situation display with lidar wind information just before the convective
event at Frankfurt Airport. The angle refers to the 3º ILS

(Integrated Terminal Weather System/Low Level Wind Shear
Alert System), which is part of the German ITWS initiative. The
intention was to equip the hubs at Munich and Frankfurt
airports with a remote-sensing based wind-detection system to
fill the information service gap for air traffic, especially for the
arrival and departure corridors with respect to the glide slopes
for all runways at the airports.
Furthermore the turnkey system will run alone with a
centralised data-fusion processor for the capture of the 3D wind
information within a radius of 10km around the instrumentation
location and up to 500m above ground level for full coverage of
the glide slopes. The system will have the capability to deliver
timely runway oriented wind shear alerts (update 60 seconds)
up to three nautical miles before the runway. In addition to that
the aerodrome area will also be monitored for convection and
other adverse weather events. The solution will be able to
manage dry and wet atmospheric conditions. Finally, the
expected system will consist of a client-server
based software architecture for the
configuration, local and remote maintenance
and management (control) of the sensors. In
addition, conformity with ICAO Annex 3
recommendations is mandatory.

ITWS/LLWAS under validation
The systems at Frankfurt and Munich airports are currently
installed and will run under the careful joint validation of DWD
and Selex for the next few months. Due to the polarimetric
capabilities of the X-Band radar system and the lidar system, lots
of products and services can be enabled to benefit ATM decision
making and to introduce and fulfil future requirements.

ShearScout 3D: Key outputs
The key outputs (not related only to the DWD ITWS/LLWAS
system) of the centralised data-fusion system (based on Selex
Rainbow 5) are meteorological products and services such as
runway oriented speed loss/gain information service alerts
(composite radar/lidar); base wind profiling (radar/lidar);
microburst detection (radar/lidar); provision of horizontal wind
fields (radar/lidar); various other wind-related products; storm
structure analysis; echo classification (distinction between
different types of hydrometeors as well as biological scatters);
convective cell tracking; ensemble-based prediction of
precipitation fields; data integration
(lightning detection systems, LLWAS-3,
satellite, AWOS, etc); and the provision of
alert services to surveillance centres (such
as Asterix CAT008 and other protocols).

Selex ShearScout 3D fulfils
the requirements
Selex Systems Integration, Germany, was
awarded the contract for the supply of the
DWD ITWS/LLWAS turnkey systems at
Frankfurt and Munich airports. The proposed
system comprises three main components: a
scanning polarimetric X-Band radar system, a
scanning Doppler lidar system and centralised
data processing and fusion software. The
solution (Selex ShearScout 3D product family)
is unique in Europe; in fact the DWD was the
first institution in Europe to request this kind
of combined concept and together with Selex
the DWD has pioneer status in Europe in
order to be prepared for the delivery of highquality services of that kind.

Selex’s METEOR 50DX installation at Frankfurt
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Future of MET support
The German ITWS/LLWAS example
demonstrates a strategy to strengthen
airport sensing capabilities with additional
sensors in order to fill meteorological
information service gaps. This is in full
conformance with requirements for
accurate, high-resolution and timely
ATM-specific weather services. It is crucial
to recognise that better services introduce
new, combined sensor system concepts
and innovative data-fusion strategies and
to understand how to use existing sensor
equipment to its maximum potential. The
shift away from single sensor products to
combined weather information services will
support a seamless move into the future of
MET support for ATM. v
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Gematronik Weather Radar Systems

TECHNOLOGY LEADER IN
WEATHER RADAR SYSTEMS
• More than 300 high-end METEOR weather radar
systems installed worldwide
• More than 50 meteorological, hydrological,
and aviation products available in Rainbow® 5
• Integrated adverse weather surveillance and
glide slope monitoring
• Key supplier to SESAR for meteorology

Selex Systems Integration GmbH • Gematronik Weather Radar Systems
info@gematronik.com, info@selex-si.de • www.gematronik.com, www.selex-si.de

AIR NAVIGATION SOFTWARE

SUITE STUFF
Choosing the right suite of air navigation software systems can help improve operations
IDS Ingegneria Dei Sistemi

e-TOD Data Manager provides users with all the tools needed for aerodrome mapping

CRONOS is a set of web modules for dynamic aeronautical data management

IDS Ingegneria Dei Sistemi is an independent
engineering and systems technologies company
providing research, innovation and products in the
electromagnetic and air navigation fields for both civil and
defence applications. IDS was formed in Pisa, Italy, in 1980
and has since grown and evolved to become a world-leading
provider of high-tech solutions in niche defence and civil market
sectors. IDS now has over 500 employees worldwide in offices
across six countries – Italy, Brazil, Canada, Australia, the UK and
the USA – providing experience and expertise in the most
sophisticated technologies.
IDS has a number of laboratories that use its expertise to
research and develop new products and services in a wide range
of areas, from the electromagnetic design and modelling of
satellite antennas, aircraft and naval vessels to ground
penetrating and interferometric radars. In addition the
laboratories provide consultancy and measuring services as well
as aid in the development of new hardware and software systems
and solutions in the air navigation field.

The Air Navigation Division has the largest installed base of
any supplier in the field, including four of the most influential
operators in the air navigation field, with clients ranging from
large, standard-setting ANSPs to specialist service providers.
The Air Navigation Division develops integrated systems for
the collection and maintenance of all the aeronautical data, both
static and dynamic, including obstacle and terrain data, used for:
• The design, validation and maintenance of instrument flight
procedures and airspace structures;
• The production of aeronautical charts and information
publications (AIP, eAIP);
• The electromagnetic performance assessment of ground- and
satellite-based navaids;
• Digital dynamic AIS management;
• Cockpit and airport control tower simulations.
All these systems are linked together with a dedicated
aeronautical workflow and task management system in order to
be fully compliant with the Aeronautical Data Quality (ADQ)
mandate required by EUROCONTROL by 2014. In addition
they are all primarily developed, produced and maintained in
house with only minor off-the-shelf components from thirdparty providers.
Over the past few years IDS has been paying particular
attention to three main areas:
• Airport mapping using the e-TOD suite of products;
• Dynamic data management using the CRONOS application;
• Performance-based navigation (PBN) implementation using
FPDAM, FPSAT, Airspace Designer and cockpit and control
tower simulators.

Division of labour
The laboratories work in conjunction with four commercial
divisions (including the Naval Division, the Aeronautical
Division and the GeoRadar Division) that identify clients’ exact
needs in order to ensure that IDS’s state-of-the-art solutions and
services are tailored to meet their specific requirements and
workflow procedures.
IDS’s largest division is the Air Navigation Division which,
since 1992, has been developing and supporting innovative,
highly customisable, commercial software solutions for both
civil and military customers in the aeronautical fields of
communications, navigation, surveillance and ATM. Through
the supply of tailored professional solutions and engineering
services to ANSPs, airport operators, civil aviation agencies,
military aviation and aviation industries worldwide, IDS has
developed a reputation for providing technically excellent,
industry-leading solutions.
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e-TOD
The IDS e-TOD (Terrain and Obstacle Database) software suite
manages airport, terrain and obstacle data, ensuring compliance
with international quality requirements (ICAO Annex 15 up to
Amendments 33, 34 and 36 and ICAO doc 9881). It provides
data administration, reporting and processing functions for the
modelling of airport areas and ICAO obstacle chart construction

AIR NAVIGATION SOFTWARE

FPDAM Flight Procedure Design Software enables operators to calculate and design
flight procedures in a three-dimensional and interactive environment

A sample of a vertical profile for CCO/CDO analysis

and delivery. Once validated by the e-TOD suite, data is shared
among other IDS products such as flight procedure design
(FPDAM), airspace design (Airspace Designer) and
electromagnetic analysis systems (EMACS).
The EUROCONTROL ADQ mandate requires aeronautical
data to be validated, data transfer from external originators to
the AIS department to be tracked, and data modification to be
logged for auditing. e-TOD enables data to be validated by
merging terrain with human-made obstacle data and checks that
all the ICAO requirements are satisfied for dissemination. e-TOD
also provides data export from the Data Manager module to
other departments in various formats (AIXM 5.1, ICAO CRM
and other standard formats).
The Terrain and Obstacle Database (TOD) and the Airport
Mapping Data Base (AMDB) are able to support all activities and
provide a common basis either to perform aeronautical charting
or to design airspace and flight procedures within the IDS
FPDAM interactive environment.
An AMDB is a GIS database for an airport that describes:
• The spatial layout of an airport;
• The geometry of features (runways, taxiways, buildings, etc),
described as points, lines and polygons;
• Further information that characterises features and their
functions, stored as attributes (surface type, name/object
identifier, runway slope, etc).
The AMDB mapping that is possible in e-TOD is complaint
with the following regulations:
• ICAO Annex 15 Chapter 11;
• ICAO Annex 14 Chapter 2.1;
• EUROCAE ED-99C (RTCA DO-272C) – User Requirements
for Aerodrome Mapping Information;
• EUROCAE ED-119B (RTCA DO-291B) – Interchange
Standards for Terrain, Obstacle, and Aerodrome Mapping Data.

aeronautical information users with the correct information at
the right time and place, and are compliant with the systemwide information management (SWIM) concept. The SWIM
concept is at the centre of the FAA’s NextGen programme and
the European SESAR project, and provides improved
information sharing both within and between organisations
while ensuring that the integrity, quality and security of data
information is maintained.
The CRONOS platform is a very innovative product, designed
from the ground up as a digital dynamic AIS management
system – a step ahead of the upcoming ICAO and
EUROCONTROL specifications.
A set of web-modules for dynamic aeronautical data
management and features such as embedded modularity and
extensibility meet the specific requirements of today while
allowing for future enhancements and expansions for tomorrow.
Based on the latest technology and fully integrated with the IDS
System, which is based on an AIXM 5 compliant aeronautical
database, CRONOS provides functionalities to manage both
traditional and digital NOTAM messages, MET data, flight plans
(FPL) and pre-flight information bulletins (PIB).
The CRONOS platform can be connected to the most
common aeronautical message handling systems through the
CRONOS NRG (Network Reliable Gateway) to pass real-time
aeronautical data and notification transactions with confidence.
The supported connections for the reception and dissemination
of messages are the ATS message handling system (AMHS),
satellite distribution (SADIS), TCP/IP, aeronautical fixed
telecommunication network (AFTN), OASIS WS-brokered
notification service and World Meteorological Organisation
(WMO). CRONOS can be configured as a standalone product or
can be fully integrated within IDS’s Aeronautical System Solution.
The web-based CRONOS interface provides authorised users
with a rich web-GIS (geographic information system)
responsive environment for managing aeronautical information.
The integrated environment enables collaborative decision
making without compromising security, and brings uniformity

CRONOS
IDS offers an integrated suite of net-centric applications and
individual solutions for AIS/AIM that aim to provide
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FPDAM and Airspace Designer designs and maintains flight procedures and airspaces,
and FPSAT and AACS validates flight procedures

to ground data networks. Web-based user interfaces are a must
in any enterprise level solution because they enable users to
access their system services from any networked computer,
regardless of location or operating system, and with no local
software installation.
CRONOS represents one of the steps towards a fully
compliant SWIM architecture, where aeronautical information
is shared through (web) services and managed via event-driven
architecture. CRONOS can also be connected to the AMHS via
a serial asynchronous line (RS232), TCP/IP connection, AFTN
or an OASIS WS-brokered notification service for digital
NOTAM dissemination.
A demo of the CRONOS prototype has been used as part of
the SESAR programme:
• EUROCONTROL demo (http://www.eurocontrol.int/articles/
digital-notam-phase-3-p-21);
• SWIM masterclass (http://www.sesarju.eu/programme/
workpackages/swim/xnotam-1164).

PBN implementation
ICAO resolution A37-11 asks all states to complete a PBN
implementation plan for en-route, terminal and approach
using, where possible, vertical guidance (APV/Baro) by the
end of 2016.
The main goals of PBN implementation can be summarised
as improving capacity and efficiency, and reducing environmental
impact while respecting the safety standards required by aviation.
IDS is the market leader in providing systems for the best PBN
implementation: FPDAM and Airspace Designer for the design
and maintenance of flight procedures and airspaces, and FPSAT
and AACS for the validation of flight procedures.
FPDAM. This is a suite of versatile modules that allow operators
to calculate and design flight procedures in an interactive
environment. The software also lets users generate and monitor
instrument flight procedures compliant with international
standards, taking into account factors such as airport features,
terrain, obstacles, aircraft type, global navigation satellite system
(GNSS) and satellite constellation.
FPDAM is compliant with the following standards: Civil
Aviation Flight Procedures: ICAO Doc. 8168 (PANS OPS); ICAO
Doc. 9905 (RNP APCH AR) and ICAO doc 9613 (PBN Manual);
ICAO Annex 14; US FAA TERPS including order 8260.58; and
Canadian TP308.
FPDAM is also fully compliant with the latest ICAO
requirements regarding software validation as stated in ICAO
Doc. 9906 Vol. III and EU 552/2004. It is the only design
system that is fully integrated in a complete AIS/AIM suite.
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Full integration within the IDS suite of products enables the
EUROCONTROL ADQ mandate to be respected.
Airspace Designer. With the advent of PBN, ANSPs and CAAs
require improved infrastructure for validation and maintenance
of static aeronautical data such as airspaces, in a workflow that
ensures data integrity. Airspace Designer integrates all these
requirements and criteria in a flexible workflow that provides
automatic data construction in a production environment.
Airspace Designer is the only airspace design system fully
integrated in a complete AIS/AIM suite.
FPSAT. ICAO Docs 8168, 8071 and 9906 describe the activities
required for the ground validation of RNAV flight procedures.
These include checking the coverage and accuracy provided by
the navaids infrastructure along the whole of a procedure’s
trajectory, and identifying any electromagnetic interference that
may affect performance.
FPSAT is a pre-/post-processor that enables procedure
specialists to check how the flight management system will fly
a coded procedure by comparing the nominal trajectory with
the simulated trajectory, taking into account: ARINC Path &
Termination, type of aircraft using BADA files, kinematic
constraints, weather conditions and visualisation of geographic
data, verification of GNSS signal in space performance (GPS,
SBAS, GBAS) along a trajectory, assessment of signal continuity,
and coverage and couples availability of DME/DME navigation
along a trajectory.
AACS. AACS is a cockpit simulator specifically designed for
ground-based validation of flight procedures, for assessing
a flight crew’s workload in normal operations and in special
contingencies, and for research in the area of cockpit human
machine interfaces.
Cockpit simulators used for training pilots to fly particular
aircraft require certification and therefore cannot be modified to
simulate different aircraft characteristics and cannot be used for
experimental purposes. AACS is not limited by these constraints
and can therefore be customised as needed to simulate different
aircraft, equipment and environments, while maintaining total
compliance with the ICAO PBN manual. It can also be easily
integrated with other systems including tower and air traffic
simulators such as IDS’s TBA3D as well as IDS’s FPDAM flight
procedure design suite.
The simulator’s flexibility also allows it to be used for testing
and experimenting with new operational concepts requiring
advanced airborne capabilities, such as PBN, 4D trajectories and
ASAS manoeuvres. v

FPSAT simulation software
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INTEGRATED AUTOMATION
Growing economic pressures are being placed on ANSPs to increase efficiency at reduced
costs, leading them to consider a holistic approach to the aviation industry. A look at
integrated ATM automation reveals a more efficient use of airspace
Werner Pitz and Peter Cornelius, COMSOFT
ANSPs are facing new challenges resulting from
increasing traffic numbers, as well as the economic
constraints of operations requiring greater cost efficiency.
At the same time, aviation industry stakeholders, like airlines
and airports, intend to improve their operational efficiency by
introducing new cooperation concepts. This requires service
providers to look at the flight operation in its entirety, instead of
as individual domains. Comprehensive automation solutions,
covering all stages of the flight, are the answer – but with the
flexibility to adapt to environmental constraints.
The increasing pressure to limit the costs to airspace users,
coupled with stricter standards and the continued rise – and
predicted surge – in passenger numbers, has taken its toll on
strained air traffic service providers. The need to streamline
services and decrease delays has never been so pressing. The key
to this is the sharing of accurate information between service
providers in a timely manner, from pre-departure through all
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stages of a flight, until it is smoothly transferred into the domain
of the destination airport.
To achieve consistency, it is vital that this process is supported
by an appropriate automation system. The technology to
support the integrated management of information, in all stages
of a flight, is readily available. COMSOFT PRISMA is a robust
and future-proof system that provides the perfect example of how
all modern air navigation service functions can be coordinated
and integrated, enabling proactive solutions, predictive
situational awareness and the optimisation of arrival times.

What PRISMA does for the ANSP
PRISMA is a modular system that autonomously processes flight
and surveillance data for ATS units, encompassing operation for
en-route, terminal area and approach units, including tower
operation. PRISMA’s modular design means it can be adapted for
different environments, from standalone flight-plan processing

AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY

for supporting procedural control, to integrated ATM
automation incorporating radars, multilateration and ADS-B
sensors, and fully automatic flight-plan data processing.
With an open and modular architecture, PRISMA also enables
the ANSP to interface with airports and AOCs for information
exchange, contributing to a collaborative decision-making
process, even on a tactical level. This results in a common and
consistent view of the air situation in general, and to the status
of individual flights in particular. Using this information, all
stakeholders can adapt their operations to improve turnaround
times at airports and aircraft connections.
Today, when major airports are still not aware of realistic
landing times, even though ATCs and airlines have this
information, it is obvious how urgently such an alliance is
needed. It’s time to look at proactive instead of reactive methods
of ATM. Resources and manpower are often not used efficiently
so by looking at the integrated ATM system, and its ability to
address all stages of a flight, we can see where effort can be
reduced while increasing the integrity of information.

PRISMA share the AIXM data presentation, data is consistently
accessible for pilots, airlines and the ANSP. The flight plan
information will then contribute to the PRISMA flight data
processing load-prediction module, informing ATS as well as
flow-management units about expected utilisation of resources.

Pre-flight

Pre-departure

The key significance during the pre-flight phase is the accurate
and up-to-date information for the process of flight planning,
including briefing information for the pilot. Up-to-date NOTAM
and weather information, supporting not only the printed pilot
information briefing (PIB) but also digital electronic copies, can
also be updated prior to the flight and at any time when needed.
By applying COMSOFT’s CADAS system this is conveniently
accessible through internet technology. And since CADAS and

Once departure is imminent, the pilot will contact the ATC
tower for clearance. At this time, the PRISMA flow-management
function will either coordinate with a regional flow-management
unit or – in the case of autonomous flow management –
determine the optimal departure time, preventing congestion
and minimising the delay for the individual flight. This
optimises the use of available airspace resources that are under
any constraints, such as suffering from limited capacity or

COMSOFT CREDENTIALS
• Controllers in the UAE have operated a PRISMA system since 2009, as
a response to soaring air traffic numbers. They handle more than 700,000
flights per year.
• Besides conventional surveillance data sources, ADS-B and wide-area
multilateration (WAM) data are also used by PRISMA.
• The two Indonesian area control centres at Jakarta and Makassar control
the two Indonesian flight information regions and are using PRISMA as
a backup system. Since early 2013 PRISMA has been the primary ATM
automation system serving more than 1,200 daily movements at Jakarta
Airport and more than 200 overflights.

COMSOFT’s integrated ATM solution including ARTAS tracker, PRISMA automation system, CADAS user terminal and ADS-B/ADS-C WAM solution Quadrant
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The controllers at work inside the Sheikh Zayed Centre in Abu Dhabi

GCAA’s Sheikh Zayad Centre as it can be seen at night

current operational restrictions. At the same time, such flow
information is also available to the airport and the airline.
To support tower operations, the PRISMA A-SMGCS
subsystem uses such information to indicate runway allocation
and allocated departure time to the ground and aerodrome
controller. With the A-SMGCS Level-2 system, the controller can
then acknowledge when the flight is safe to depart and easily
follow it on screen.
A-SMGCS is therefore the perfect solution for airports with
increased traffic volume, as slots for departure, en-route and
landing can be planned more efficiently, contributing to the
awareness of all ANSPs involved in the flight.

one or several sectors, or, for instance, as an approach unit. The
integrated AMAN function will support the controller with
advisories on the individual inbound flights, taking into account
different aircraft types as well as stand preferences, when
assigning runways and the arrival sequence. The AMAN also
predicts the scheduled landing time – a key factor for
implementing a successful A-CDM.

En-route
The PRISMA family’s advanced data processing capabilities are
able to process sensor information from all kinds of surveillance
data sources (PSR, SSR, Mode S, ADS-B and multilateration) on
its diverse sensor tracking system, PRISMA SDPS and
EUROCONTROL’s ARTAS. In areas without a ground-based
surveillance system, PRISMA extrapolates the track position
based on ADS-C and flight-plan track calculations. As well as its
capability to accurately track aircraft and manage flights
consistently, PRISMA is also able to export this information in
real time to adjacent systems.
Using the flight profile prediction, PRISMA determines the
general situation at the destination aerodrome, calculating
potential delays that could occur. With this information, the
ANSP can then inform AOC about any predicted delay or
interruption, and factor this in by slowing down the flight
slightly – thus saving fuel. Using this prediction, AOC and the
ANSP can negotiate a required time of arrival (RTA), which is
essentially declared by stating an agreed time over a
coordination point. Any accumulated en-route delay by the
flight is then accounted for when the aircraft reaches the
proximity of the destination aerodrome, with PRISMA Arrival
Manager (AMAN) able to provide situational advisories to the
controller and consider the agreed RTA with AOC.
Since PRISMA integrates area control and approach
functionality on one platform, it is a mere assignment of the
supervisor to operate a given controller working position, on
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Post-flight
PRISMA’s possibilities don’t end at the flight’s destination.
Alongside the continuous and legal recording of sensor and
voice data for incident investigation, the PRISMA R2D2 system
also provides the input data for performance monitoring and
further airspace improvements. All details of the planning and
performance of a flight are the responsibility of the ANSP and
are collected on a database, making it a valuable source to
measure the activity of all operating flights. This data is to be
reviewed periodically – in particular with respect to capacity
management and potential performance improvements – to
ensure that all measures are efficient and still meeting
expectations. An integrated aeronautical billing facility also
enables the automatic preparation of invoices, adding to the ease
of the complete process from start to finish.

Consistent performance
Improving the environmental performance of aviation is a
challenge, but when a focus on improving efficiency leads to
greater predictability, and when flight delays can be controlled,
so can excess fuel consumption and cost. Beyond this,
performing consistent ATM will also enhance flight safety.
Integrated ATM systems mean ANSPs can provide optimal
support to a flight during all its stages, with a seamless handover
and amalgamation of data, from early flight planning and
en-route delays, to post-flight evaluations and billing. PRISMA
products provide the assistance that controllers need to offer
enhanced support to air operations, with certified
implementation of complete turnkey solutions, for ANSPs and
its users alike, available reliably from a single source. This
dedication to efficient air traffic management will consequently
satisfy airline operators. v
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our product portfolio

Aeronautical Information Management
ATM Systems & Safety Nets
ARTAS Installations & Services
Surveillance Communication
Surveillance Display & Processing

COMSOFT
Wachhausstr. 5a – 76227 Karlsruhe – Germany
T +49 721 9497 0 – www.comsoft.aero – info@comsoft.aero

Integrated Radar/Voice Recording
ASTERIX Tools & Systems
ADS-B & Multilateration

RADOMES

PROTECT AND PERFECT
Electromagnetic transparency and structural integrity are the two key components
to consider when developing radome and antenna products that can perform in
military applications, satellite communications and extreme weather conditions
L-3 ESSCO

L-3 ESSCO’s SO35 Radome
in Prague, Czech Republic
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S32 Radome in Barajas, Madrid, Spain

In the sophisticated world of high-performance antenna
systems and the radomes that protect them, L-3 ESSCO
is second to none. Since the 1960s, when it pioneered
products that formed the sandwich radome market, the
company has grown into a worldwide supplier of ground-based,
shipboard and speciality radomes and accessories, as well as
state-of-the-art antennas and turnkey engineering solutions.
Acquired by L-3 Communications in 1998, L-3 ESSCO’s
facilities in Ayer, Massachusetts (Electronic Space Systems)
and Kilkishen, County Clare, Ireland (ESSCO Collins) design
and build products that balance two critical elements –
electromagnetic (EM) transparency and structural integrity. The
company’s engineers are among the most highly trained and
qualified in the world, with expertise in RF, structural, design,
composite, process, quality and environmental disciplines.
Collectively it is a global supplier to a demanding ATC
community, with products that perform in military, satellite
communications, extreme weather and other applications.

Sandwich radome
L-3 ESSCO is known globally for its sandwich radome product
line, designed specifically to minimise transmission, reflection
and absorption losses in multi-panel radome geometries. The
panel-to-panel interfaces – or joints – of multi-panel designs
are the largest contributor to RF losses in a radome. L-3 ESSCO
is the only radome supplier that uses proprietary tuning grids
embedded into the overlapped joint area of the radome. This
reduces scattering from the panel joints. The panels are tuned to
frequencies such as L-, S-, C- and X-Band. Unlike the inwardturning joints used by the majority of manufacturers, L-3
ESSCO employs a flat, conformal joint design, preserving the
quality of such tuning by varying the incidence angle of the EM
wave received by the antenna across the radome’s surface.
L-3 ESSCO is also the only company to design a geometry
that forms a spherical shape using quasi-random panels,
minimising the variation of the radome’s EM distortion
parameters when compared with its competitors, which use
regular panels and flat-faceted panel geometries. This results in
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S38 Radome in Valencia, Spain

of different weaves, resin ratios and curing abilities for its
products. The pre-impregnated materials chosen, which have
been used for many years in the company’s manufacturing
process, ensure consistency across radome production and,
more importantly, guarantee the proper thickness, delivering
superior RF performance.
L-3 ESSCO enjoys strong working partnerships with many
of the world’s leading radar prime contractors and global
ANS providers, including Thales, Raytheon, Indra, Intelcan,
Lockheed Martin, Eurocontrol, AENA, NATS, COCESNA and
the FAA, among others.

Worldwide deployment

S57 Radome in Johannesburg, South Africa

greatly improved performance levels for both single- and dualband applications. In fact no other radome type gets closer to
meeting the exacting performance standards of sandwich
radome systems.
In 1982 L-3 ESSCO took the industry by storm with the
introduction of its composite sandwich radome production line,
featuring a unique pre-impregnated, semi-automated process. It
was a vast improvement over the hand-laid technique (bucket
and brush), in which surface thickness cannot be verified and
often leads to EM degradation, heavier panels and surface
bubbling (blisters) due to non-consolidation of glass
reinforcement and cold curing.

Advanced materials
By comparison, L-3 ESSCO employs the latest advances in
composite materials via the pre-impregnated technology widely
used in the aerospace and Formula 1 industries. It works closely
with its material suppliers to get the best composition in terms
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Designed to operate in extreme conditions, L-3 ESSCO radomes
are in use from the Arctic to the Sahara, and in many remote
locations in between. Today there is an L-3 ESSCO radome in
virtually every country in the world where such equipment is
deployed, making it the preferred provider for protecting ATC
antennas across the globe. One reason for this, among many
others, is that L-3 ESSCO’s radomes withstand 300km/h winds
and temperatures from -50°C to +70°C, not to mention
combined ice and snow loads.
The company’s turnkey approach includes, but is not limited
to, towers, masts, cabins, fencing, civil works, uninterruptible
power supplies and generators. It is also able to install customersupplied antennas without connection or testing.
L-3 ESSCO is continuing to work with customers in Europe
to provide a radome product and accessories that are designed
and manufactured in compliance with CE Marking guidelines,
since its customers require this feature in their sales portfolios.
Most recently, L-3 ESSCO completed an extensive exercise in
Italy with Vitrociset to meet Italian country-specific certification
requirements for L3-ESSCO’s sandwich radome products.
L-3 ESSCO radomes are designed for a useful life of 20 years
and the company controls the process from design through
manufacturing, including field installations, inspections, service
and repairs. Its fully qualified field-service personnel are at
home in even the world’s most hostile environments and are
capable of delivering a turnkey solution on-site. L-3 ESSCO has
several thousand radomes in the field around the world, and
with manufacturing facilities in the USA and in Europe it can
quickly and thoroughly satisfy the most challenging radome
needs for all its customers. v

YOU HAVE TO
KNOW EVERYTHING
ABOUT RADAR
TO KNOW
ANYTHING ABOUT
RADOMES

Before we manufacture any new radome, exhaustive modeling is done to predict its performance with the ATC
radar housed beneath it. This achieves transmission efficiency of up to 98%, resulting in consistent, accurate
radar performance.
To learn why L-3 ESSCO has been a trusted leader in radomes since 1961, please contact Robert Sedgbeer
at +44 7887 755 750, email hilda.verhoeven@L-3com.com or visit us at L-3com.com/ESSCO.

ESSCO

L-3com.com
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ONE STOP SHOP
With passenger numbers growing at a steady rate, airport operators should
aim to create a fully integrated airport to keep up with air traffic demands
Safegate Group

Airports will see improved efficiency
and safety by integrating multiple
systems in air traffic control

One of the main challenges for an airport today is
to make a profit. Airports are striving to increase the
number of passengers flowing through the airport
and maximise passenger spending in terms of shopping, food,
drinks and so on.
Airports around the world are experiencing a steady increase
in air traffic. Historically, this trend would see airports investing
in new runways and terminal buildings to meet demand, but
today new infrastructure is often considered too costly, or is not
possible because of geographical or environmental restrictions.
These constraints make day-to-day problems faced by air traffic
controllers even more difficult and call for new and innovative
ways to manage aircraft movements at the airport.
In the early days of aviation, aircraft required the continuous
attention of the pilot to fly safely. When autopilot was introduced,
experts were highly sceptical. However, today most aircraft are
guided with the support of an autopilot. Now it is time for air
traffic controllers to receive the same support. By integrating

ABOUT SAFEGATE GROUP
Safegate Group is an international company with headquarters in Malmö,
Sweden, and representatives in more than 70 countries around the world.
The main objective for Safegate Group is to provide the airport industry with
efficient solutions for more and safer aircraft movements. Solutions include
integrated systems for operations, control and handling of aircraft on the
ground, airborne aircraft close to the airport and ground vehicles at the
airport. As a result of dedicated research and development throughout the
years, Safegate Group is today considered the leader in its field of business.
Safegate Group systems have been developed over an extended period
and are based on experiences from a large number of installations. The
development process is characterised by a small-step strategy where
good solutions are kept and improvements are implemented with care. All
products comply with internationally recognised standards. Safegate Group
products have been sold to more than 1,000 airports around the world for
more than 40 years.
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multiple systems, and sharing data and information from different
users or systems, airports can achieve improved turnaround and
runway throughput, as well as a more cost-efficient and safer
solution compared with building new infrastructure.
Passenger growth worldwide is approximately 5% per year
and is forecasted to continue to grow at the same rate for some
time. The typical time taken to build a new infrastructure, not
taking planning time into account, is three to five years from the
early design phase to completion. Even an airport that is
running well within capacity margins today can quickly grow
and find itself running short of capacity before expansion can be
completed. Safegate Group can provide airports with a solution
that secures the performance of their airport today and prepares
them for the traffic demands of tomorrow.

Integrated airport product portfolio
Safegate Group’s offer of a fully integrated airport includes
products that cover operational needs from approach to
departure, with systems for the gate area, airfield and tower. The
company’s SafePerformance product portfolio is unique because
it delivers a complete and integrated range of state-of-the-art
products that give the market the opportunity to access the
airport of the future from a ‘one-stop shop’.

Increase capacity through integration
Standalone systems have operational limitations, but a high level
of integration between systems offers the maximum benefits in
capacity, efficiency and safety in daily operation. Safegate Group,
as both the specialist and the integrator, can help airports avoid
construction and increase capacity to meet demand through
a fully integrated airport, based on the latest technology.
The SafePerformance concept from Safegate Group focuses
on the benefits of using a single partner to achieve a required
increase in capacity. The benefits of using a single supplier
include quality of integration management, accountability,
economy of scale and regulatory compliance.

INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY

Improve operational goals through integration
If an airport has the required systems and infrastructure in
place to handle future growth, but is working towards a safer,
more efficient and/or more environmentally friendly operation,
Safegate Group can help it to achieve those goals through
integration in specific areas where the effect will provide the
greatest benefit.

Maximise ROI when new infrastructure is required
If future growth and capacity demands are important, an
investment in new infrastructure, such as an additional runway
or terminal building, may be the right solution. When an
airport’s growth plan requires a considerable investment in new
infrastructure, it is more important than ever for new systems
to be designed with future requirements and needs in mind.
Safegate Group’s airports will get the best performance and
highest return on investment from new infrastructure through
a highly integrated and efficient system.

Flexibility for the future
With Safegate Group as its supplier of integrated systems and
the latest technology, an airport will have a stable foundation
for the challenges of today’s operation, as well as the flexibility
to adapt for future requirements. SafePerformance solutions are
designed with future requirements and operational aspects
in mind, to ensure a future-proof system that is scalable and
upgradable in the future. v

SafePerformance allows airports to expand and meet future air traffic requirements
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FREEDOM TO MOVE
Wireless push-to-talk adapters enable dispatchers and controllers to communicate
efficiently in a safe and hazard-free environment
Jim Stevenson, Plantronics
Plantronics was founded by two former airline pilots in
1961. The company’s heritage and beginnings were
based in flight and mission-critical communications, be
they air traffic controllers, emergency first responders or
dispatch/E911 services. The company understands that when
people’s lives and critical functions are on the line, transmission
of the human voice, accurately and reliably, can make the
difference between success and failure, life and death.
Plantronics’ traditional corded ‘push-to-talk’ (PTT) adapters have
become the de-facto standard in today’s ATC and public safety
segments, but in recent years the advent of new radio
technologies and reallocated frequencies have given rise to a new
category of ‘cordless’ or ‘wireless’ PTT adapters, which free the
user from being tethered to a console.

Wireless control

6-wire PTT applications are supported. A large number of
CA12CD units may be used in a single location, provided some
minimal spacing requirements are met when the number of
units exceeds 50 wireless PTT adapters.
Since its introduction, the Plantronics CA12CD adapter has
garnered a solid reputation based on product performance and
reliability. The CA12CD is viewed as meeting and exceeding the
stringent requirements for mission-critical applications in public
safety and ATC, and it may be used in conjunction with consoles
from all major manufacturers.
In both public safety and ATC applications, CA12CD provides
a less encumbered environment by eliminating the cable that
tethers the controller to the console, or in some cases the
computer when CBT is used for ATC training. Eliminating the
cable between the person and the console/computer also improves
the reliability of the system since there is no cable to be rolled
over by chairs, stepped on, caught in closing desk drawers, pulled
or strained. Improved reliability cuts equipment replacement costs
and out-of-warranty repair expenses. In training situations, a
Plantronics training Y Cable can be connected to the PTT pistol

Plantronics pioneered the first wireless PTT adapter 10 years
ago, when it launched the CA10CD. In 2007, with new and
more secure wireless technologies available, it began shipping an
improved wireless PTT adapter – the CA12CD. This all-new
design was engineered from
the ground up to meet the
specialised requirements of
ATC and dispatch, and
addressed all the issues that
limited the CA10CD. The
CA12CD incorporated the
familiar pistol grip PTT form
factor that most controllers
and dispatchers were
familiar with; an extra
battery that was always
charged (resulting in
basically unlimited talk
time); operation on the
newly allocated UPCS band
of 1.92-1.93GHz for North
America; and 1.88-1.90GHz
ROW utilising a secured and
encrypted DECT 6.0
wireless protocol. The
CA12CD may be paired to
either analogue or digital
consoles, and offers more
than a dozen connectors
such as PJ7, USB and
LEMO. Services are available
from Plantronics for
customised connectors and/
The CA12CD cordless push-to-talk headset adapter provides encrypted communications and PTT functionality for ATC applications
or wiring. Both 4- and
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grip, allowing the instructor or
trainer to connect up with an
additional headset and monitor
the trainee’s progress.

resolved, and safety and
mobility are improved.
The DECT 6.0 technology in
the CA12CD provides ample
distance for roaming
Safety first
(approximately 30m) and the
Shortly after the introduction of
device is very resistant to RFI
the CA12CD adapter, FAA tower
harmonics created by the many
controllers in the USA found
radio and radar technologies in
the unit to be a tool that
use in today’s modern ATC
provided additional margins of
towers. Secured and encrypted
safety for both aircraft
separate channels on the
movements and operations on
CA12CD also ensure that each
the ground, and for the
conversation between the
personnel in the tower itself.
controller and aircraft are clear
Traditional corded PTT adapters
of any crosstalk or interference
in tower locations often
from other units in use at the
necessitated controllers to
same time.
Instructors can monitor trainees’ progress through an additional headset connected
stretch cables across areas of
In the right situation, the
by a Plantronics training Y Cable
personnel movement so that the
Plantronics CA12CD wireless
controller could get a better
PTT adapter has become a
view of a portion of the field below. Limitations in the length of
proven, reliable and highly dependable tool for dispatchers and
the cable often meant it was difficult to obtain a needed visual
controllers whose mission-critical responsibilities demand they
of the aircraft or the field. Additionally, cables stretched across
use the very best equipment available today. Plantronics
areas of movement created unnecessary obstructions and safety
CA12CD Wireless PTT Adapter and the Plantronics Corded PTT
concerns of potential tripping. With the elimination of that cable
Adapters are approved standard products on the current US FAA
between the controller and the console, both these issues are
Contract for ATC products. v

When communication is critical, you can rely on a Plantronics headset.
Powered by a 50-plus-year obsession
with perfecting headsets and backed by a
worldwide network of services and support,
Plantronics audio devices have a well-earned
reputation for mission critical applications like aviation and ATC.
Plantronics is proud to hold the exclusive contract with the FAA
for ATC headsets; offering corded, USB, and wireless products for US
and International applications. Our Specials Group also provides both corded
and encrypted wireless headsets for dozens of other mission-critical applications
like NASA, DoD, the Armed Forces, and emergency dispatch services.
We design headsets for day-to-day wear in demanding environments and our over 50 years
of expertise ensures that every product we build meets the highest standards of quality and
reliability—so you can simply communicate.
Visit plantronics.com/government or please call us directly
at 800-682-0380 to learn more about our latest product portfolio.

©2013 Plantronics, Inc. All rights reserved. Plantronics, the logo design, and the Sound World graphic
are trademarks or registered trademarks of Plantronics, Inc. (0613)
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TALKING POINT
Voice communication technology in air traffic management is changing
Daniel Weideli, Schmid Telecom
Voice communication is still the most common way
pilots and air traffic controllers communicate, despite
the increased availability of data communication
technologies. Pilots communicate with controllers by using
radios, and within ATC centres controllers still use intercom and
telephony. The operational requirements for voice
communication in air traffic management have not changed
much in the past few decades.
However, voice communication technology has evolved
significantly over the years. In the early days of air traffic control,
a simple radio was used that enabled communication between
the pilot and the controllers based at the airport. In the mid1940s the first air traffic control centres were introduced. These
centres used systems based on relay switching, which enabled
radios to be accessed by several controllers. Typically two-wire
and four-wire E&M technology was used. The air traffic
controllers also used intercom to communicate in the centres.
In the telecoms sector, technological developments were being
made that would have a big impact on air traffic control.
Telecoms providers moved from analogue to digital technology,
and there was a transition from large analogue trunk cables to
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) technology, which

Figure 1. Illustration of two independent VoIP switching systems
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enabled smoother and faster connections. European telecoms
providers also started to offer digital communication to endusers in the form of Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN).
It looks like ISDN is going to be outdated soon, whereas
ironically the good old analogue phone will survive for a few
more decades.

Data communication
During the early 1970s, the demand for digital data
communications over networks began to increase and started to
make an impact on air traffic control. X.25, one of the most
famous standards for packet switched networks, was published
by the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative
Committee (CCITT, now ITU-T) in 1976. Concurrent
technology developments for a countrywide backbone network
were initiated. In 1980, the first release of Internet Protocol
version 4 (IPv4) was published. With the introduction of IPv6
addressability issues as well as leaks in security can be solved.
The growing network of digital data communications has
helped people around the world access the internet with ease
and at affordable costs. Many telecoms providers invested a lot
of their existing income from the telephony sector to build
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a modern data network
infrastructure. And in order to
pay for this new infrastructure,
telecoms companies have
innovated to up-sell revenue
generating services other than
access to the internet.

Voice over data networks
Besides the transmission of
large data packages, the online
transmission of voice between
two participants became more
and more important. From the
end-user point of view, a phone
conversation based on the Voice
over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is
much cheaper than a conventional
phone connection. Users are
accepting the delay and jitter
which is part of the packet
switching for telephony due to the
low costs.

VoIP in air traffic control
EUROCAE Working Group 67 did
a good job when defining the SIPextensions, which are needed for
radio integration and priority
features to be used for telephony in
air traffic control. The resulting
ETSI standards are a result of some
fruitful partnership between the
ANSP and the industry.
Moreover, with some minor
adaptations and extensions,
Figure 2. Illustration of the use of mixed communication between radio equipment and a voice-switching system
the FAA has also agreed to accept
the standards for the USA.
As a result of this, a new updated
In addition to communication over the two dedicated
release ‘B’ of the standards
networks A and B, the two systems can have standard phone
was issued. The updated standard ED-137B describes the
communication, which is routed via the public network using
implementation of VoIP in ATM for different applications, such
SIP. This can either be done directly or via a local PABX, which
as Radio, Telephone, European Legacy Telephone Interworking,
supports VoIP access.
Recording and Supervision. In addition to this, all ANSPs are
On the bottom of Figure 1 are recorders. VoIP recorders are
required to build up or rent the communication networks
connected via the local area network (LAN) connection and
infrastructure according to ED-138: Network Requirements and
follow ED-137B Volume 4: Recording.
Performances for VoIP ATM Systems.
As in the past, a full mixture of different analogue and digital
Figure 1 shows two independent VoIP switching systems.
networks are supported by the voice communication switching
Both systems are interconnected by independent networks from
systems (VCSSs). It is assumed that the transition towards VoIP
different network providers A and B. To enable air ground
can take several years, during which a full mixture of all kinds of
communication over the two networks, the networks have to
communication media will be operated in parallel.
fulfil the strong recommendations according to ED-138. For
With the acceptance by the FAA, the standards have become
redundancy reasons, ground radio stations or VoIP radios are
valuable to implementations all over the world. As the standards
connected to both networks. The radios support access by
are still very new, further modifications and releases can be
each of the systems. Priority handling as well as redundancy
expected. As a result of this, systems installed today must be
communication between the radios, the two networks and the
easily upgradable, and able to fulfil the improved standards as
two systems, is according to ED-137B Volume 1: Radio.
and when they evolve.
Intercom between the two systems is done via Network A and B.
VoIP in civil telephony applications is already used
To enable supplementary services as defined for air traffic
significantly, and over the next couple of years there will
management, the communication is according to ED-137B
be a significant increase in the demand for VoIP-based
Volume 2: Telephone.
communication links for telephony in air traffic applications.
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Radio communication
In the case of radio communication a major difference in
operation can be recognised between civil aviation and military
applications. In military applications, for example, radio
communications are mostly operated in a point-to-point mode –
as used in mission control – a radio connection is used by either
a single controller or a small number of controllers, and a single
dedicated radio is used for transmission and reception. Delay in
military voice communication is not a big handicap. Civil
applications require the parallel use of a frequency by many
operators. Operators are used to hear the real on air side-tone
during transmission. For large area coverage, several transmitters
are operated simultaneously in climax mode and best signal
selection (BSS) is used for optimised radio reception. In addition
to this, retransmission (coupling) is used during low traffic
hours when sectors are combined. All these radio
communication functions require precise timing and a minimal
acceptable delay of a few milliseconds.
Even though many modern technicians see analogue lines
and analogue radio access as outdated, these four-wire E&M
connections enable ideal, nearly delay-less, access, providing
synchronous use of local radios. In the case of longer distances,
digital connections using time-division multiplexing-based
synchronous connections (a method of transmitting and
receiving independent signals over a common signal path
by means of synchronised switches) enable an optimal,
synchronous and nearly delay-free communication.
VoIP is from the timing point of view not really an ideal
solution. VoIP introduces delay when voice streams are packed
and unpacked. In addition to this, the network quality and jitter
has a large influence on the timing. The size of the jitter buffer
has a direct and large influence in the voice delay. The abovementioned timing handicaps complicate the usage of VoIP. Highquality private networks that strictly follow the requirements of
ED-138, as well as the introduction of artificial, dynamic delay
compensation, are required.

Parallel operation of VoIP and legacy communication
Figure 2 shows the use of mixed communication media between
radio equipment and the voice-switching system. GRS1 is
directly connected to the VCSS by four-wire E&M. GRS2
communicates by time-division multiplexing. The expected
delay is little and constant. If these two types of connections
alone are used, then either no or just a simple constant delay
compensation would be needed. Real on-air side-tone could be
used, or a BSS, climax and retransmission could be used without
any timing restrictions.
GRS3 is communicating with the VCSS over a VoIP gateway.
A predictable delay must not be expected. The same is true
when a radio is directly connected according to ED-137 Part 1
to the VCSS. In this case, dynamic delay compensation is
required to enable BSS and climax. In addition, artificial local
side-tone has to be used instead of real on-air side-tone.
Retransmission requires special treatment. However, due to the
delay, the likelihood of parallel transmission between two pilots
operating coupled frequencies is increased.

Periodic upgrade to latest standards
In the past, customers could install a VCSS and keep it running
for several years without needing an update. This was simple,
as long as no new communications standards were introduced.
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Schmid Telecom’s ICS Connect enables the
interconnection of a different VCS or legacy VCS
infrastructure to a modern digital network

This has changed: with the integration of modern networks and
computer-based technology, systems need to be upgraded on
a more frequent basis to meet new communications standards.
The need for upgrades in the next couple of years has to be
taken into account.
With these new technologies and standards, plus external
pressure towards changes, the requirement to upgrade cannot
be avoided. In the world of VCSS, customers who are using ICS
200/60 solutions from Schmid Telecom can upgrade to the latest
release at any time.
The safety departments within ANSP organisations require a
safety analysis for each change within a system. This can mean
numerous tests and large amounts of paperwork, and some
customers try to avoid changes for as long as possible because
they know they will face a much more comprehensive upgrade
later on.
In order to strike a balance between the size of the upgrade
needed and the effort required for safety approvals, Schmid
Telecom recommends the combination of an upgrade and a new
feature or communications standard once every two years. Using
such a strategy, customers who are running several systems can
keep all their systems on a same or nearby release, which
simplifies maintenance, as the systems do not differ much. In
combination with a maintenance contract, such updates can be
included and in this way the costs for the user are predictable
for the lifecycle of the system.
Schmid Telecom has extensive experience in system
upgrades and has given many customers access to modern
communications standards, including VoIP according to
ED-137B, as well as new operational features. The current
release allows for the operation of all kinds of interfaces and
operator positions, including a large spectrum of first-generation
devices, right up to the latest third-generation hardware within
the same system.
It is not wise to disregard the past and expect that old
standards should not be used anymore. Delay-less air/ground
operation is important. There is no way to escape the future and
believe that integration of new standards can be avoided. We are
living in a time of rapid change when it comes to
communication networks. A standardised system with the ability
of a periodic update and full integration of latest standards best
fulfils today’s and future needs. v

AIR NAVIGATION

SYSTEM UPGRADE
As part of an overall Indian ANS upgrade programme, major initiatives have been
introduced at Chennai and Kolkata airports to improve ATC safety, efficiency and capacity
Airports Authority of India
Consistent with ICAO’s Global Plan initiatives and the
Indian Future Air Navigation Services Master Plan,
Airports Authority of India (AAI) has embarked upon a
number of initiatives for improving air navigation services (ANS)
and airport infrastructure with the objective of enhancing the
safety, efficiency and capacity of airspace and airports in India.
One such initiative is aimed at establishing a single continuum
of upper airspace that will facilitate the uniform application of
rules and procedures.
AAI has a detailed plan to restructure the entire Indian
airspace to amalgamate 11 area control centres (ACCs) into four
ACCs initially, and finally into two. Each flight information
region (FIR) will have only one upper ACC, with multiple
sectors to be operated from four major cities. Delhi, Mumbai,
Kolkata and Chennai will be the four main en-route centres for
the provision of en-route control services. The airspace within
the jurisdiction of these centres will be reorganised to establish
multiple en-route sectors of appropriate lateral jurisdiction
based on the flow of traffic and complexities.
All four centres will be equipped with similar levels of ATM
automation and communication, navigation and surveillance
(CNS) infrastructure. One centre will serve as a back-up to
another in the event of disaster or complete breakdown.
En-route centres will be equipped with multiple numbers of
controller workstations of similar configuration and human
machine interfaces, so as to achieve operational efficiency and
better administrative control. Provision of appropriate CNS
facilities and automation support should be provided to support
implementation of uniform ATC procedures, training and
application of harmonised separation standards.
Sector configuration will be flexible – it will be dynamic for
consolidation and deconsolidation of sectors based on traffic
density. The entire controlled airspace will have overlapping
surveillance cover through radar/ADS-B/multilateration
combined with matching seamless air-ground communication to
facilitate efficient ATM.

Harmonised upper area control centre in Chennai
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Chennai ATC centre
Considering the complexity and magnitude of the task of
restructuring the complete Indian airspace, AAI considered it
appropriate to proceed in a phased manner and took up the
restructuring of the Chennai FIR as the pilot project. The
restructuring is complete and became operational on 22
September 2011. It now has one upper ACC centre with five
sectors to be operated from Chennai. The main highlights of the
project include operating multiple sectors of ATC from a single
centre covering: the en-route phase of the flights; integration of
various radars; complete ATS automation with various controller
tools; and remote operation of VHF from Chennai.
A similar project of the harmonisation of upper airspace is
underway at Kolkata and implementation of the advanced ATM
automation system is nearing completion.
Integration of radars. Sensor Data from 11 Radars and 4 ADS-B
systems have been integrated into the automation system at
Chennai, ensuring enhanced and overlapping surveillance with
redundancy. The integration facilitates direct routeing of flights,
thereby reducing flight distance/time and saving fuel for the
airlines. The minimum distance between the aircraft can be
reduced through the application of radar separation minima
even in the en-route airspace, which helps the controller
accommodate a greater number of flights in the given airspace.
Ultimately, the aircraft would get their preferred flight path and
desired level, thereby reducing flying time and facilitating
on-time performance.
Integrated ATS automation system. Adequate safety nets in the
form of conflict alerts, minimum safe altitude warning, etc, at
Chennai, ensure the safety of aircraft by protecting them from
obstacles and from other aircraft. Advanced decision-support
tools facilitate controllers’ decision making. The system also
permits automatic exchange of ATS messages among ATS units
through the application of ATS Inter-facility Data
Communication (AIDC), thereby reducing manual coordination.
ATSS and operational back-up system. The automation training
simulator system (ATSS) supports separate or simultaneous ACC
and approach control (APP) training for eight trainees at a time.
The training scenario created is identical to the current
operational system and it supports both system test and operator
training. The ATSS can be used as an operational back-up
system in case of contingencies.
Benefits of restructuring. This major initiative of restructuring
Chennai upper airspace will lead to the application of reduced
separation between aircraft, resulting in increased airspace
capacity utilisation, enabling aircraft to get their preferred flight
levels and improving the on-time performance of aircraft. This
initiative will ultimately result in a marked improvement in ATM
operational efficiency; safety of aircraft operations; fuel efficiency
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V Somasundaram, head of ANS in India, pictured with AAI’s two ATC Global Awards
2013, which it received for Excellence in ANSP Management (outside Europe and North
America) and for Strategic Advancement in Air Transport

for airlines; savings in operating cost for airlines; and
environmental benefits due to reduced fuel burn and reduction
in pilot/controller workload. Projected fuel savings are
2,216,000kg per annum and consequent cost savings of
US$2.3m (£1.4m) and reduced carbon emissions. Similar
benefits will accrue when the upper airspace at Kolkata is
harmonised and operational by March 2014.

Implementation of GBAS at Chennai
India, through the implementation of GPS-aided GEO augmented
navigation (GAGAN), has emerged as the fourth nation in the
world to provide satellite-based navigation. Once commissioned,
GAGAN will provide APV-I service to the selected runway ends.
Under the extended GNSS initiatives, India has embarked on
a pilot project for the implementation of a ground-based
augmentation system (GBAS) at Chennai Airport. Honeywell’s
SmartPath SLS-4000 is currently the only available GBAS with
FAA approval, capable of providing precision-approach CAT I
services. Completion of the project is expected by June 2014.
Chennai Airport has two runways – RWY 07/25 and RWY
12/30. Once commissioned, GBAS at Chennai will be fully
capable of providing CAT I services to all the runways ends.
The Chennai project will establish the capabilities of GBAS
systems under the severe conditions experienced in the
equatorial ionospheric anomaly regions. Towards this end, the
ionospheric data and scintillation analysis carried out under the
GAGAN project over the past decade will be gainfully used for
the fine-tuning of the GBAS system algorithms.
GBAS benefits. GBAS provides a CAT I landing minima
alternative to the instrument landing system (ILS) and is
expected to support CAT III operations in the foreseeable future.
Designing flight procedures to transition seamlessly from RNAV
and RNP to a GBAS landing system (GLS) would create definite
improvements in ATM capacity and efficiency. GBAS would
entail a substantial reduction of ground infrastructure and
annual maintenance costs compared with the ILS.
GBAS would serve all approaches to multiple runway ends
within 6km of the existing ‘approach decision’ heights, unlike
ILS, which will only serve a single approach. GBAS defines the
final approach segments to the digital datalink of the aircraft.
If additional approaches are required (for offsets, displaced
thresholds and steeper glide paths) it is a matter of updating
the software after the procedure has been designed.
Approach information integrity in GBAS is digital and therefore
permanent, unlike in the case of ILS where data can change over
time with the ageing of components and environmental changes.

Integrated air traffic control training simulators in Chennai

While ILS requires regular flight inspections to ensure that the
approach path is repeatable and accurate, a GLS approach does
not change with time and hence does not require repeated flight
inspections. This would reduce the cost enormously. Through
a combination of RNAV and RNP concepts, coupled with GLS
final approach, the procedures can greatly reduce the distance
to touchdown of every aircraft making an approach.
Even in visual meteorological conditions, using GLS finally
enables airlines to repeatedly create stabilised approaches,
increasing safety and decreasing pilot workload. Because the
GLS path is extremely stable and repeatable, the final segment
distance can be reduced and the aircraft can be configured each
and every time for solid performance.
Additional cost savings are realised in the event of inclement
weather. The GBAS system is able to reduce the need to delay
landings, thus reducing by 50% the impact of weather delays at
the target airport. In addition to overall fuel savings, the system
also promotes a green airline because less fuel emissions are
produced by the aircraft. GBAS can also reduce the amount of
time during taxiing by eliminating the ILS hold-short zones.

Integrated ATC training simulator
Integrated ATC training simulators (IATS) with a multirole
simulation capability are being installed at Delhi, Mumbai,
Chennai and Kolkata airports. In addition, there will be one
remote station equipment at AAI’s company headquarters that will
be connected through the appropriate network to all IATS centres.
The simulators have immense potential to improve training,
improve the quality of rated controllers, provide training in
unusual circumstances, and provide hands-on experience to
working controllers whenever a major change in ATM systems,
procedures, airspace or ground infrastructures is planned.
The simulator is designed for basic, on-the-job radar and nonradar procedural and emergency situations training for
controllers. The use of simulators to train candidates specifically
for unusual and emergency procedures as applicable to their
units is highly advantageous.

Global recognition
AAI has taken many such ANS initiatives across the country
enhancing safety and efficiency of aircraft operations and leading
to global harmonisation.
AAI has bagged two prestigious ATC Global Awards 2013, one
for Excellence in ANSP Management and another for Strategic
Advancement in Air Transport, vindicating the growing global
recognition for its ANS initiatives. v
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ATC CENTRE TECHNOLOGY

USER REPORT
DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung is relying on KVM technology to direct three million flight
movements every year
Annette Haebel, Guntermann & Drunck
What looks like a stitching pattern from
Vertical distribution
KVM runs like a thread through the 72m-high
the 1980s (Figure 1) is in reality an
Tower North, the landmark of Frankfurt
image of thousands of flight movements
Airport. The tower’s ground floor greets
above Germany. With more than three million
employees and visitors with a digital
such flight movements per year, Germany is the
information board – the first contact with KVM
country with the most air traffic in Europe.
technology from G&D. The monitor in the entry
There’s hardly any other control area as sensitive
hall and the corresponding computer in the
as air traffic control. For this task, the Tower
access-protected equipment room are
North in Frankfurt relies on people – because
interconnected with a KVM matrix switch
for this task, people can’t be replaced by
system. The same image as in the entry hall
technology. Technology runs in the background
appears time and again on the way up to the
supporting the air traffic controllers in their
Figure 1. Flight movements in Germany
flight station: it is displayed in offices, test
responsible work – technology such as that
rooms, the crisis room and the actual flight
developed by German KVM (keyboard, video
station. All workstations access the same computers, connected
and mouse) manufacturer Guntermann & Drunck (G&D).
over KVM technology. Only view, write and user rights vary
Every day, more than 6,000 DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung
from desk to desk and from user to user.
GmbH (DFS) employees coordinate more than 10,000 flights.
In the test room on the next floor, experts inspect IT
DFS monitors the four large airports of Frankfurt, Düsseldorf,
equipment to make sure it complies with the requirements of
Cologne and Stuttgart, and operates control centres in Langen,
the flight station. Here, employees can also directly access all
Bremen, Karlsruhe and Munich. In addition, DFS is represented
systems at the flight station. Workstations there are connected to
in the Eurocontrol headquarters in Maastricht and in the control
the same computers as the ones in the test room – all with the
towers of 12 other international airports.

KVM PRODUCT BENEFITS
For customers
• Optimised working conditions for controllers
• Fast access to all computers
• Easy computer maintenance
• Easy, intuitive operation of KVM products
• Stable operation
• Extremely high video quality
• Scalable
• Uses cable infrastructure
For employees
• High ability to concentrate because there is no fan noise, heat or computer
emissions at workstation
• Fewer peripherals for a clearer view of the workstation
• Switching to any computer without leaving the workplace
• Undisturbed workflow since computers are no longer maintained directly at the
workstation
• Intuitive operation that facilitates the demanding tasks of controllers
• Flexible, user-friendly devices, configured according to controllers’ requirements
• Search function to facilitate finding computers
• Good ergonomics and video quality improve well-being and reduce sick leave
Costs
• Reduced downtime
• Time savings through central administration
• Savings of hardware costs
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• Savings of primary and secondary energy costs
• No costs for licences or updates
• No costs for training due to intuitive operation
• No costs from inactive products since devices are always in use
Technology
• Highest video quality
• No special cables required
• Use of existing cable structures
• No interference with computers since KVM accesses only external interfaces
• Implementation of different operating systems
• Computers do not need to be prepared for installation
• KVM devices can be interconnected
• ‘Open system architecture’ guarantees compatibility with various communication
devices and network components
• Highly scalable systems
• Automatic recognition and display of system architecture
• Automatic image tuning with regard to cable length, cable type and runtime delay
• User interface offers clear overview of all computers
• Optimal organisation of server racks
Safety
• Sophisticated rights and access structure
• Supports external authentication over LDAP, Active Directory, TACACS+, Radius
• Redundant power supply
• Redundant computer and extension systems

ATC CENTRE TECHNOLOGY

air traffic. Here, people’s safety comes first, and for this reason
the tower is equipped with ultra-modern technology, from the
ground floor to the top of the tower.

KVM product management
Mario Nourdin El Hammouti, KVM product manager at DFS,
knows what it means to fulfil the mission-critical aspects posed
to KVM products. Since computers can only be accessed by
authorised staff, the KVM product management team placed
them in access-protected equipment rooms. All computers are
connected to a KVM matrix, which serves as a connection to
offices, the test room and finally the flight station. “The fact that
DFS uses this many G&D products emphasizes their reliability,”
says Nourdin El Hammouti.

Invisible technology with high responsibility
Supervisor’s desk with KVM units installed

help of the KVM matrix. Even in the crisis room, located at the
lofty height of 60m, users can access and view all computers.

Sensitive security area
High up in the tower’s flight station, air traffic controllers have
an unhindered view of any airstrips. Covering 100m2, the flight
station offers space for 11 employees monitoring the airport
aprons and the surrounding airspace, thus guaranteeing smooth

Although G&D products are complex and comprehensive, they
are easy and intuitive to operate. Users can configure the graphic
user interfaces according to their preferences, assign hot keys,
and call these hot keys from a keypad. KVM therefore relieves
controllers of tasks without even being visible.

Future prospects
If DFS wants to continue monitoring the ever-increasing number
of flight movements as safely and punctually as it does today, it
can’t operate according to fixed limits. Therefore G&D will
support DFS by developing products that comply with any
organisational and technological requirements. v

Extending signals to the tower
G&D provides solutions that allow operators
and computers to be separated, moving
computers from towers and flight control
centres into dedicated areas.
Thus controllers are provided with the best
possible working conditions as they benefit
from more space, less noise and less heat.

ht tp: //atc.gdsys.de

Reliable KVM products - 24/7
As safety is paramount in air traffic control, G&D products are equipped with
preventive monitoring, event reporting, a
screen-freeze feature as well as redundant
components.

Bridging the distance
between controllers
and computers

Leading the way in digital KVM
Guntermann & Drunck GmbH
Dortmunder Strasse 4a
D-57234 Wilnsdorf
Phone: +49 (0) 27 39/89 01-333
Email: sales@gdsys.de
www.gdsys.de
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COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNAS

COMMUNICATION LEADERS
Research and development has led to increased innovation and durability in the global
communications market
Jeff Kunkle, TACO Antenna
and issues tackled by air traffic
TACO Antenna has been a leader
controllers on a daily basis. These
in the communications industry
for almost 80 years. As a division
solutions address everything from space
limitations to improved radiation pattern
of Wade Antenna, both companies address
the need for communications antennas in
coverage and much more.
commercial, government and military
Ground-to-air. With several ground-to-air
applications. The synergy between the two
antenna models to choose from, TACO
companies has enabled increased research
stands out with its commitment to
and development, improved response to
durability. Developed for use in the
clients in the government, commercial and
harshest elements, TACO’s VHF and
wireless markets, and enabled them to
UHF Muldipol antennas offer incredible
become a cutting-edge technology leader
ground-to-air coverage. Using a
within the industry.
fibreglass radome cover enclosed over
For TACO Antenna, communication is
the dipole, the vertically polarised
more than just a means to communicate.
collinear array antenna can withstand
The company says communication can
even the harshest conditions. TACO
save lives by providing critical information
Antenna understands that harsh rains
and ensuring user safety.
and winds cannot stop the flow of
With a special focus on air traffic and
communication when it matters most.
military antennas, TACO Antenna products
Improved radiation pattern coverage.
are used worldwide – sometimes in very
Sometimes, less can be more. With the
Various VHF/UHF Muldipol air traffic control antennas
rugged and harsh conditions. For TACO,
D5000 series, TACO has developed an
communication is essential no matter
antenna that gives improved radiation
where you are, which is why it produces
pattern coverage, therefore requiring
and manufactures high-quality communications antennas with
fewer antennas in the field. This is due to the unique design of
reliable performance.
a low-profile silhouette. The omnidirectional arrays range from
Nestled in the heart of south-western Ontario in the USA, the
single-element to three-element configurations, with a minimum
company’s state-of-the-art facility in Brantford gives full control
30dB isolation between elements. This unique antenna is
over the production and manufacturing process. This ensures
currently employed across the USA, including the FAA.
high-performance antennas and a commitment to quality in
Broadband to the highest standard. Tested and approved by the
communication. This centralised production approach has also
US Air Force, Army and Navy, the D2000 series broadband
helped TACO to retain and grow its customer base over the
antennas adhere to the highest quality standards. Available in
years. Clients are able to have access to a full range of antennas,
with expert staff guiding them through the process. With two
companies working together to serve better, TACO has attracted
high-profile clients such as the FAA, VIA Rail and the US
military. Its commitment to quality and safety has secured a loyal
customer base and strengthened its reputation for excellence
within the industry.
High performance is paramount for the success of any
communications antenna installation. Using in-depth and
strategic research and development, TACO Antenna addresses
and provides solutions for all communication needs. TACO’s
wide range of antenna products has been engineered and
designed to meet the demanding requirements of the military,
defence contractors and ATC systems throughout the world.

Diverse range
Focusing on the specific concerns of the ATC industry, TACO
has developed a diverse line of antennas to address the concerns
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Portable ATC tower with TACO antennas

COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNAS

Above: D5000 series Commercial
ATC Antenna
Right: Interested in having fewer
antennas on your tower?
TACO has the solution

various single- or multiple-element configurations, the D2000
series is built to military standards, ensuring quality and
durability when communication means life.
Two-piece or folding. TACO has engineered sectional and folding
Muldipol antennas for ease of use in the field and for installation
purposes. With Muldipol models available in either form, space
limitations become a non-issue. This is a unique product in the
TACO Antenna line. Due to TACO’s innovative engineering,
costly renovation or construction is no longer required when an
antenna is needed. TACO also offers several mounts and
accessories to accommodate any need.

Omnidirectional VHF/UHF
(up to 4 outputs in 1 antenna)

Point-to-point applications. TACO offers a complete range of
five- and 10-element ruggedised YAGI antennas for point-topoint applications with a range of 50-500MHz.
TACO Antenna doesn’t just manufacture communications
antennas. It engineers solutions that continue to meet the
growing needs of the communications industry. TACO is
committed to the extensive research and development of new
products. The company understands that the communications
industry is constantly evolving, and to stand still is to get left
behind. As a technology leader within the industry, moving
forwards is what TACO Antenna does best. v

Helical UHF SATCOM
(ﬁxed & portable)
TACO manufactures High Quality
communication ANTENNAS that are built
for rugged use and reliable performance.
TACO’s wide range of antenna products
have been engineered and designed to
meet the demanding requirements of
the Military, Defense Contractors and Air
Trafﬁc Control Systems worldwide.
GSA Contract #GS-35F-0020R

We engineer solutions.
www.tacoantenna.com • Tel: 717.975.0885 • Toll Free: 866.975.4433 • sales@tacoantenna.com

Tower courtesy of Host Systems
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AUTOMATED TECHNOLOGY

INFORMED CHOICE
A new generation of advanced IT solutions is ensuring safe and effective air navigation
R.I.S.K. Company

Founded in 1993, R.I.S.K. Company is a well-known IT
company in the central Asian and Caucasus markets. It
provides a broad range of solutions in IT consultancy,
system integration, IT-outsourcing, application development and
geographical information systems.
R.I.S.K. focuses on the implementation of large-scale projects
in building ICT infrastructure, information security systems and
application platforms, where information management is critical
to the success of its customers.
The company has active sales operations in more than 20
countries all over the world, with offices in Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Georgia, UAE and Saudi Arabia.
One of the important and fast-growing fields of R.I.S.K.’s
activities is the development of automated aeronautical
solutions. These solutions have been actively marketed since
2005 and a chain of software applications intended for air
navigation (aeronautical cartographers, procedure and airspace
designers) have been implemented in countries including
Azerbaijan, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Kazakhstan, Belarus, the
Dominican Republic, Russia, Moldova, Thailand, Peru, Kuwait
and Indonesia. Implementation is currently taking place in a
further nine countries.

New generation
Continuous growth in air traffic flow creates new tasks for
ANSPs. The rapid growth in air traffic density is increasing the
concerns of national aviation authorities and ATC over safety
and efficiency issues. New principles of airspace organization,
such as flexible use of airspace, and the concepts of direct
routes, such as conditional routes, are being implemented to
ensure safety and efficiency of flight operations. ATC needs a
new generation of automation systems that can handle real-time
air traffic situations for the successful realisation of new ATM

approaches. The new generation of solutions should comprise a
set of logically related tools with analytical decision-making
capabilities for generating optimal recommendations for the
specific aeronautical situations of customers.
This has prompted R.I.S.K. to create a new generation of
solutions for aeronautical information service (AIS) offices,
cartographers, flight procedure designers and airspace designers,
to help them effectively manage their information and address
ATM challenges. The solutions on offer help them to change the
way they work, saving time on routine work and allowing more
focus on analysis and optimisation to improve quality and
support ATM effectiveness. This approach changes the role and
contribution of an AIS office to overall operations of ANSP,
turning the information into a valuable asset. These systems also
significantly facilitate the implementation of a performancebased navigation concept by creating a common collaboration
environment for all involved specialists from different
departments and providing them with a strong tool for ‘analysisdesign-analysis’ processes.
To achieve this goal, R.I.S.K. followed the intellectual system
design concept in the development of aeronautical applications,
enabling users to analyse the current situation and find out nonobvious solutions even in the worst aeronautical conditions.
This is the key difference between R.I.S.K.’s solutions and those
existing in the market.
The current package of R.I.S.K.’s systems consists of:
• PANDA – Instrument Flight Procedure Design System
• OMEGA – Obstacle Control System (Annex 14 and Annex
15 based)
• ACCENT – Aeronautical Charting System
• DELTA – Airspace Design System
• ARAN - AIXM 5.1 compatible Aeronautical Data Base
• ADM – Aeronautical Data Manager

KEY INFORMATION ON THE ADVANCED WGS-84 AND ETOD IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES
• All information obtained from the geodesic land survey and/or aerial photo
(or lidar scanning) is stored in a special central raw data repository called
GEEE (Geodetic Electronic Expertise Environment). The data is uploaded to
GEEE from the surveyors, automatically. This repository contains not only the
surveyed objects, but also all additional information related to an object.
• GEEE also possesses tools for data quality control and for third-parties to
share their expertise on the quality of surveyed data. GEEE facilitates such
expertise and quality assurance by providing standard automated quality
assurance methods and generating special reports.
• NavGeoViewer allows the surveyor’s management and customer to
monitor the works online, to see the progress and to immediately request
corrective surveys of the objects or area if something is wrong or missing,
thus enabling surveyors to complete works in a given area to a high quality.
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• GEEE is connected to a special AIXM 5.1 compatible database and the
data surveyed and approved by experts is automatically transformed to AIXM
5.1 standard.
• GEEE and NavGeoViewer also facilitate the evaluation and acceptance of
surveyed aerial data, automating the whole process significantly.
• All these instruments enable users to follow and metts Eurocontrol’s Reg.
73 on Aeronautical Data Quality requirements.
• To ensure the Eurocontrol Specification on data collection, R.I.S.K. has
developed a special methodology for surveyors.
• All of the above instruments and methods enable customers to obtain the
final product of implementation in generally accepted aeronautical formats
(AIXM 4.5 or AIXM 5.1) with assured quality, that means they can benefit
from the delivered data immediately.

AUTOMATED TECHNOLOGY

Operational compliance
R.I.S.K. regularly extends the package of aeronautical
applications, thus contributing to the ‘gate-to-gate’ concept of
modern aviation. All these systems possess a common operating
environment and data model that ensures their operational
compatibility based on AICM/AIXM 5.1. R.I.S.K. places
significant emphasis on quality assurance, quality control and
data integrity issues in all of its automated solutions for air
navigation in strict accordance with ICAO and Eurocontrol
regulative documents.
One of R.I.S.K.’s most popular services is related to the
implementation of WGS-84 and eTOD. It is well known that the
main issues in the implementation of both WGS-84 and eTOD
are ensuring Eurocontrol Aeronautical Data Quality (ADQ) and
Eurocontrol Specifications requirements. The traditional
implementation method lacks these abilities, which in turn
makes customers doubt the quality of the collected data.
Another big issue is the usability of the collected data and its
delivery format: the data standards used by geodesists differ
from those used in the air navigation industry. Thus, the
obtained data often goes unused.
R.I.S.K. has also brought something new to this market with
its advanced WGS-84 and eTOD implementation services
package. This is a useful mixture of software products and
services that enable customers to ensure the quality and
standards of data during implementation. R.I.S.K. delivers
everything needed for complete implementation of WGS-84 and
eTOD, providing a simple and effective solution for clients. v

PANDA
Flight Procedures
Design System

ADM
Aeronautical
Data Manager

ACCENT
Aeronautical
Charting System

OMEGA
Aerodrome Obstacle
Control System
DELTA
Airspace
Design System

R.I.S.K. Company
59, Rashid Behbudov str., Baku, Azerbaijan, AZ1022
Tel.: (+994 12) 497-37-37
Fax.: (+994 12) 498-19-93
E-mail: pandasales@risk.az pandasupport@risk.az
panda@risk.az
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ATC MODERNISATION

PLAN OF ACTION
A sound CNS/ATM masterplan helps to inform the right investment decisions
INECO
ANSPs demand strategic plans to enable efficient
evolution of the airspace and the infrastructure
supporting it, maximising the use of available resources.
From the ANSP’s perspective, a CNS/ATM strategic plan or
masterplan must ensure a needs-driven and economically
justified evolution of the entire air navigation system.

Different approaches
The masterplan could be a top strategy by
which to implement a generic ATM target
concept (derived from the ICAO ultimate
CNS/ATM operational concept) addressing
deployment in terms of roadmaps to develop
future operational evolutions, enabler
development and deployment, and
supporting aspects.
Alternatively, it could be a more detailed
plan and become a powerful decision-making
tool for the ATC service provider, and to
some extent for the users, to support
procurement decisions.
The ‘sound’ CNS/ATM masterplan is one
that realistically faces where you are right
now, looks years ahead to where you want to
go, and has a very high probability of getting
you there on time (by establishing
implementation deadlines and making sure
they are met).
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The right steps

The users – mainly the airlines – are the prime drivers in the
development of the CNS/ATM masterplan.
The continued growth of aviation increases demands on
airspace capacity, therefore emphasising the need for an
optimum use of available airspace. The starting point will be to
assess the demand (traffic forecast) and to
identify what the user’s needs are (improve
economic performance and operational
efficiency, while maintaining safety as the
highest priority).
It is also necessary to establish our baseline
scenario (where we are). A detailed analysis
of strengths and weaknesses of the airspace,
in terms of airways network and airspace
organisation, should be performed. The
performance of the supporting CNS/ATM
infrastructure should also be assessed to
ensure its capability as an adequate enabler
for the provision of the air navigation and air
traffic services.
The aim of this analysis is to identify
specific or generic issues that constrain
capacity, disturb safety and/or limit the
existing system’s efficiency.
A CNS/ATM masterplan should then
ANSPs need a strategic CNS/ATM masterplan
develop an operational concept, based on
that meets their individual requirements
users’ requirements, for the airspace to be
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A modernisation plan is being developed to manage future air space

needs and the operational benefits associated with it. It should
establish the resulting investment plan and implementation
deadlines (making sure that they are met).
Last, but not least, any investment decision should be
supported by a reliable business case tied to specific benefits
mechanisms. At the end of the day, the investment decisions are
made by the airlines and the ANSPs based on the results of the
CNS/ATM masterplan.
It is also worth mentioning that a CNS/ATM masterplan
should be regularly updated. Frequent performance monitoring
will be undertaken to ensure that all future ATM activities
deliver the agreed benefits.
If all those steps are followed, the decision maker will have a
powerful tool to prioritise and balance investments. v

supported by the concerned infrastructure. Moreover, it should
support a phased introduction of that concept where the
operational benefit associated with each step outweighs the cost.
A new airways network will be designed based on
performance-based navigation applications and a new airspace
organisation will be defined to balance capacity and/or demand
in order to maximise system capacity.
The CNS/ATM modernisation plan should address the
detailed actions that must be taken, in terms of communications,
navigation and surveillance issues as well as ATC systems, to
provide the adequate infrastructure to manage the future air
space and ATM concept of operation. The decision to implement
one or another element should be made based on the users’

Airlines are the main drivers of the CNS/ATM masterplan
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BACK CHAT

HOW GATWICK BROKE ITS OWN WORLD RECORD
There has been a great deal of discussion lately about
the importance of airport capacity – as the general
manager for the air traffic operation at London’s
Gatwick Airport, the team and I live and breathe those
principles every day. Gatwick is the most efficient and busiest
single-runway airport anywhere in the world. Over the past few
years, Gatwick has had a declared runway capacity of 53, well
ahead of many other international airports with multiple
runways. However, since January 2012, NATS has been working
with the airport’s owners, GIP, on beating that record.
The project focused on implementing a version of
Eurocontrol’s concept of Airport Collaborative Decision Making
(ACDM), where information is shared right across the operation
to improve safety and efficiency.
Like an F1 pit crew, the principle of ACDM is that everyone
involved is in the right place at the right time, working precisely
to plan, in unison, and sharing information. At an airport, this
means everyone, from the caterers to the controllers.
One of our objectives was to reach a declared capacity level of
55 aircraft movements an hour – that’s a take-off or landing
every 65 seconds.
In order to reach that goal, the ACDM55 project (as it became
known) had three main air traffic control components: enhance

runway capacity at the airport by reducing spacing variations;
boost on-time performance to 85% or more; and introduce a
system to monitor how well the entire operation is performing
on a real-time basis.
One of the key suggestions emerging from the project team
was an approach stabilisation trial, which we ran at the end of
the peak summer season last year, and again from March to
September this year. It involved analysing the operation to find
ways of improving the consistency of the spacing provided
between arriving aircraft in order to maximise throughput.
We discovered that by removing the shortened approach path
as aircraft turned into land, we were able to achieve a 25%
reduction in the spacing variation.
In May 2012, during a seven-hour peak period, we declared
one hour at 53 aircraft and 11-12 hours at 50 plus, but as a
result of the trial we now have the capability of declaring a 55
aircraft movement capacity. That level of change in the delivery
is incredibly significant, and all the more so given the high
performance starting point of operations at Gatwick.
Airlines have been telling us that the new approach procedure
is much more straightforward, with less uncertainty. And from
the airport’s perspective, the reduced variation in the final
approach spacing has resulted in a record capacity declaration
for the winter 2013/14 schedule.
We want Gatwick to be a worldwide benchmark for single
runway ATC operations and we’ve got a range of other projects
underway to help cement that. These include providing noise
respite to local communities and the first introduction of
permanent RNAV departure routes at any major UK airport. v
A version of this article first appeared on nats.aero/blog.
Appointed in November 2010, Steve’s role as
general manager of NATS Gatwick means that he is
accountable for running the busiest single runway
air traffic control tower in the world. Steve and his
team manage approximately 250,000 flights throughout
the airport, which services 200 destinations and 34
million passengers.
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